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The work within this dissertation involved the production and utilization of cellulose
nanomaterials within the context of electrospraying and electrospinning. The production of nanodimension cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) powders was a novel contribution to the multi-decade efforts
surrounding the drying of CNC suspensions, and the powders were produced by electrospraying reduced
surface tension suspensions at room temperature. The CNC powders were used as a control for
comparison with electrospun fibers in thermoplastic composites. Nano-diameter (submicron) fibers
generated most of the work outlined in this dissertation and were produced using a water-soluble,
sustainably derived, poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA). The CNC suspension was added to the PVA and water as
the polymer dissolved to create a composite electrospinning solution. The addition of 50 wt.% CNC
suspension to the PVA solution increased the viscosity and ultimately decreased the fiber production
capacity. However, by slightly reducing the CNC content to 40 wt.%, electrospun fibers could be
consistently produced. The fiber diameters were measured and analyzed by a 3x3 factorial experimental
ii

design involving the addition of 0, 20 and 40 wt.% CNC in PVA solutions and altering the machine
settings to produce varied samples. The measurement sampling methodology created the most
variation in fiber diameter, rather than the machine settings. While obtaining information about the
fiber production characteristics, spun mats were collected and post processed for application as a fiber
reinforcement in a thermoplastic poly (lactic acid) (PLA) matrix. The PLA polymer was chosen because it
has chemical compatibility with both PVA and CNC as well as sustainable attributes. By reinforcing PLA
with 15% composite nanofiber (cNF) composed of 20 wt.% CNC loaded PVA fibers via melt
compounding, improvements in the mechanical and thermal properties were observed. The neat PLA
tensile modulus increased 30% from 3.64 ± 0.76 to 4.74 ± 0.34 GPa and the tensile strength increased
21% from 56.4 ± 13.6 to 68.3 ± 1.2 MPa. Impact strength showed significant improvement, increasing
54% from 3.15 ± 0.26 to 4.85 ± 0.86 MJ/cm3. The flexural modulus showed a 6% improvement from 3.68
± 0.09 to 3.91 ± 0.21 GPa and the flexural strength increased 1% from 99.65 ± 6.4 to 100.4 ± 0.6 GPa.
The fiber reinforcement contributed to improvements in tensile properties without sacrificing flexural
properties or impact strength as normally observed in composites containing microscale CNC powders.
This improvement can contribute to additional applications for thermoplastic PLA and the electrospun
fiber reinforcement methodology shows applicability to other polymer systems.
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CHAPTER 1
1
1.1
1.1.1

ELECTROSPINNING OVERVIEW, MATIERIALS AND THESIS MOTIVATION

What is electrospinning?
History
Electrospinning (ES) has been in conceptual existence for over a hundred years but was

popularized after Sir and Taylor modeled the conical formation of the liquid droplets with the
application of a voltage source (Figure 1.1), which is often referred to as the “Taylor cone” (Taylor 1966).
Only since the late 20th century has it become a practically
useful method for producing value added materials from
dissolvable plastics and a more in depth historical timeline
is provided in literature (S. Jiang et al. 2018). In essence,
electrospinning is a technique that uses large electrical

a.
b.

Taylor Cone

potentials to draw entangled plastic chains from polymer
melts or solutions, which produce small electrical current
Needle
through an air gap. A cone shaped point forms into a

“Jet”

narrow column shaped jet while the fiber decreases in size
to micron and submicron (nano) diameters (Laudenslager
and Sigmund 2012). Some popular areas of importance

c.

using electrospun materials include textile manufacturing,
medical applications in drug delivery, bandages, bone
scaffolding and air, water, or filtration media.
Figure 1.1 a & b.) A Taylor cone formation
1.1.2

So how does it work?

followed by the electrically induced jet

The convention of electrospinning started with a
single needle that was connected to a high voltage electric
1

from the applied voltage. c.) a continuous
mat after apart from the substrate

potential (+/-), which generates an electric field, and the dissolved polymer solution was typically
pumped by mechanical means through a syringe and out of a capillary needle, as shown in Figure 1.1.
This is often referred to in scientific literature as traditional single-needle electrospinning (TSNE). After
the solution interacts with the electric field the Taylor cone is formed from surface charge accumulation.
𝑉𝑐 =
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The minimum voltage (Vc) is used to calculate this value where H (cm) is the tip to collector
distance, h (cm) is the needle length, R (cm) is the needle outer radius and γ (mN/m) is the surface
tension of the liquid (Huang et al. 2003). The charge buildup overcomes the solution surface tension and
allows for the movement along the path of the electric current. The flow of electricity is directed to a
grounded collector or an oppositely charged object. The distance through the air gap is referred to as
the tip to collector distance (TCD). The collector may be a planar surface, which is typically covered with
aluminum foil for easy removal, or a rotating collection surface. The spun fibers accumulate on the
collector and form a continuous fiber mat, as pictured in Figure 1.1. Rotating the cylinder collector
provides an alignment functionality. Multiple needles can be used but some interference between the
needles occurs and is attributed to the charge accumulation (Teo and Ramakrishna 2006).
1.1.3

Electrospun material requirements
TSNE initially utilized single polymer system for a electrospinning and electro spraying.

Electrospraying or electrospray drying (ESD) breaks liquid surface tension and produces nano-micron
scale droplets. Electrically influenced polymer solutions with low enough concentration generate solvent
free beads. This technique can also encapsulate suspended particles within small liquid droplets. These
droplets dry before reaching the collection plate where submicron and nano powders are produced. For
spinning of most polymers, the most influential solution parameter of fiber formation is the polymer
concentration in solution and secondarily it’s molecular weight (MW). Researchers have concluded
widely that the polymer must entangle a specific amount (Shofner et al. 2003) to form a continuous
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fiber. Other parameters including solvent evaporation time, the charge carrying capacity (conductivity),
the pH, the average molecular weight (MW) and, if relevant to the polymer system, the degree of
hydrolysis (DH) also plays a vital role. Additionally, some ES configuration related factors include the
TCD, the inner gauge diameter of the capillary dispensing needle (Macossay et al. 2007), the electric
potential intensity (kV) that generates the electric field acting on the solution (Lee and Deng 2013) and
the pump feed rate in conjunction with the syringe diameter. These parameters are outlined and
comprehensively discussed in a review (Haider, Haider, and Kang 2015).

Figure 1.2 Electrospinning diagram representing the process of applying voltage, producing a Taylor
cone that is followed by a jet and producing a nanofiber, which is collected on a planar surface or a
rotating cylinder.
3

1.1.4

Commercialization of electrospun fibers
Commercialization of the electrospinning process will require considerable effort. A few

problem areas are producing consistent lengths of spun fibers, consistent reproduction of spun
materials with accurately characterized performance, the challenging processing conditions associated
with the electrospinning process and solution properties. Additionally, some processing variables
interrelate to others, and the exact relationship to one another is inconsistent with respect to the
solution or polymer that is spun. This is most apparent in polymers with solvent systems with high
volatility in comparison to polymers that are dissolved with ionic liquids, which do not evaporate and
require a liquid bath to remove the excess solvent. Ultimately, physical characteristics among spun
polymers can be inconsistent, and complete optimization may only be achievable under laboratory
processing conditions (Persano et al. 2013). Despite this, researchers are focused on addressing these
processing challenges. TSNE spun mats show production rates ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 g/h of solvent
free continuous mat (SalehHudin et al. 2018). However, methods like free surface electrospinning
produce similar quality fibers at rates of 15-30 g/h. Shear assisted rotary electrospinning can produce up
to 450 g/h of spun material, but the fibers are bead and string shaped rather than a consistent circular
diameter.
1.1.5

Poly (vinyl alcohol)
Poly (vinyl alcohol) is a synthetic polymer produced from the hydrolysis of poly (vinyl acetate),

which can be adjusted to varying degrees of hydrolysis (DH) (%). As the DH increases, so do its strength,
water resistance and chemical compatibility (Park, et al., 2010). PVA exhibits hydrophilic, non-toxic, semi
crystalline and biologically compatible characteristics (Voronova et al. 2015; Göksen et al. 2021).
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Figure 1.3 Poly (vinyl-alcohol) chemical structure.(Likeitsmyjob~commonswiki 2006).
Early research studied electrospinning 87-96% hydrolyzed PVA solutions, at various
concentrations, into submicron fibers (Ding, et al., 2002) (Yao, et al., 2003) (Park, et al., 2010) (Peresin,
Habibi, Zoppe, Pawlak, & Rojas, 2010). High surface tension and solution viscosity prevented formation
of spun fibers. As hydrolysis percentage (87 to 95%) of the PVA increased, the surface tension of the
solution increased from 51 to 54 mJ/m2. Water, for reference, has a surface tension of 72 mJ/m2. A 99%
hydrolyzed PVA solution ( ≈69 mJ/m2) underwent ES fiber formation at high voltage (kV) and low current
(µA) (Yao et al. 2003). However, these processes were limited to low feed rates (µL/min) without the
help of a processing aid. The addition of a water-soluble surfactant (0.5% (v/v)) to aqueous PVA
decreased spun fiber diameter and allowed for increased feed rates (Yao et al. 2003).
1.1.5.1

Poly (vinyl alcohol) and CNs
Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a vinyl polymer connected by carbon-carbon bonds with hydroxyl

groups (-OH) and is water soluble below the boiling point of water. The hydroxyl functionalitiy presents
a major advantage when combined with CNs and the use of PVA is well characterized within the
hydrogel, film and electrospun mat fields (J. Wang et al. 2021). Hydrogen bonding between cellulose and
PVA hydroxyl groups in the fiber morphology can achieve strengths and stiffness values of 100-1000s
MPa and 10-100s GPa, respectively. The utilization of these high strength material properties in
thermoplastic composites as a fiber reinforcement may improve the conventional polymer composite
properties or provide new use cases for old bio-derived thermoplastics, depending on the achieved
mechanical properties.
5

1.1.6

Cellulose nanomaterials
Much work is underway on biologically sustainable and degradable materials. A major

motivation for use of materials with these features is related to substituting or replacing the nondegradable and fossil derived competitors that currently dominate the market. A promising candidate
within the scope of this objective is cellulose nanomaterials (CNs). The market for CNs grows as the
production scale shifts from pilot scale to industrial settings. The 2017 demand for 8.3 metric tons of
dissolved pulp, which is used to make cellulose fibers and its derivatives, is expected to double in 2025
(J. Wang et al. 2021). The CNs market is growing with annual production of cellulose materials
potentially reaching 1.5 x1012 tons (Moon, Schueneman, and Simonsen 2016). One notable production
example, the company CelluForce-Canada, produces 1 ton of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) a day
(Mokhena and John 2020). These CNs make for an excellent additive in water soluble polymers because
of the high-water content in suspended cellulose, their nontoxicity, and biodegradability(Roman 2015;
Nechyporchuk, Belgacem, and Bras 2016; H. Kargarzadeh et al. 2018). These materials exhibit
normalized strength and stiffness values that compete with aluminum and steel, as well as low health
risk and low production costs (Moon, Schueneman, and Simonsen 2016; Moon et al. 2011).
1.1.6.1

Cellulose nanocrystals
A suspension of CNCs can be derived from numerous sources and are typically created by acid

hydrolysis of native cellulose, beginning with an acid and deionized (DI) solution, followed by mechanical
shearing via a centrifugation or an ultra-sonication treatment to remove amorphous regions and ending
with a washing phase (Moon et al. 2011; Dufresne 2008). The dimensions of CNC produced from plant
sources typically range from 100-700 nm in length (L) and 5-30 nm in diameter (D) (Lin, Huang, and
Dufresne 2012; Beck-Candanedo, Roman, and Gray 2005). The elastic modulus of CNCs are theoretically
estimated to be as high as 220 ± 50 GPa (Diddens et al. 2008) and measured in cotton fibers with Raman
spectroscopy at 105 GPa (Rusli and Eichhorn 2008). Thermal degradation of CNC begins near 200°C, with
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discoloration occurring at 170°C, and is measured using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Lin, Huang,
and Dufresne 2012). Degradation of CNCs was reported to differ based on the morphology of the CNCs
which was attributed to the differing drying methodologies (Peng et al. 2013). The TGA data for
microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) powders, produced by spray drying (SD) that employs pressurized gases
to atomize liquid into micron scale droplets and dehydrates the encapsulated cellulose with convective
heat, degrades in three regions; the first region ranges from 25°C to 216°C and the majority of mass loss
is attributed to water loss. The second region ranges from the onset of thermal degradation at the end
of the first to the dehydration of cellulose, occurring between 200-280°C, and the depolymerization of
cellulose in competition with the dehydration, occurring at 280-340°C. Region three occurs at 358°C and
after 500°C where the levoglucosan breaks down into hydrocarbons and hydrogen, leaving char residue
at the final temperature of 600°C.
1.1.7

CNs use in PVA and composite reinforcement

After development of initial processing drawbacks, CNs were explored as filler for aqueous PVA. One
example showed 8-12% CNC (wt.) composite PVA solvent casted samples, which showed a significantly
increased onset thermal degradation and a single degradation peak (Voronova et al. 2015). Kang et al.
produced a solvent casted film from 5 wt.% CNC in a 5 wt.% PVA in which the tensile strength increased
79% and an increased thermal resistance was observed (Kang et al. 2018). These characteristics continue
to occur at the submicron scale when Sanders et al. compounded CNC by ES 7 wt.% PVA nanofibers.
Compounding of 20 wt.% CNC showed an increased thermal degradation temperature and a singular
degradation peak (Sanders et al. 2019). Park et al. measured the increase in thermal conductivity (W/mK) of PVA and PVA-CNC nanofibers (NFs) and concluded that the PVA NF and PVA-CNC NF improved, in
comparison to the bulk polymer, by multiples of 6 and 3.5, respectively. The author attributed the
increase to the improved polymer backbone rigidity and increased crystallization of PVA from the ES
technique (Y. Park et al. 2019). One commonality among the referenced works is the role of the
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abundant hydroxyl (-OH) groups on CNC and the enhanced thermal characteristics in and mechanical
characteristics that are associated with hydrogen bonded materials at the nanoscale
Interestingly enough, addition of 30% chitosan (CS) resulted in reduced mechanical properties, like
CNC did in the aforementioned studies, but the thermal degradation patterns of the spun mat did not
show a single degradation peak (Koosha and Mirzadeh 2015). Additionally, the PVA and CS composites
worked to reduce the crystallinity, which was attributed to the increased bound water that infiltrated
the PVA matrix.
When CA nanofiber mats (CANM) and two sizes (540 and 250 nm) of hydrolyzed CANM (CNM1,2)
were compounded by solution casting with 5% (wt.) 77k MW PVA, the CNM2 fibers improved the
mechanical properties of PVA films, increased thermal degradation temperature and provided good
optical transmittance at higher loading levels (Tang et al. 2011). Authors attributed the enhanced
properties of the small fiber groups (CNM2) to the increased surface area from small fiber diameters
1.1.8
1.1.8.1

Target thermoplastic matrix and scope of work
Thermoplastic poly lactic acid (PLA)
Sustainable thermoplastic matrices are a prime subject of interest with respect to natural fibers.

Poly (lactic acid) (PLA) is a polar thermoplastic matrix that serves as a competitor to petroleum-based
polymers but exhibits a slow crystallization rate, has poor thermal resistance, and deforms at high
temperatures. Researchers target polar thermoplastic materials, such as PLA and nylon, because of
improved chemical compatibility between natural fillers, as opposed to non-polar petroleum-based
matrices that require modification for compatibility (Hanieh Kargarzadeh et al. 2017). PLA is produced
from renewable resources, degrades in the natural environment (Leonés et al. 2021), melts below the
thermal degradation temperature of cellulose and exhibits improved mechanical properties with the
addition of cellulose nanomaterials (Mokhena et al. 2018). Neat PLA, despite it short comings remains
popular in areas like 3D printing (Duty et al. 2018). Warping and thermal characteristics have shown
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improvement with the addition of carbon fibers (Compton et al. 2017) and cellulose nanocrystals (CNC)
(López de Dicastillo et al. 2017). Addition of epoxy modified pine fibers that were batch mixed and
compression molded produced high strength PLA biocomposites (Zhao et al. 2020)
Additionally, one can dissolve PLA in an organic solvent and solution cast it into films. Once
dissolved, PLA can then be arranged into a core/shell nanofiber by ES with another polymer using coaxial nozzles (Alharbi, Luqman, Khalil, et al. 2018), mixed with biological nanoparticles (NP) such as CNC
(Somord et al. 2018) and chitosan (Xu et al. 2017) or engineered fibers such as multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNT) (S. Zhang et al. 2019; Namsaeng, Punyodom, and Worajittiphon 2019). Neat spun
fiber or spun fiber composite systems are useful in applications like filtration (L. Li, Hashaikeh, and
Arafat 2013), tissue scaffolding (Zhou et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2017), as a self-reinforcement (Somord et al.
2018) or as short fiber reinforcement in a thermoplastic matrix (Xi Zhang et al. 2016).
The intended focus for this work was to produce electrospun continuous fibers for use as fiber
reinforcement for thermoplastic compounding. This area captures 1/3 of the attention that continuous
fibers used as composite reinforcement garners in the research world and presents ample opportunity
for innovation of conventional materials like fiber reinforced thermoplastics (S. Jiang et al. 2018).
However, typical electrospinning produces a continuous fiber. Therefore, before their use as fiber
reinforcement the fibers needed to be aligned and cut to length. Producing short fibers is time
consuming and arguably reduces the proposed utility of electrospinning. However, the benefits of the
individual fibers mechanical properties can be utilized in conjunction with surface energy characteristics
(Colijn and Schroën 2021) to produce a fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite with tailored fiber
dimensions. The ability to coat or encapsulate cellulose within a spun fiber and then evenly distribute
these fibers throughout a thermoplastic matrix has gained recent attention (López de Dicastillo et al.
2017), especially since CNC has been documented to agglomerate when compounded in thermoplastics
and typically requires a compatibility agent for improved interfacial interactions (Ren et al. 2016).
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For this study, the target matrix polymer is thermoplastic PLA which is bioderived but contains
numerous shortcomings like brittle behavior, poor thermal characteristics, and slow crystallization rates.
Previous works have focused on the chemical treatment of cellulose for compounding with PLA but
require volatile solvents or lengthy batch type processes (Robles et al. 2015). However, by encapsulating
the CNCs in PVA, the cellulose treatment time and effort can be traded for the fiber production, and the
time-intensive component of shortening the fiber may potentially be reduced by altering the spun fiber
characteristics with reduced solution concentration or decreased molecular chain weight (Shenoy et al.
2005). Furthermore, methods like free surface electrospinning increase the production rate and reduced
the time required for spinning the fiber reinforcement feedstock. With the CNC “trapped” in the PVA,
and provided that PVA exhibits good dispersion of fibers within the PLA, no CNC agglomeration should
occur.
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CHAPTER 2
2

ELECTROSPINNING POLY (VINYL ALCOHOL) AND CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTAL SOLUTIONS: A
MATERIAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT

ABSTRACT
Poly (vinyl alcohol) and cellulose nanocrystals composite non-woven mats were prepared using
the electrospinning method. The fibers were typically collected in the form of non-woven mats as
explained in 1.1.2 and shown in Figure 1.1c PVA/CNC mats were reinforced with weight concentrations
of 0, 20 and 50% CNC (w/w) relative to PVA. Scanning electron microscopy was used to measure fiber
diameter which ranged from 377 to 416 nm. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmed the presence
of CNC fibers in the mat fibers which were not visible by SEM. Mechanical testing was conducted using
ASTM D 638 on each sample group at 10 mm/min. Neat PVA and PVA/CNC mats were also heat treated
at 170°C for 2h hours and the morphological structure was maintained. Mechanical property results
showed a decrease in tensile strength, an increase in tensile stiffness and a decrease in strain to yield
(%) for the heat-treated samples which was attributable to enhanced diffusion bonding of the mats’
fiber intersections. The CNC fibers also increased mat stiffness and reduced strain to yield in non-treated
mats. The use of CNCs show potential for compounding into bulk polymer composites as a
reinforcement filler and show promise for chemical crosslinking attributable to the –OH groups on both
the PVA, in addition to esterification of the vinyl group, and CNC.
2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Entanglement of polymer chains for continuous spun fibers
Shenoy et al. modeled the entanglement requirements for a polymer chain in a good solvent

system and determined that a continuous fiber was estimable by first knowing the entanglement
molecular weight in solution (Me (soln)) (Shenoy et al. 2005). This value corresponds to the average
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molecular weight at the entanglement point (Me) of two polymer chains and is experimentally
determined by rheological measurements. Furthermore, the ratio between the Me and polymer volume
fraction (φp) determines the (Me)soln. Calculating the ratio of Me(soln) with the molecular weight (MW) of
the polymer, using the equation:
(𝑛𝑒 )𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 =

(𝜙𝑝 𝑀𝑤 )
𝑀𝑤
=
(𝑀𝑒 )𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛
𝑀𝑒

the entanglement number ((𝑛𝑒 )𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 ) is obtained; In polydisperse systems the Mw can be used. initial
entanglement of chains in a polymer solution is called the critical concentration (c*) and below this
point, the chains do not interact. However, concentrations exceeding the c* generate higher (𝑛𝑒 )𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 ,
which can be used to indicate when ES produces droplets, continuous fibers or bead and string
morphologies. As a starting point, having no experience with a given polymer, but knowing the Me and
Mw, researchers can utilize these relationships produce continuous fibers with respect to solution
concentration (v/v).
2.1.2

Poly (vinyl alcohol) and CNC composites

Researchers have also studied composites produced from aqueous mechanically refined (CNF) or
chemically produced (CNC). CNs are known to shift thermal characteristics when evenly dispersed in
polymers and are known to improve crystallinity in amorphous polymers (Xiaocan Zhang et al. 2018;
Mariano et al. 2017; Shalom et al. 2019). The interfacial interactions from hydrogen bonding
compatibility with water soluble PVA makes it a prime target for use with CNs (Kang et al. 2018).
Cellulose and PVA composites show potential for material development with respect to the
combined light-weight, bio-functional and environmentally friendly properties. Reported mechanical
properties show a 13% increase in strength and a 34% increase in modulus of PVA with the addition of
3% (w/w) microcellulose. Softwood Kraft pulp has shown a doubling of tensile strength and 2.5 times
the stiffness of a PVA matrix with the addition of 5% (w/w) (Meree et al. 2016). In an effort to better
understand the viscoelastic behavior of highly loaded PVA/CNC composite suspensions, Meree et al.
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employed rheological measurements to study the composite’s behavior for applications produced via
water-based processing. CNC loading levels of 20-67% (w/w) were combined with PVA consisting of Mw
of 31-50k up to 146-186k. The increased Mw of PVA showed an increase in crystallite formation,
elasticity and viscosity; as the solution aged, the rate of aging, defined by the entanglement of polymer
chains in a still solution, decreased with increased time. The CNC was shown to reduce the kinetic
driving force between stratification of PVA and water in solution. Additionally, the percolation threshold
of CNC has an effect on the storage modulus (G’) in that at lower Mw of PVA the intermolecular
entanglement plays a larger elastic role as its concentration increases. However, at a high molecular
weight, the percolation threshold attributable to CNC is the contributing factor in rheological responses.
In solution CNC is known to show shear thinning behavior (Moon et al. 2011). At 7% (w/v) concentration
of PVA with 5, 10 and 15% (w/w) CNC the G’ was increased 3 times using fully hydrolyzed PVA (99%)
(Youssef Habibi, Lucian A. Lucia et al. 2010). A lesser hydrolyzed polymer network is suspected to show
lower mechanical property values because of less intermolecular hydrogen bonding within the random
electrospun network.
2.1.3

Post Treatment
Chemical treatments like soaking electrospun mats in methanol can be used to reduce

hydrophilicity and promotes entanglement which improves mechanical properties. One study observed
a fourfold increase in mechanical properties when using methanol (Franco et al. 2012). However, the
mat structure, although fiber diffusion has occurred, became embrittled. When soaked in methanol with
the addition of glutaraldehyde, the mats were less brittle than if solely treated with methanol. Heat
treatments were also tested at varying times. Discoloration, as a result of thermal degradation at
temperatures above 150°C, was apparent in the nonwoven mats (Miraftab, Saifullah, and Çay 2015).
Sintering the spun PVA mat fiber intersections by partial dissolution via methanol treatment was
reported to reduce biocompatibility, as a result of increased cytotoxins. The Ding et al. 2002 study also
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used glyoxal, with the addition of phosphoric acid, to crosslink the PVA random mat structure. More
recently (Franco et al. 2012), PVPA/PVA nanofibers were stabilized using heat treatment,
glutaraldehyde, and methanol. Mechanical properties were increased as a result of increased glyoxal
and elongation decreased with the increase in cross linking. Miraftab et al. studied the difference in the
MW with a comparison between methanol and heat treatment with respect to producing a consolidated
structure between fibers within a ES mat. Some morphological changes, like variable morphologies in
continuous fibers, were observed in the mats after methanol treatment and larger fiber diameters were
observed and were attributable to chain diffusion or entanglements at cross section sites (Miraftab,
Saifullah, and Çay 2015). One study used a post-processing method in which the PVA mat was heat
treated at 70% of the melting temperature (𝑇𝑚 ); Guirguis & Moselhey reported a Tg of 100% hydrolyzed
125kg/mol of PVA to be 209.6°C when a typical Tg of PVA is near 47°C (Guirguis and Moselhey 2012). The
results showed a stiffness of 140 KPa and a max yield strength of 5.76 MPa (Es-saheb and Elzatahry
2014). Additionally, heat-treated PVA mats were observed to be strain rate sensitive. At higher testing
speeds, the tensile strength increased. Elastic modulus can also be increased via heat treatment at lower
temperatures (135°C) for longer periods of time or higher temperatures (170°C) for shorter periods of
time (Wong, Zinke-Allmang, and Wan 2010).
2.1.4

Objective
This body of work attempts to synthesize the information gained from the literature to produce

consistent nanofibers with high CNC filler content, potentially improve the spun mat material properties
by post treatment and test some mechanical and thermal properties of fiber mats containing larger
quantities of natural filler. Furthermore, this research aims to improve ES mat characteristics with
respect to the applications that are relevant for its use outside of the laboratory setting. Summary
statistics are used to characterize the data; further statistical analysis was not necessary with respect to
the high variance seen in the data sets.
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2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Solution preparation
A 99% hydrolyzed PVA with an average molecular weight (Mw) of 130,000 g mol-1 was purchased

from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and PVA suspensions containing aqueous cellulose nanocrystals
10.3% (w/v), produced according to the specifications of the USDA Forest Products Laboratory
(Madison, WI), were dissolved in de-ionized (DI) water at approximately 90°C for 3 hours in a silicone oil
bath under magnetic stirring. The solution was kept under magnetic stirring during the cooling phase
while it reached room temperature. After the solution was cooled, the surface tension was reduced for
electrospinning by adding 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 surfactant, with a micellar average Mw of 80,000
(g/mol), Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Solutions were prepared in the quantities of 7% PVA (w/v) and 0,
20, 50% (w/w) CNC. The CNC weight was based on the dry basis of PVA. The solution compositions were
numbered by the weight/volume of PVA in DI water and the weight/weight of CNCs added to the
solution. The naming convention for solution dopes reads (PVA##.CNC## (w/w); for example a 7 wt.%
PVA solution with 20 wt.% CNCs is given the ID “7.20”. The labels are listed in Table 2.1. Solutions were
stored in a sealed vessel containing a small beaker of DI water to reduce dehydration of the solutions;
upon using this method, solutions kept for 2+ weeks without biological contamination, and before
electrospinning, solutions were magnetically stirred.
2.2.2

Electrospinning parameters
Electrospun mats were produced with a NanoNC (S. Korea) eS-Robot Electrospinning/spray

System (Model ESR200R2P) using a single phase, 220V, 60Hz with a voltage maximum of 30kV. The mat
composite nanofiber is denoted as cNF and the type is identified by the ratio of weight percent (wt.%) of
PVA/CNC (##/ ## cNF); neat PVA nanofiber are denoted as pNF (## pNF) (wt.%). Solution was dispensed
through a 1” in length 18G, 0.0472” outer diameter and 0.0315” inner diameter, 304 stainless steel
blunt tip reusable needle (IntelliSpense; Agoura Hills, CA) at the anode and a rectangular flat plane glass
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collector was used for the grounding and collection substrate. Adhered to the collector, with 3M double
sided polypropylene tape, was a 22.86 x 38.1 cm sheet of 304 stainless steel provided by NanoNC. A
polyt(etrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) sheet was cut with a 22.86 x 38.1 inner diameter and a 7-10 cm margin
to direct the electric field to the collection area, effectively insulating the outside from collecting fibers.
The robot feature on the machine was programmed to move at a rate of 50 mm/min along the
lengthwise axis (x-axis) and incrementally step down 5 mm after each 70 mm pass within a 55 cm height
(y-axis). For each mat, 1.86 mL of solution was dispensed and the TCD was 15 cm. The conditions, such
as supplied voltage and feed rate, are changed relative to cellulose content in attempts to maximize
throughput without creating droplet defects. Mats were prepared at 19-20kV and 24.5-34 µL/min as
referenced in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Composition of the ES dope (PVA##.CNC##, wt.%) and spun fiber type (PVA/CNC-treatment,
wt.% - heat treatment (HT) or no treatment (NT)) with the voltage supplied and feed rate for each mat
type.
Solution type
PVA.CNC (wt.%)
7.00
7.20
7.50

2.2.3

Fiber type
PVA/CNC.trt (wt.%)
7.00-NT/HT
80/20 cNF-NT/HT
50/50 cNF-NT/HT

Voltage
(kV)
19-20
19-20
19-20

Conductivity (µS/cm) Feed Rate
(µL/min)
926.4 ± 3.1
34.0
913.3 ± 3.3
31-32
1037.8 ± 26.0
24.5

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was primarily done using a Hitachi 2000 Tabletop

Microscope SEM (Tokyo, Japan). SEM micrographs were used for fiber diameter analysis. Measurements
were taken using the software ImageJ (National Institute of Health), and the measurement tool was
scaled to the 10 µm scale bar of each 10k x zoom micrograph. Thirty samples were taken in each
micrograph over three separate mats composed using the same electrospinning parameters and then
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averaged. One micrograph of the three mats composing measurements for each sample set is shown in
Figure 2.1.
2.2.4

Viscosity & Rheology
Viscosity and rheology measurements of 7.00 solution and 7.20 and 7.20 composite mixtures

were done using a Bohlin Gemini parallel plate (25 mm) rheometer (Malvern Instruments, UK). A shear
ramp at room temperature (23°C) using shear rates ranging from 0.1 to 100 (s-1) measured viscosity
(Pa∙s). A small amplitude oscillation test was performed with a strain sweep from ~0-200% to measure
the linear viscoelastic regime of each solution. A strain amplitude of 1% the elastic modulus was chosen
for frequency sweep measurements. The elastic modulus (G’), storage modulus (G”) and complex
viscosity (ƞ*) were measured with a 0.1-100 hertz (Hz) frequency sweep. Large phase angle
measurements were omitted from the reported data and were attributable to measurement lag,
resulting in instrument measurement noise.
2.2.5

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Measurements were taken with a TA Instruments Q500 (New Castle, DE). Approximately 10 mg

of mat sample was used for each measurement. Samples were tested within a 30°C to 600°C
temperature ramp with an increasing rate of 10°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere (20 mL/min) to avoid
oxidation.
2.2.6

Mechanical testing
Tensile testing, using a universal testing machine (Instron 5966) with a 10kN load cell at 10

mm/min, was done using ASTM D-638 specimen IV dimensions. Three to four mats were produced for
each sample category and two samples were cut and tested from each mat. Outliers observed in
mechanical property results that failed prior to data acquisition were omitted from the reported
average. All sample grip areas were covered on each side with the adhesive area of a sticky note
(Staples). Samples were not conditioned but were tested within 24 hours of preparation. Heat treated
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samples were compressed within two PTFE sheets followed by two 0.32 cm thick aluminum sheets and
topped with a 2.2kg steel weight for a 2h period at 170°C. They were then then kept in room with 50%
relative humidity and 23°C prior to mechanical testing. The heat treatment nomenclature includes the
mat composition naming convention with a -NT for the non-treated control mats and a -HT for the heattreated mats. For example, a 80/20 cNF-NT is for a 80/20 wt.% PVA/CNC composite nanofiber mat with
no heat treatment and 100 pNF-HT for a heat treated 100 wt.% PVA nanofiber mat.
2.3
2.3.1

Results
Scanning Electron Microscopy
The average fiber diameter measurements are reported in Table 2.2 and for 100 pNF were

within a range similar to cited literature with similar 99% DH and 8-15% PVA (w/v) solution
concentrations (Enayati, Behzad, Sajkiewicz, Bagheri, Ghasemi-Mobarakeh, Łojkowski, et al. 2016; Lee
and Deng 2013; J.-C. Park et al. 2010). The 100 pNF-NT samples were the largest diameters at 416 ± 45
nm and the 50/50 cNF-NT samples were the smallest at 377 ± 4 nm. Interestingly enough, the fiber
diameter is shown to decrease with decreasing kV (10-25 kV) with the TCD reported at 25 cm (Lee and
Deng 2013). Other aforementioned sources report a TCD of 15 cm and show diameters similar to this
study.
A heat treatment regime below the Tm of PVA but above the glass transition temperature (Tg)
diffuses the spun fibers that are in contact via intersections produced during electrospinning (Es-saheb
and Elzatahry 2014; Franco et al. 2012) Fibers are visible in SEM micrographs as higher contrast white
areas, shown in Figure 2.1. Upon visual examination after heat treatment at 170°C for 2h, discoloration
was observed as a result of thermolysis, but the fiber diameters did not change via measurements
reported in Table 2.2, nor did the fibers appear more flattened or coalesced than the untreated mats
shown in Figure 2.1. Wan et al. reported a fiber diameter reduction of 10% was seen in fiber mats after
they were given similar treatment conditions (Wong, Zinke-Allmang, and Wan 2010). The results shown
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here deviate from the reported literature. However, the morphological integrity of the spun fiber
network was maintained which coincides to findings from (Miraftab, Saifullah, and Çay 2015). A
measurable effect of the heat treatment is more apparent in the mechanical properties that will be
discussed later. Additionally no CNC fibers were visible at the 10kX magnifications of SEM micrographs
with a 100µm scale bar, observed in Figure 2.1.

Table 2.2 Average fiber diameter by electrospun mat composition. The electrospun mats without heat
treatment (NT) are on the left and the heat treated (HT) mats are on the right.
Average Fiber Diameter (nm)
Sample Group
NT
HT
100 pNF
416 ± 45
380 ± 35
80/20 cNF
380 ± 21
397 ± 27
50/50 cNF
411 ± 38
377 ± 4
2.3.2

Viscosity
A ramp of shear rates from 1 to 100 (s-1) were applied on electrospinning dopes to obtain

instantaneous viscosity (ƞ) data (Pa∙s) and are shown in Figure 2.2. The solution exhibits viscosity seen in
the following source at high Mw (145-185k g/mol) and with high levels of CNC fill (Meree et al. 2016).
Another author reported 0.209 (Pa.s) at 8% (w/v) of PVA with a 98.9% DH and Mw of 125k g/mol
(Enayati, Behzad, Sajkiewicz, Bagheri, Ghasemi-Mobarakeh, Kuśnieruk, et al. 2016). The higher viscosity
response seen in the results shown in Figure 2.2 may be attributable to the use of parallel plates, which
can sometimes allow overfilled material to leak outside of the test volume and interact with the edges
of the test fixture, rather than cone and plate. Marginal differences in entanglements that are
attributable to the concentration and PVA chain Mw can also play a role in changing the viscosity
response and may also be attributable to the differences seen in the 130kg mol-1 99% hydrolyzed PVA
used in this study.
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NO TREATMENT

HEAT TREATMENT

a.) 100 pNF-NT

b.) 100 pNF-HT

c.) 80/20 cNF-NT

d.) 80/20 cNF-HT

e.) 50/50 cNF-NT

f.) 50/50 cNF-HT

Figure 2.1 Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) at 10k magnification of PVA and PVA/CNC non-heat
treated (left NT) and heat treated (right HT) random electrospun mats.
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Both PVA solutions and CNC mixtures show shear thinning behaviors in aqueous solutions and
suspension, depending on concentration. In the case of PVA, hydrogen bonding of hydroxyl (-OH) groups
is a major mechanism promoting shear thinning and is affected by increase in Mw of polymer chains.
Water and crystallites forming with chain interactions in solutions standing for up to 5 days also affects
viscosity (Meree, Schueneman, Meredith, & Shofner, 2016). In the case with the 7.50 mixture, at higher
CNC loading and low shear rates, there is an initial increase in viscosity with fiber network interactions.
After the physical alignment of the CNC fiber network, a more pronounced drop, relative to the neat
PVA, from 10 (Pa∙s) is seen in 50% (w/w) CNC samples when shear rates exceed 0.2 (s-1) (Moon et al.
2011).
Frequency sweep data of the storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”) for the 7.00 solution and
the 7.20 and composite mixtures are shown together in Figure 2.3. In the 7.00 samples, the G” was
greater than the G’, meaning the tested solution was an aqueous solution, rather than a gel.
Additionally, the reduction of slope in the storage modulus as the CNC loading level increases suggests
that the elastic dependence on frequency of G’ decreases with the increase in CNC content (Meree et al.
2016). The attributable factor is related to the CNC percolation threshold, lack of PVA chain mobility and
crystallite formation interactions. According to the 7.50 viscosity data, the suspension contains solid-like
conditions at low frequencies when the G’ dominates the G” but with increasing frequency the G”
overcomes the G’, exhibiting more viscous responses.
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Figure 2.2 Instantaneous viscosity measured by a shear ramp from 1-100 (s-1). The notation is in order of
PVA (w/v). CNC (w/w).test number. Two tests were conducted per sample type to ensure precision.

Figure 2.3 Data measured from a frequency (Hz) sweep (0.1-10) of aqueous suspension neat PVA and
PVA/CNC at varying weight percentages. Some data was omitted because the phase angle was too large.
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2.3.3

Complex viscosity
Complex viscosity (ƞ*) was measured in a frequency sweep along with the G’ and G” and is

shown in Figure 2.4. The response of CNC is clearly visible between the two 7.20 and 7.50 and the 7.00
sample groups; the neat samples showing an independence in response to increasing frequency (Hz).
The increase in ƞ* in 7.20 is attributable to the CNC domains acting in conjunction with the liquid
crystalline interphase of the PVA dope, resisting forces during the frequency sweep and show some
dependence as frequency increases (Meree et al. 2016). Conversely, once the PVA dope no longer acts
as the primary resisting component, the 7.50 sample group showed an increase in ƞ* compared to 7.20
and neat but declined thereafter, with the increase in frequency. As the CNC networks were strained
beyond the elastic deformation, the resistance decreased as a response to the increase in frequency and
showed similar moduli to 7.20 samples near 1 Hz.

Figure 2.4 Complex viscosity data measured in a frequency sweep (0.1-100 Hz).
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2.3.4

Thermogravimetric analysis
The 100 pNF and both cNF mats were degraded via TGA and the weight (%) and derivative

weight loss (%/C°) data are shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, respectively. Each materials degradation
results showed a distinct mass loss, attributable to water, starting below 100°C in both figures. The
onset of PVA degradation occurred at 175°C and continued in the range of 240 - 350°C. These results
showed similar mass loss (%) of 99% DH PVA in literature, in that PVA decomposition followed a twostage process. The first significant stage at 240-340°C and the second at 390-470°C (H. Yang et al. 2012).
A derivative mass loss (%/°C) thermogram (Figure 2.6) shows the rate at which degradation occurs and
in 100 pNF the peak degradation occurred at ≈216°C. The rate consistently decreased, until it sharply
increased to a smaller peak between 270-290°C, and decreased consistently until about 320°C. This loss
is attributable to PVA chain stripping and chain scission. The final loss was attributable to chain
decomposition and volatilization of residual elements of the polymer backbone (Habibi et al. 2010; Essaheb and Elzatahry 2014).
The 80/20 and 60/40 cNF decomposed similarly to neat PVA but in the mass loss (%), the
presence of CNC appeared to reduce the onset thermal degradation to about 170°C and the peak mass
loss rate (%/°C) to slightly above that of the PVA degradation temperature. In Figure 2.6, the
thermograph for 50/50 cNF shows two distinct peaks of mass as opposed to the singular peak of 80/20
cNF. The first peak, shown in, begins similarly that shown in Figure 2.6 occurs at ≈216°C and dips
significantly until reaching ≈290°C. This peak was attributed to the degradation of PVA with the
dehydration of CNC’s bound water and the de-polymerization of CNC occurs during thermal
decomposition (Peng et al. 2013; Moon et al. 2011). A second peak, attributable to CNC dehydration/depolymerization coupled with the chain scission of PVA, occurs near 340°C and slowly declines until
400°C. With respect to the 80/20 cNF, the degradation occurs similarly to 50/50 cNF but consistently in
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one degradation peak. In comparison with 100 pNF, the 80/20 and 50/50 cNF results indicated a more
thermally resistant composite. The rate loss increases afterwards and peaks near 500°C due to
breakdown and volatilization of CNC and PVA chains. The weight loss (%) is larger than that of neat PVA
mats with the CNC presence.
120
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Weight 7.00

Weight 7.20

Weight 7.50

Figure 2.5 TGA curves showing weight loss (%) of 100 pNF-NT, 80/20 cNFj-NT and 50/50 cNF-NT
electrospun random mats.
Rowe et al. determined that addition of CNCs depending on the material characteristics (particle
or film) may reduce the sensitivity to the degradation of the composite (Rowe, Tajvidi, and Gardner
2016). However, the author concluded that there was no detectable change in onset thermal
degradation in PVA/cellulose composites at cellulose concentrations ranging from 2-8 wt.% in PVA films.
More questions were raised with respect to the consistency of CNC throughout the PVA with respect to
this observation. With respect to cNF mats, the fibers are individually carrying CNCs and the wt.% of the
fibers was significantly increased. The observed increase in thermal resistance may be attributed to both
the controlled nature of the CNC in the fibers through ES mat production but the degree to which CNC is
consistently distributed throughout a single fiber or the entire mat requires further investigation.
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Figure 2.6 TGA curves showing derivative weight loss (%/°C) of 100 pNF, 80/20 and 50/50 cNF ES
random mats.
2.3.5

Mechanical properties
Tensile strength and modulus data are shown in Table 2.3 and were reported by mean and

coefficient of variance (CV). The CV was above 20% for all of the tensile strength and modulus data.
Dimension variations, however, where under 20% in all samples except the 50/50 cNF-NT thickness
results. The low CV shows the electrospun methods production replication. The assumption in variance
can then be more related to the materials performance rather than the dimensions of the tested
specimens.
Tensile strength data in a study using 0.1% PVPA and 12% (w/v) PVA and a 2hr 150°C heat
treated samples and tested on a 1kg load cell at 1 mm/min was similar to the magnitude obtained in the
referenced literature (Franco et al. 2012). The tensile strength among groups declines with the addition
of 50% (w/w) CNC samples and after heat treatment in all sample groups, apart from 50/50 cNF mats.
This decline could be attributable to the embrittlement of individual PVA fiber, coupled with overfilling
of the interior of PVA fibers or weakened interactions between randomly oriented spun fibers. Particle
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sizing plays a large role in composite performance and affects stress concentration in the matrix,
especially if the fibers diameters are 300-400 nm in width while the filler is over half of that dimension
(G. Wang et al. 2017). In this case, if the CNC filler that is 5-30 nm in width agglomerates within the core
of the PVA matrix fiber, the multiplied width of the CNC quickly becomes a significant portion of the
fibers width and reduces the tensile strength by reducing the active load bearing surface area. This may
be especially true with a lack of chemical or hydrogen bonding to the CNC. The largest measured tensile
strength was 6.27 MPa in 100 pNF mats, and the lowest value measured was 1.77 MPa in 50/50 cNF
mats. The largest margin of tensile strength difference between no heat and heat treatment was seen in
the neat PVA samples; a -32% difference was measured. This loss is attributable to the intersection
diffusion and the fact that the PVA mats are rate dependent, showing lower tensile testing values at
higher crosshead test speeds, during tensile testing (Es-saheb and Elzatahry 2014). The tensile strength
increased between 50/50 cNF-NT and 50/50 cNF-HT mats by 15%. This is attributable to the diffusion of
fibers intersections and the inability of the fibers to be drawn but does not imply the fiber was a
reinforcing agent in the PVA matrix since it is significantly lower than the 100 pNF mats.
Table 2.3 Tensile mechanical properties for electrospun 100 pNF and 80/20 and 50/50 cNF mats,
including HT and NT; σ – mean, CV – coefficient of variation.

ID
100 pNF-NT
100 pNF-HT
80/20 cNF-NT
80/20 cNF-HT
50/50 cNF-NT
50/50 cNF-HT

Thickness (mm)
σ
CV
0.09
9%
0.09
16%
0.09
15%
0.09
25%
0.08
22%
0.085
10%

Width (mm)
σ
CV
6.11
2%
6.08
2%
6.41
2%
6.10
4%
6.12
2%
6.25
2%
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Modulus (MPa)
σ
CV
371.6
35%
1645.1
29%
300.7
51%
690.7
70%
785.4
56%
1570.4
37%

Tensile Strength
(MPa)
σ
CV
6.27
40%
4.26
22%
5.28
30%
5.08
28%
1.77
32%
2.04
59%

Modulus data are shown in Table 2.3 and the mean and CV are reported. Standard deviation
was over 20% in all sample groups but were lowest in 100 pNF-HT and 50/50 cNF-HT sample groups;
these data are not shown but instead, the high CV was displayed in each sample group. The correlation
of modulus increase was less distinguishable between 100 pNF-NT at 371.6 MPa when compared to
80/20 cNF-NT samples measured at 300.7 MPa; the difference in CV was 16% between the former and
latter. At this loading level, CNC may not consistently fill the fibers internal diameter enough to generate
a response. It may also show the lack of hydrogen bonding between the CNC and PVA, likely attributable
to the crystalline domain of the PVA and CNC creating discontinuity within the spun fibers (Hong and
Kim 2010). A stronger response was seen in the 50/50 cNF-NT samples with a modulus of 785.4 MPa,
showing a stiffness increase with the addition of >20% CNC in PVA random electrospun mats. At this
fiber level, the CNC takes mechanical precedence, which may be attributable to percolation within the
spun fibers. With regard to heat treatment, in 100 pNF-HT samples the modulus was highest at 1656.1
MPa among all sample groupings. The second strongest modulus was 1570.4 MPa in 50/50 cNF-HT
samples a 5% difference. The 50/50 cNF-NT samples were 12% higher when compared to the lowest
80/20 cNF-HT sample group’s 690.7 MPa modulus, despite the 70% CV within the latter. Stiffening of
PVA fibers and increased crystallinity coupled with high CNC and some diffusion of PVA fiber
intersections promote the increased stiffness. However, the modulus of 100 pNF-HT mats are 5% higher,
which may indicate that the mat network plays a larger role than intra fibrillar PVA and CNC interactions.
Extension data are reported in Table 2.4; a mean, max and min is reported for all samples of the
0, 20 and 50% (w/w) CNC as well as differentiated by non-heat and heat treatment. Of all the 100 pNF
samples, a maximum of 126% strain at yield was observed. The mean among all neat samples was 71%
with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 127%.
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b.) 50/50 cNF – NT after

a.) 50/50 cNF – NT
before

d.) droplet on ES mat testing
c.) droplet on ES mat production
Figure 2.7 Figure 7 a. & b. tensile test specimen before and after mechanical testing, c. solution droplet
mat defects and d. solidified droplet defects in tensile specimen.
Table 2.4 Tensile strain at yield data of 100 pNF, 80/20 cNF and 50/50 cNF electrospun random mats. (+)
– max, (-) – min, (σ) – mean, (±) – standard deviation and (CV) – coefficient of variation.

(+)
(-)
σ
±
CV

100 100 pNF- 100 pNFpNF
HT
NT
126%
11%
126%
3%
3%
14%
41%
6%
71%
52%
4%
56%
127%
64%
80%

80/20
cNF
207%
4%
48%
53%
110%

80/20 cNF- 80/20 cNFHT
NT
207%
69%
4%
38%
49%
48%
78%
13%
161%
26%
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50/50
cNF
31%
2%
6%
9%
145%

50/50 cNF- 50/50 cNFHT
NT
3%
31%
2%
2%
3%
9%
12%
12%
460%
127%

The higher elongation percentages are attributable to lengthening of the random mat and aligning of
the fibers during drawing; see Figure 2.7(a-b.). Diffusion of the electrospun layers occurs via the liquid
droplet and stress concentration points are created as a result of the inability of fibers to orient during
drawing under tensile load. A circular shape is visible in the middle of the sample shown in the specimen
pictured in Figure 2.7d. This phenomenon effectively shortened the extension potential of the mat and
resulted in variation among other 100 pNF samples.
With HT, the 100 pNF and 50/50 cNF samples showed a reduction in strain values, with the exception of
80/20 cNF samples. With increasing CNC content, the amount of strain on samples also declined in the
100 pNF and 50/50 cNF samples and is attributable to the reduction of PVA matrix withstanding load in
the cross sectional area tensile tests. A maximum strain in 50/50 cNF-NT was observed and is
attributable to the lack of stress concentration points and shows either an extraneous data point or
exhibits the potential of 50/50 cNF-NT mats if no defects occur during electrospinning. Also, extremely
noteworthy, the CV for 50/50 cNF mats shows extreme variation among treated samples.
2.4

Discussion
The primary goal of this work was to create electrospun mats containing high levels of CNC using

methods of dissolution and electrospinning techniques accumulated from the referenced literature (B.
Ding et al. 2002; J.-C. Park et al. 2010; Habibi et al. 2010; Yalcinkaya et al. 2013; Yao et al. 2003).
Additionally, the high CNC content shows future use as mechanical reinforcement in bulk polymers as
outlined in a review by (G. Wang et al. 2017). Polymer nanocomposite (PNC) are bulk polymers that are
reinforced with electrospun fibers, and, often times, they show increased mechanical properties
exceeding those seen if films were cast without electrospun reinforcement. The core components
related to PNC’s ability to improve mechanical properties include, fiber sizing dynamics with spun fiber
diameter, aspect ratio, fiber and matrix interfacial adhesion which is similar to common fiber reinforced
polymer composite (FRP) theory, the alignment of those fibers, the variety of material combinations,
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and the vast functionalization or post treatment capabilities with chemical/physical crosslinking after
spinning fibers or compounding in-situ with core-shell electrospun nano-fibers.
Sizing dynamics refer to the size of the mechanical reinforcement relative to the size of the spun
matrix fiber (mats) or bulk matrix (films) width. The use of fibers with higher aspect ratios make for ideal
fiber reinforcement with dispersion exceeding normal fiber reinforcement techniques, which is
attributable to load transfer mechanics that toughen the PNC. A study of PVA (127 kg mol-1) and CNC
that were 180-220 nm in length and 5-10 nm in width was conducted using atomic force microscopy
(AFM) nano-indentation methods to study the single fiber mechanical properties. It was found that the
modulus for pure PVA spun fibers was 2.1 GPa and the composite 20 wt.% CNC spun fibers was 7.6 GPa
(Lee and Deng 2013). The moduli of the PNC increased linearly with addition of CNC until the 20 wt.%
CNC loading level. Another study, mentioned in the Wang et al. review, by Stone et al. 2012, used spun
PVA nanofibers as reinforcement in an ethylene oxide/epichlorohydrin copolymer (EO-EPI) and saw a
tensile storage modulus increase of 2 orders of magnitude using 4 wt.% spun nano-filler (Stone et al.
2012). A unique aspect of this study was the reduction of the moduli once the samples were soaked in
water, effectively dissolving the PVA reinforcement and its mechanical benefits. A more recent work,
referenced in the Wang et al. review (Karimi et al. 2016), utilized uniaxially aligned PVA fibers as
mechanical reinforcement for an epoxy matrix. Two methods were tested. One was an electrospinning/
electrospraying method, utilizing only 0.13 vol% of fibers; this PNC produced nearly 7 times the tensile
strength and 2.5 times the modulus. The improvements were attributable to failure mechanisms in the
epoxy matrix and the fibers spanning cracks during stress propagation.
Composite films produced by Tang et al. were prepared with cellulose acetate and cellulose
nanofibrous mats (CANM and CNM, respectively) and were used to reinforce a PVA film. The PNC
resulted in a 4.8 (1.1 GPa) and 14 (3.2 GPa) times improvement in Young’s moduli after introducing 40
wt.% spun fibers into the PVA matrix (G. Wang et al. 2017). This improvement was attributable to the
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improved interfacial adhesion between the small spun CNM fibers, the PVA matrix’s good wettability
and the hydrogen bonding between the matrix and CNM fibers. Additionally, within this Tang et al.
study, fiber loading levels exceeding 40 wt.% decreased mechanical properties significantly (Tang et al.
2011).
The versatility of the electrospinning method allows for: controlled fiber diameter, the ability to
produce core-shell composite fibers, and aligned mats the freedom to tune or innovate within the
parameters set in the electrospinning process. The control within these methods are viable for
reproducible electrospun fiber reinforced nanocomposites. However, in light of the developmental work
featured in the Wang et al. review, the author stresses that further research is needed to develop
methods in which a post treatment can functionalize the fibers all the while maintaining the
morphological integrity of the fiber network for bulk compounding. The penultimate step is a scaling
method that increases the milliliter lab scale yield to liter or larger industrial scales takes precedence (G.
Wang et al. 2017).
With the morphological structure of the polymer nanocomposites maintained after a heat
treatment, as seen in this study, chemical functionality is further possible by either solvent welding
together the fibers or by heat treatment in a bulk melt or heat/pressure treatment to improve
mechanical strength.
2.5

Conclusions
This work concludes that electrospinning of highly filled (up to 50% w/w) PVA/CNC composite

material is possible and has consistent morphological properties as observed in SEM. The presence of
CNC fibers in random PVA electrospun mats are confirmed via an additional peak seen in TGA results,
which was attributable to the reduction of thermal decomposition and is attributable to CNC. The
modulus of spun fiber mats increased as a result of the CNC fibers presence which is attributable to the
reduction of the strain at yield but the tensile strength also declined. A post heating process over the Tg
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and under the Tm showed consistent morphological structure in PVA and PVA/CNC mats and physical
diffusion bonding in the fiber mat was enhanced thus improving stiffness results.
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CHAPTER 3
3

PRODUCTION OF CONTINUOUS PVA ELECTROSPUN COMPOSITE FIBERS WITH CNC HIGH FILLER
CONTENT AND ANALYSIS OF FIBER DIAMETER WITH CHANGES IN PROCESS CONDITIONS

ABSTRACT
This study evaluated process parameters to tailor fiber alignment and diameters during the
production of electrospun fibers. Alignment was achieved by spinning neat PVA with variations in the
rotating drum surface speed, tip to collector distance (TCD), voltage (kV) and feed rate (µL/min).
Alignment observations were performed with digital Fourier-transform based analysis and provided
quantifiable alignment data. Some alignment effects were attributed to increased surface speed, but the
starved feed rate and increase in TCD allowed for more alignment in a manner that produced stable
fiber production. Fiber diameter studies were conducted by altering needle length and TCD while
conducting diameter analysis of variance within a 3x3 factorial statistical framework. Two
concentrations of cellulose nanocrystals (20 and 40 wt.%) in the PVA solution and the neat PVA were
spun under the various process conditions and the diameters were measured by SEM. The 100% PVA
(7.00) and 80/20 PVA/CNC (7.20) spinning dopes produced smaller and more narrow diameters and
distributions, respectively. Additionally, fiber production rates (g/h) were similar among the three
solutions but high variability in mat mass was observed in the 60/40 cNFs. the variability was attributed
to the increased dope viscosity and potentially from the use of a longer capillary needle.
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3.1.1

Electrospinning applications
Electrospun nanofibers have seen considerable

interest in a wide variety of application areas (Kumar
Tiwari Kashma Sharma Vishal Sharma Vijay Kumar
Editors 2021). Notable application areas include biomedical applications (Khorshidi et al. 2016), filtration (Lv
et al. 2018), as reinforcement in laminate composites

Figure 3.1 Pictured are ES fibers in transit

(Palazzetti and Zucchelli 2017) and as polymer matrix

from the positively charged syringe needle.

composite reinforcement (G. Wang et al. 2017) to name

to the grounded rotating drum collector.

a few. However, the primary challenge includes
increasing the rate of the relatively slow manufacturing
process and maintaining consistency in fiber diameters,
product quality and collection feasibility.
3.1.2

Process parameters of TSNE spun fibers

The processing parameters for ES continuous fibers are
typically within the users control and include applied
voltage, tip to collector distance, needle dimensions,

Figure 3.2 Scanning electron micrograph of
ES nanofibers. Fibers shown here are about
half a micron or 500 nm in diameter.

flow rate, solution concentration, solvent choice and environmental conditions (Haider, Haider, and
Kang 2015). The viscosity is related to the solution concentration and may be modified by additives, like
surfactants (Yao et al. 2003) or altered with varied ratios of solvent and non-solvent systems (Su et al.
2019). Control of these parameters often requires changing process conditions, instrument hardware
changes or an additional step(s) in the solution production process. This ES material is applicable in air
and liquid filtration, drug delivery, tissue templates, wound dressings, cosmetics, protective textiles,
water or oil absorbers, electrical equipment, optical devices, coatings for packaging and use as a
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continuous or short fiber reinforcement for bulk thermoplastic or thermosets (Huang, Zhang, Kotaki, &
Ramakrishna, 2003). Advantages to using the ES fiber production method include high surface to volume
ratios, alignment with a rotating collector (Pan, Li, Hu, & Cui, 2006), customizability with additives, fiber
reinforcement for rigidity (Dong, et al., 2012) (Peresin, Habibi, Zoppe, Pawlak, & Rojas, 2010), and
treatment (chemical and thermal) to improve entanglement for mat strength (B. Ding et al. 2002; Essaheb and Elzatahry 2014). Changing processing conditions can adjust filament size and interlayer pore
size. Despite this, reproducibility from lab synthesis or consistency among the variety of spun polymeric
materials is collectively dependent on the ES configuration, machine settings, polymer concentration in
the solution, the solution parameters like surface tension and viscosity.
3.1.2.1

Voltage
The voltage controls, within a critical range, the filament diameter, which is inversely

proportional to the strength of the applied electrical field. The effect of the electric field on the solution
relates to the length of the jet which extends from the Taylor cone formation; voltages outside of the
critical range for spinning continuous fibers produce beadlike morphology (Haider, Haider, and Kang
2015). Most ES configurations use 30-60 kV of electric potential. Including multiple nozzles creates
electrostatic charge buildup among the
dispensed solution and results in repulsion.
The mats then accumulate in separate areas
of the collection substrate. Cross
polarization or shielding is required to
counteract this effect. Yang et al. found that
shielding the needles with a 10.5 cm
diameter ring substantially reduces the jet

Figure 3.3 A rotating drum collector with two mats

deviation angle along the z-axis and is

accumulating on opposite ends.
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dependent on the TCD (Y. Yang et al. 2010). Additionally, an even voltage across the needles decreased
fiber diameter, as opposed to the interference associated without a shield.
3.1.2.2

Tip to collector distance (TCD)
The TCD provides space for the jet and whipping instability region to elongate the spun fiber.

Small TCD values create larger fibers with decreased bending and whipping time and can leave less time
for the solvent to evaporate. However, in some systems the solvent may evaporate within 5 cm distance
but still produce fibers that were larger than those measured at larger TCD (Hekmati et al. 2013). When
too close, beads form from the lack of entanglement, solvent evaporation and elongation but if too far
then stretching irregularities produce dissimilar fiber morphologies and fiber cracking (W. Ding et al.
2010). At a critical range, the quality of the fiber remains consistent (Haider, Haider, and Kang 2015) and
in some cases the TCD is negligible. Zhang et al. spun PVA at 6-8% concentrations and found the 8-15 cm
TCD range had little effect on fiber quality (Chunxue Zhang et al. 2005). With rotating collectors, higher
TCD and revolutions per minute may allow for fiber breakage during collection (Baji et al. 2010).
3.1.2.3

Feed rate and solution parameters
The feed rate affects the fiber morphology in tandem with voltage and TCD. The addition of salts

adjusts the ionic qualities of the solution or charge carrying capacity and affects the magnitude of
propulsion, whipping, and fiber created by the electric field. A limited increase in ionic strength of the
spun solution positively affects fiber diameter consistency (W. Ding et al. 2010). Rodoplu found that the
electrospinning configuration orientation affected feed rate with horizontal arrangements requiring a
1.6 ml/h feed rate and 15 kV voltage to produce bead free fibers. A vertical orientation required a 4
ml/h and voltage of 11 kV to achieve similar quality (Rodoplu and Mutlu 2012). Yalcinkaya et al. utilized
triethylammonium bromide (TEAB) to increase the solution conductivity despite it decreasing with
increased polyurethane solution concentration (Yalcinkaya et al. 2013).
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Surfactants in the amounts of 0.5-1% (v/v) were utilized in a PVA polymer solution where the
surface tension forces exceeded that of the electric field charge buildup and repulsion (Yao et al. 2003).
Addition of CNC in polymer solutions has been shown to increase the conductivity but also increase the
surface tension and solution viscosity (Chunmei Zhang et al. 2015).
Flow rate helps determine the ability of the solution to produce fibers. However, this value is a
byproduct of concentration and the type of polymer, the solvent used, the solutions conductivity,
temperature and the surface tension characteristics.
3.1.3

Needle dimensions
Yalcinkaya et al. tangentially studied how current affected the electrospinning jet length and

found that in a parallel plate system with a needle protruding through a steel plate, the current
increased with the increasing length of needle protrusion. However, they concluded that the jet
conductivity did not relate to the measured current during spinning. Other needle parameters like
length and capillary size are determined by functionality with respect to the polymer solution. Solutions
with high viscosities require larger diameter needles. One study characterized poly-methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) electrospun fibers with varying sizes of inner diameter (ID) needles and found no correlation
among them with fiber diameter (Macossay et al. 2007). However, they concluded that the fiber
diameter distribution was larger in smaller ID needles.
Hekmati et al. studied needle geometries and lengths to find the deposition circle, where the
mat accumulated, had changed shape without a beveled needle. Additionally, the authors determined
that the shorter needle length resulted in finer fiber production and specifically attributed that to the
increased kinetic energy of the polymer solution with needle lengths of 10 as opposed to 40 mm
(Hekmati et al. 2013). Interestingly enough, this presents another avenue to tailor fiber diameters or
ranges with an easily swapped component in the spinning process, as noted by the author.
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3.1.3.1

Environmental conditions
Humidity has been utilized to reduce fiber diameters during electrospinning by controlling the

rate of solvent evaporation and how the solid fiber forms. Specifically, Pelipenko et al. reduced the neat
ES fiber diameters in PVA from 667 to 161 nm by increasing the relative humidity (RH) from 4% to 60%;
at a 70% bead string fibers formed during ES (Pelipenko et al. 2013). Moreover, addition of a hyaluronic
acid (HA) sodium salt reduced the diameters from 231 to 46 nm and shortened the effective range RH by
10% to 50%. The authors attributed the reduced fiber diameters to the ability of the fiber to undergo
stretching during the solvent evaporation for longer periods. Rapidly evaporating the solvent produced
higher viscosity in the dissolved polymer and reduced the stretching capacity during flight through the
tip to the collector.
An interesting study, that used a water batch with a cyclone generated by a magnetic stirrer as a
collection system and reported higher mat collection radii (S. Li and Lee 2019). They reported a
continuous mat collection radius of 37 mm in the DI water bath with 0 mS/cm conductivity, as opposed
to the 25 mm radius with a conductivity modified 210 mS/cm bath. The grounded solid surface collector
radius was 19 mm for reference. The authors attributed the increased diameter of continuous spun
mats to the inefficiency of water at dissipating fiber charge build up among accumulated fibers. Thus,
fibers repelled one another, and the mat density decreased.
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Upscaling ES spun fibers
Needleless spinning systems
Free surface electrospinning has gained much attention within the past decade. Niu and Liu

provide a comprehensive overview of the key methodologies in a review (Niu and Lin 2012). Needleless
systems provide improved throughput but alter collection equipment placement. This method typically
involves a reservoir system for the solution where the container’s ability to retain liquids is limited by
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gravity. Moreover, the solvent chosen for this technique requires environmental control to prevent
evaporation (Nagy et al. 2015).
One group used a rotary spinneret equipped with a reservoir in which sat a ball with holes that
filled by capillary forces and rotated in place to replenish the spun solution (Quan et al. 2021). The
author reported a consistent bimodal fiber diameter distribution that was attributed to the fine and
coarse fiber formations. The difference in fiber size was relative to the displacement or latitude of the
holes from the top/center of the ball. With this technique they were able to increase the rate of spun
solids (continuous mats) to 30.95 g/h and their optimization model came within 1.3% of the predicted
yield (Quan et al. 2021).
Thoppey et al. used a reservoir system with an electrified outside ring. The spinning solution
produced multiple jets from the edge of the ring’s surface. The author improved the throughput by 40x
in comparison to TSNE (Thoppey et al. 2011). Jiang et al. took this concept a step further but instead of a
solid edge, bubbles covered the ring surface and the spinneret consisted of multiple rings in a concentric
pyramid formation (G. Jiang et al. 2015). The solution flowed down the spinneret and jets consistently
initiated from the edges. The increased thruput was attributed to the size of the bubbles morphology
on the surface of the reservoir. Authors He and Liu investigated and modeled the production of bubbles
generated on a free spun surface by pumped gases. They found that smaller fibers were produced when
smaller bubbles covered the surface (He and Liu 2012). With more bubbles came more ES jet initiation
points. Jiang et al. later employed the pyramid structure with apparently solid edges and modeled the
effect of voltage (kV) and surface tension (mN/m) on the distance between jets. They concluded by their
model that both variables follow allometric laws and are heavily influential in that distance. At high
voltage (75kV) and low surface tension (5 mN/m) the distance was less than 6 mm (G. Jiang, Johnson,
and Xie 2019). The latest iteration of this type of “annular orifice” methodology was employed by Kara
et al., where jets are produced on the rotating edge and in the middle of the reservoir (Kara, He, and
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Molnár 2019). In this instance, the bimodal distribution was unintended, but the fiber diameter
appeared to remain constant with an increased polymer concentration in the solution. The fibers were
produced at a feed rate of 0.5 and 1 ml/h for TNE and a 15 ml/h rate for the rotating spinneret. Authors
Xiong et al. applied a non-rotating version of this shape, in which the spinneret was equipped with a
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) mushroom shaped cap. This feature disallowed jet production inside the
reservoir, which produced a unimodal fiber diameter and the authors reported a production rate of 13.7
g/h (Xiong et al. 2021).
A novel approach included multiple solid needle (non-capillary) disc from Liu et al. research
group. The authors configured a flat disc with solid needles around the perimeter that extended to a
sharp tip 10 mm from the disc surface. Fibers were produced after the needles were submerged in a
spinning solution reservoir and the voltage initiated the fiber jet and whipping when the needle tip was
perpendicular to the collector (Z. Liu, Chen, and He 2016). The author reported nearly indistinguishable
fiber diameters with narrow distributions in PVA 8 wt.% solutions with the average disc diameter of 254
nm vs the 285 nm measured from TSNE. With this methodology dissolved poly(methyl-methacrylate)
(PMMA) and poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), as well as silk and starches produced ES fibers. This
method was also shown to be scalable with the addition of multiple discs within the solution reservoir.
Ali et al. first modified this type of spinning making PVA fibers with a sprocket shape, comparing it to a
similar disc with a flat surface, and modeled the electrical field intensity of both shapes. Results showed
an increase in electric field intensity at the sprocket tips and a production yield of 7 and 10 wt.% PVA of
4.45 and 5.24 g/h (Ali et al. 2017). Ali et al. then prepared a mace shape spinneret with the needles
arranged in circles around the circumference and with adjacent rows along the length of the cylinder. In
comparison of the mace shaped spinneret to a flat cylinder, like that of the Nanospider™ (Kostakova,
Meszaros, and Gregr 2009), the fiber diameters were smaller with the same concentrations (wt.%), the
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same applied voltage (kV) and TCD (cm) (Ali et al. 2019). Production rates of 9% PVA were increased
from 0.83 to 2.65 g/h with by increasing the applied voltage from 30 to 60 kV, respectively.
High speed electrospinning (HSES) equipment and methodology merges both the disc shape and
rotation. Nagy et al. employed a disc delivery system that was specifically designed for instances
(pharmaceutical industry) that required highly volatile solvent systems which could evaporate at
ambient spinning conditions (Nagy et al. 2015; Kostakova, Meszaros, and Gregr 2009). A feed rate of
1500 ml/h and a rotation speed of 40,000 RPM yielded approximately 450g/h, in comparison to the 6
g/h for TSNE, and had the capacity to produce nearly 11 kg/day (Nagy et al. 2015). The authors noted
that both TSNE and HSES produced bead and string morphologies.
3.1.4.2

Multi-needle systems
Industrialization of the ES process has undergone considerable development in the last decade

with the advance of methods outside of the TSNE. Ultimately, by increasing the production scale or rate,
the ES fiber physical characteristics may exhibit inconsistent fiber diameters and may only be achievable
in lab conditions (Persano, Camposeo, Tekmen, & Pisignano, 2013). Several methods produce
continuous fibers that show potential for industrial scaling (Pan, Li, Hu, & Cui, 2006) (Mouthuy, Zargar,
Hakimi, Lostis, & Carr, 2015).
Prevalent problem areas include the reproduction of spun material with consistently accurate
fiber diameter on an increased scale, processing environment conditions like humidity (Al-Mezrakchi
and Naraghi 2018), large volumes of evaporated solvent, configuration of hardware associated with the
ES processes, dependence of production rate on the voltage capacity (X. Wang et al. 2009), fiber
alignment with more than one needle (Y. Yang et al. 2010) and needle maintenance if clogging occurs
(Al-Mezrakchi and Naraghi 2018). Additionally, solution/filler ratios affect viscosity and fiber
optimization (Al-Mezrakchi and Naraghi 2018). Lastly, methods like co-axial ES increase complexity of
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the spinning raw materials but succumb to the problems faced by TNE methodology (Han and Steckl
2019).
Early attempts to deviate from the TSNE methodology include an ES system with up to 37
needles that were arranged in a hexagonal pattern (Y. Yang et al. 2010). Drawbacks included uneven
electric charge densities at the needles tips without shielding and needle clogging from the solidified
spun solution that accumulated on the needle tips. More recently, a research group utilized 100 needles
in an array to spin a polymer solution with SnO2and TiO2 but very little information was given on the ES
configuration (Pal et al. 2018).
3.1.5

Spinning composite solutions
Composite solutions can be difficult to spin because some fillers may increase the solution

viscosity which is already dependent on polymer concentration. Early composite electrospun nanofibers
were produced with single and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT & MWCNT) in PVA (Kostakova,
Meszaros, and Gregr 2009) and dissolved cellulose (Pankonian, Ounaies, and Yang 2011). Composites
produced with CNC were spun into continuous fiber mats using poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) (P. Lu and Hsieh
2009), polyethylene oxide (PEO) (Zhou et al. 2011) and PVA (Habibi et al. 2010) to name a few. At this
time, researchers questioned if the nanofiller would be carried within the spinning solution during fiber
production, especially with the industrial scalability of needleless systems in mind. Kostakova et al.
determined both SWCNT and MWCNT were present in PVA with two concentrations of the nanotubes
but published no mechanical property or production yield data. The authors attributed the presence of
the filler to acid base interactions and hydrogen bonding of the filler and polymer during the spinning
process. Using the same Nanospider™ NS system, with a wire electrode, Mikes et al. spun/sprayed
dissolved lignin solutions (Mikeš et al. 2021). The solutions were first spun with a TSNE configuration but
once they determined if the solvent allowed production of fibers, they used the needleless method.
Because of clogging and evaporation of the solvent, the spinning process lasted approximately 2 hours.
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They were also able to produce fibers with an AC spinning system that required no collector and can
apply fibers to both conductors and dielectric surfaces. In the case of PAA and CNC, at low (4 wt.%)
concentrations, addition of 5-20 wt.% CNC increased PAA viscosity (0.07 Pa.s) initially and then leveled
off (~0.090 Pa.s). However, the viscosity of dissolved PAA dramatically increased to 0.250, 0.582, 1.68
Pa.s at 6, 8 and 10 wt.% concentration of PAA, respectfully. The addition of CNC, in this case, acted to
reduce the viscosity by 60, 37 and 37% in 6, 8 and 10 wt.% respectfully (P. Lu and Hsieh 2009). The
authors also reported significant increases in Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the continuous
fibers. Habibi et al. filled 98 and 88% hydrolyzed PVA with up to 15 wt.% CNC and saw a small increase in
viscosity with 98% DH to no change in the PVA with 88% DH mixture viscosity. However, the CNC acted
to increase the conductivity of the solution above 5 wt.% and showed a 3-fold increase in stiffness,
which the authors attributed to hydrogen bonding networks inside the nanofiber (Habibi et al. 2010).
Some effect of the filler on the mechanical properties was also observed in a silk fibroin blend with PVA.
The authors increased the RH and produced smaller diameters, which increased elongation to break but
reduced the tensile strength (Raksa, Numpaisal, and Ruksakulpiwat 2021). Overfilled composite
nanofibers are documented to decrease mechanical properties with varying ratios of nano filler (Sanders
et al. 2019; Shalom et al. 2019; Cao et al. 2010). However, Raska et al. noted that the fibers they
produced at higher RH showed plasticized morphologies that were attributed to water infiltration with
the high RH, which they argued increased the elongation and reduced the tensile strength. Visual
inspection of these fibers showed inter-fiber fusion which was also attributable to the high RH.
Characterization and optimization of these complex systems can be challenging. Pankonian et al.
developed a response surface statistical model (RSM) consisting of voltage, flow rate, needle gauge,
solution temperature and TCD to evaluate fiber diameter, its consistency, the abundance, if nonspinning occurred and the occurrence of spraying modes of dissolved cellulose and composite cellulose
SWCNT with TNE (Pankonian, Ounaies, and Yang 2011). The authors concluded that the most important
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factor was reducing the solution viscosity before finding optimal settings. Additionally, they were able to
utilize the RSM model to identify optimal composite fiber settings and production settings at a rate of 3
mL/h.
3.1.6

Objective and Rationale
The primary goal of this work is to characterize the fiber diameter relative to stepped changes in

the needle length, the TCD and the change in concentration of CNC within the PVA solution. However,
before this analysis takes place, the rotation speed (m/s) of the rotating drum will first be investigated
to maximize spun fiber alignment. The fiber diameter study will follow after selecting the optimal speed,
feed rate and voltage alignment settings.
Based on the literature review, the TCD should not influence the neat spun fiber diameter, but a
composite solution may perform otherwise. Additionally, little research involves statistical frameworks
to analyze the fiber diameter based on the incremental changes in the ES equipment configuration. This
work will utilize a multi-factorial mixed model and analyze the effect of the equipment and solution
changes while accounting for the variability of sampling with a nested model. Additionally, some
statistical comparison between the solutions will also be reported.
3.2
3.2.1

Materials & Methods
Solution and Electrospinning Settings – alignment measurements
Fibers, spun from a 130k (g/mol) at 7% (w/w) PVA solution, collected on a 9 cm in diameter

rotating drum collector. The surface speeds ranged between 2.45 and 4.78 m/s and machine settings
remained constant at 15 cm needle tip to collector distance of 15 cm with a 20kV electrical potential.
The settings related to the speed study are listed in Table 3.1 and the nomenclature corresponds to the
settings, denoted in the format “#1st.#2nd.#3rd.#4th” where the first, second, third and fourth number
represents the change in surface speed (m/s), voltage (kV), TCD (cm) and feed rate (µL/min) of spun
dope. After determination of a viable alignment speed, the next study (Table 3.2) involved measuring
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alignment over a constant TCD (15 cm) and feed rate (12 µL/min) at a range of voltages between 12-20
kV. Another facet included alignment analysis which measured fiber alignment at a constant feed rate
(12 µL/min) and voltage (12 kV) over a 15-20 cm TCD range, see Table 3.3. The last facet measured
alignment at voltages and feed rates that consistently produced spun fibers without interruption; see
Table 3.4 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe fiber morphology. A Hitachi
TM3000 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High-Tech America, Inc., Schaumburg, IL) produced
imagery of the nanofiber mats. Imagery at 2 and 6k x magnification generated the fiber alignment data.
Imagery at 600, 1k, 1.5k 2k and 3k x magnifications generated the TCD and voltage range alignment
analysis data. Each facet of the study included three replicates with measurements taken perpendicular
to the implicit alignment direction. The directionality plugin on ImageJ Software (NIH) determined
alignment along a 0-180° range of each magnification.
Table 3.1 ES machine settings consisting of incremental changes the surface speed with consistent
voltage (kV) and feed rate (µL/min).

ID
1.5.1.5
2.5.1.5
3.5.1.5
4.5.1.5
5.5.1.5
6.5.1.5
7.5.1.5
8.5.1.5
9.5.1.5
10.5.1.5

Collector Speed Voltage TCD Feed rate
(rpm)
(m/s)
(kV)
(cm) (µL/min)
520
2.45
20
15
34
575
2.71
20
15
34
630
2.97
20
15
34
685
3.23
20
15
34
740
3.49
20
15
34
795
3.74
20
15
34
850
4.00
20
15
34
905
4.26
20
15
34
960
4.52
20
15
34
1015
4.78
20
15
34
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Table 3.2 ES machine settings consisting of stepped changes in voltage (kV) with constant collector
speed (m/s), TCD (cm) and feed rate (µL/min).
Speed Voltage
(m/s)
(kV)
3.74
12
3.74
14
3.74
16
3.74
18
3.74
20

ID
6.1.1.1
6.2.1.1
6.3.1.1
6.4.1.1
6.5.1.1

TCD Feed Rate
(cm) (µL/min)
15
12
15
12
15
12
15
12
15
12

Table 3.3 ES machine settings consisting of stepped changes in TCD (cm) with constant collector speed
(m/s), voltage (kV) and feed rate (µL/min).

ID
6.1.1.1
6.1.2.1
6.1.3.1
6.1.4.1
6.1.5.1

Speed
(m/s)
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.74

Voltage
(kV)
12
12
12
12
12

TCD Feed Rate
(cm) (µL/min)
15
12
16.25
12
17.5
12
18.75
12
20
12

Table 3.4 ES machine settings consisting of stepped changes in voltage (kV) and feed rate (µL/min) with
constant collection speed (m/s) and TCD (cm).

ID
6.1.1.1
6.2.1.2
6.3.1.3
6.4.1.4
6.5.1.5

Speed Voltage TCD Feed rate
(m/s)
(kV)
(cm) (µL/min)
3.74
12
15
12
3.74
14
15
13.3
3.74
16
15
15
3.74
18
15
32
3.74
20
15
34
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Electrospun mat alignment was characterized by a Fourier-transform function with ImageJ
software plug-in as has been previously used by other research groups for the same purpose (Lee and
Deng 2012). SEM imagery is converted into binary channels, leaving the background dark and the spun
fibers white. The Cartesian zone was selected to measure the fibers between 0-180° as to reduce double
counting on the opposite side, as shown in Figure 3.5. The results were compiled and illustrated by a line
graph to indicate if alignment occurred as a response of the treatment.

a.)

b.)

Figure 3.4 a.) SEM micrograph of the electrospun mat. b.) a black and white image produced by the
directionality plugin from ImageJ Software analysis.
3.2.2

Electrospinning settings and experimental design analysis – diameter measurements
This study consisted of changing the TCD, needle length and CNC concentration in neat PVA and

composite PVA/CNC solutions and then measuring the fiber diameters in the continuous mat. There
were two separate variety of the PVA/CNC composite solutions that produced cNF with 80/20 and 60/40
wt.% ratios on a dry basis; 100 pNF were used as a control.
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Table 3.5 Identification with the associated TCD and needle length (NL) in centimeters and inches,
respectively.
TCD NL
ID (cm) (in)
A
16
1
B
18
1
C
20
1
D
16 1.5
E
18 1.5
F
20 1.5
G
16
2
H
18
2
I
20
2

3.2.2.1

Mat diameter measurement sampling methodology
The continuous fiber mat SEM samples were prepared after removal from the rotating drum

collector, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The mats remained on the aluminum foil collection substrate
(outlined in a dashed rectangle) until they were cut out for SEM observation. During imaging, three subsample locations were observed along a line that was perpendicular to the alignment direction in three
locations for sample site.

Figure 3.5 Sampling methodology of the continuous ES fiber mat (solid), the observation area (dashed)
and the sub sampled areas (dotted).
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3.2.2.2

Statistical analysis of diameter measurements
Statistical analysis was conducted using JMP® Software Version 16 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Fiber diameter analysis consisted of a 3x3 full factorial analysis of variance with a nested mixed model.
The model accounted for the random effect attributed to the sampling method illustrated in Figure 3.5
and the variation in the different solutions with similar machine settings while the change in TCD and
needle length were accounted for in the fixed effect parameters. Each of the 100 pNF, 80/20 cNF and
60/40 cNF fibers underwent the factorial analysis with the levels listed by alphanumeric order in Table
3.5.
3.3

Results and discussion

3.3.1
3.3.1.1

Alignment of non-woven electrospun mats
Alignment effect from collector surface speed
Surface speed of the rotating drum collection device in an electrospinning system dictates

alignment of the spun fibers to some degree, as shown in
Figure 3.6. Various sources have utilized different size collection devices, but the surface speed
normalizes the differences in geometry (Kim et al. 2016; Lee and Deng 2012; Pan et al. 2006; Corey et al.
2007). Increased surface speed, increases the alignment of the spun fibers but excessive surface speed
can break fibers during collection (Baji et al. 2010). Depending on the collector geometry, excess surface
speed may also generate air turbulence that can reduce alignment (Kiselev and Rosell-Llompart 2012).
Initial changes in surface speed that initiated alignment of a fiber mat informed the following
experiments. Calculating the surface speed requires the rotating collectors’ circumference (2∙π∙radius)
and multiplying it by the desired RPM Table 3.1. The alignment analysis with respect to speed is shown
in Table 3.6. A higher count and sharper peak indicate greater uniformity in fiber alignment. At speeds
below 4.26 m/s, the analysis detects little effect on alignment, aside from the anomalous results from
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2.45 m/s surface speed. The first group at 2.45 m/s shows some alignment but it may be attributable to
measurement error. After 4.52 m/s a noticeable peak appears between 60-90°, indicating alignment.
3.3.1.2

TCD change and alignment effect
Secondary analysis focused on stepped changes in machine settings such as the TCD (cm), feed

rate (µL/min) or voltage (kV) that contributed to alignment without adjusting the collector surface speed
and are listed in Table 3.3. The first point of interest included the 3.74 m/s surface speed (No.06) before
alignment, a constant feed rate and voltage. The change in TCD shows less of an effect when the
needles distance is closer to the collector with smaller peaks at various angles, see Figure 3.7. One
explanation for the lack of alignment at smaller TCD is that the post jet whipping mechanism was small
in diameter. The magnitude of differing angles that were associated with the spun fibers increased
relative to the short distance of collection. Increasing TCD to 18.75 and 20 cm expanded the area where
the spun fiber deposited and contributed to a sharper alignment peak that ranged from 30-120° angles.
Figure 3.7 lists the average direction (°) and dispersion of the changes with the stepped changes in TCD.
Direction represents the average angle of the fibers, and the dispersion represents deviation of the
range from that average. Both contain a standard deviation and were provided by the software analysis.
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1.5.1.5

2.5.1.5

5.5.1.5

6.5.1.5

7.5.1.5

10.5.1.5

9.5.1.5

8.5.1.5

Figure 3.6 Alignment analysis of the count of fibers by the direction (°) Direction was measured with the
change in surface speed of the rotating drum (m/s). Right of the alignment plot is a representative SEM
image.
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Voltage (kV): 12
Feed Rate (µL/min): 12

Figure 3.7 Alignment analysis of the count of fibers by the direction (°). Direction was measured with
changes to TCD (cm). Right of the alignment plot is a representative SEM image.
3.3.1.3

Voltage changes and alignment effect

Another set of analyses focused on measuring directionality angles with the same collection speed (3.74
m/s), a constant feed rate, a constant TCD and a range of voltages between 12-20 (kV); the settings are
listed in
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Table 3.2. The TCD setting of 12 cm assumed that there would be no alignment attributed to the
TCD; based on the previous analysis. The 12 and 14kV settings showed anisotropic directionality, see
Figure 3.8. This indicated that the feed rate and TCD showed no effect on alignment. After 16kV,
directionality measurements produced peaks around 90°, which intensified in count at higher voltages.
The selected feed rate ensured fiber production without overfeeding at the low end. However, higher
voltages this created an underfeeding of material effect that is attributable to the marked alignment.
Table 3.6 The average measured direction angle ( °) and the angle deviation (dispersion) outside of the
average direction of each groups angle by mat ID with average and standard deviations ( °).
Direction ( °)
ID
avg ±
6.1.1.1 67 ±
6.1.2.1 37 ±
6.1.3.1 109 ±
6.1.4.1 77 ±
6.1.5.1 86 ±
6.2.1.1 100 ±
6.3.1.1 87 ±
6.4.1.1 100 ±
6.2.1.2 72 ±
6.3.1.3 89 ±
6.4.1.4 81 ±
6.5.1.5 80 ±

3.3.1.4

sd
44
24
20
4
42
4
3
1
33
3
2
1

Dispersion ( °)
ID
avg ±
6.1.1.1 25 ±
6.1.2.1 129 ±
6.1.3.1 22 ±
6.1.4.1 24 ±
6.1.5.1 16 ±
6.2.1.1 11 ±
6.3.1.1
9
±
6.4.1.1 10 ±
6.2.1.2 20 ±
6.3.1.3 12 ±
6.4.1.4 12 ±
6.5.1.5 12 ±

sd
11
50
14
5
9
2
1
2
16
3
2
3

Consistent electrospinning conditions
The last analysis set focused on functionally stable conditions. This implies that the machine

spun consistently and produced uniform fibers without interruption throughout the duration of the fiber
collection. Analysis on alignment direction with respect to the change in TCD and voltage (codependent)
are shown in Figure 3.9. The voltages chosen for this series were consistent with the previous series. The
feed rates were selected based on the ability to neither underfeed or over feed the spun solution. The
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results suggest that the feed rate relative to the voltage allowed for alignment at higher deposition rates
in the absence of high alignment speeds. However, these feed rates were relative to the voltage and the
previous results suggest a starved feeding rate provided more alignment. Considering the improved
alignment requires a sacrifice in the production rate (g/hr).
3.3.1.5

SEM observation magnification
The magnification of the SEM images was determined, upon examination the alignment

analysis, to show some effect on the count per bin. The effect was mostly observed in the more highly
aligned groups shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 where solid lines represent the lowest magnification
and dotted lines represent higher magnification. At lower magnification (600) the imageJ plugin
detected a wider range and higher count of aligned fibers. In comparison to 600, at 3.0k mag, the
software output a narrowed distribution and lower count. Where no alignment was observed, the
analysis output a similar range and intensity for each magnification.
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Feed rate (µL/min): 12
TCD (cm): 15

Figure 3.8 Alignment analysis of the count of fibers by the direction (°). Direction was measured with the
change in voltage (kV) and at multiple magnifications. Right of the alignment plot is a representative
SEM image.
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TCD (cm) = 15

Figure 3.9 Alignment analysis of the count of fibers by the direction (°) of the stable production of fibers.
Direction was measured with an increase in voltage (kV) and feed rate (µL/min) at multiple
magnifications.
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3.3.2

Diameter measurements and analysis
Diameter can sometimes be difficult to measure
because of submicron fibers appearing larger when
they occupy the same planar area but are
superimposed in vertical space (Shin et al. 2008).
Figure 3.10 shows a series of fibers converging on a
fiber intersection

singular point, encircled in red with arrows indicating
single fiber paths. From this point, multiple fibers

Figure 3.10 SEM imagery of a continuous ES

extend but are distinguishable from one another only

after extending far enough away from the
fiber mat.
entanglement point. If the observer cannot distinguish this phenomenon and measured the
convergence point as a single fiber diameter, the measurement result may be artificially higher than the
typical single fibers diameter. Conversely, fibers with variable morphologies affect fiber diameter
measurements from variability in width along the length of the continuous fiber; see Figure 3.10 where

Figure 3.11 Mean diameter of ES pNF and cNF (80/20 & 60/40) by needle length and TCD.
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the encircled intersection and arrows indicate the fibers direction and the square perimeter shows a
variable fiber diameter. This elongated bead or flat fiber formation may also contribute to inconsistent
diameter measurements and may be attributed to a widened distribution of fiber diameters, like those
observed in the 60/40 cNF groups (see Figure 3.12).
The average fiber diameters within each group of the statistical analysis and their standard
deviations are shown in Figure 3.11 and the total distributions are shown in Figure 3.12. The TCD
factorial parameters are nested on the x-axis with each needle length The header of each graph,
separated by a vertical line, indicates the fiber type. Composition summary statistics are tabulated in
Table 3.7. The diameter distributions in Figure 3.12 are truncated beyond 1.2 µm because the results
could be considered outliers on account of measurement errors explained earlier.
Initial observations of the
distributions indicate that the pNF
(PVA100) and 80/20 cNF diameters
range between 200-800 nm but
differ slightly in their measured
diameter range when considering
the needle length and TCD. The
results were categorized within the
context of the needle length and the
individual bars representing the TCD.
Compared to the pNF and 80/20 cNF
Figure 3.12 Diameter distributions of neat PVA, 80/20 and 60/40
ES nanofibers separated by the stepped variations in the TCD and
needle lengths.

the 60/40 cNF generated the largest
measured diameter ranges (2001200 nm) with the bulk of fiber
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diameters ranging from approximately 400-800 nm. The largest fibers were observed in the 60/40 cNFs
with 700 nm diameters in the 16 cm TCD and 2” needles. With the shortening of the needle, the fibers
decreased in size and the smallest measured diameters were 273 nm in the 16 cm 1” needle group. The
results conform to previous literature results that obtained smaller fiber diameters with shorter needles
(Hekmati et al. 2013). However, the fibers varied little with respect to the changes in needle length and
TCD in the 60/40 cNF category. The 80/20 category produced on average fibers between 250-500 nm
and produced smaller fiber diameters with 16 and 20 cm TCD in the 1 and 1.5” needle groups. The 16 cm
TCD and 2” needle lengths produced the largest fibers with an average of 506 nm but were reduced to
254 nm with a 20 cm TCD; the smallest measured cNF average diameter. This result was attributed to
the increased distance allowed for whipping and elongation. In the pNF groups the largest fibers were
measured to average 614 nm in the 18 cm TCD and 1” needle group and the fibers reduced in average
diameter with both decreasing and increasing TCD. This trend was maintained in 1.5” needles but in the
2” needles the highest fiber diameters were observed in the smallest TCD and reduced in size (apart
from the 16 and 18 cm swapping places) with increased TCD. With such high variability, correlations
were indiscriminate and required some statistical analysis.
Table 3.7 The identifier (ID), ES settings number of observations (N), mean fiber diameter, standard
deviation, and median statistics.
Type
(PVA/CNC)
100 pNF
80/20 cNF
60/40 cNF

N
6244
5077
4219

Diameter
Mean
Std Dev
0.37
0.16
0.33
0.12
0.58
0.24

CV
44
37
42

The statistical diameter analysis consisted of using a mixed model that contained two sources of
variability. The first was the fixed effect, which is shown in Table 3.8. The stepped changes in the needle
length and TCD are listed in Table 3.8. The statistical analysis consisted of sub sampling within at least
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three repetitions of mats produced with the combined settings. Sub sampling, illustrated in Figure 3.5,
was nested within the repetitions of each mat and ES settings configuration. The model nesting and
repetition of solutions (consisting of the same composition and preparation methods) were considered a
random element of the statistical model, see Table 3.9.
Table 3.8 Factorial analysis of variance results from fiber diameter measurements...
Type
PVA/CNC

Source
Nparm DFNum DFDen F Ratio Prob > F
Needle Length
2
2 2.154
1.093
0.470
TCD 1
3
3 3.775
2.170
0.241
100 pNF Needle Length*TCD 1
6
6 8.672
8.487
0.003
Needle Length
2
2 2.512
0.431
0.691
TCD 1
2
2 3.232
6.858
0.069
80/20 cNF Needle Length*TCD 1
4
4 5.425 11.486
0.008
Needle Length
2
2 2.461
9.718
0.068
TCD 1
2
2 2.551
0.743
0.557
60/40 cNF Needle Length*TCD 1
4
4 3.319
0.973
0.523

The results, listed in Table 3.8, show the number of parameters, their degrees of freedom and
probability statistics. The results that were determined to be significantly different from the null
hypothesis show a probability, using a 95% confidence interval, that is less than 0.05; these values are
highlighted by bold text. In the neat 100 pNF and 80/20 cNF categories, the combination of the needle
length and TCD were determined by the analysis to show statistical significance, but the individual
components showed no statistical change in the mean fiber diameter. However, it is important to note
the statistical significance of the random effects seen in the sampling methodology and no significant
differences were observed among diameters measured with varying solutions of the same composition,
shown in Table 3.9. In these instances, we see that the repetition of solutions contributed significantly
less (Prob > F ≈ 0.3) to the variability of the measured diameters in comparison to that of the sampling
technique. Additionally, 80/20 and 60/40 cNF diameters yielded probabilities in TCD and needle length
of 0.069 and 0.068, respectively. Although they were not below the level that indicated significance, the
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results indicated that the effect of needle length on 60/40 cNF diameter measurements was a near
significant p-value (0.068), which may have influenced the diameter.
Table 3.9 Nested random effect variables in 3x3 factorial analysis of variance.
Nested random effect of factorial design
Variance Component
Wald p-Value
Fiber type CNC/PVA
100 pNF 80/20 cNF 60/40 cNF
Sampling [sub-sampling]
0
8.88E-16
6.54E-13
Solution No
0.32813 0.327085 0.350317

Instantaneous viscosity (η) and shear stress measurements are shown in a shear rate sweep
graph, Figure 3.13 (left) and their mean η values of each solution at 0.1 and 1.0 (s-1) shear rates in a bar
graphic (right). The neat 7 wt.% PVA solution shear stress exhibited a shear thinning behavior with
respect to shear rate (Rwei, Huang, and Hung 2012). The neat PVA solution viscosity decreased with
increased shear rate, followed by a plateau between 0.1 and 10 and finally a decreasing viscosity with an
increasing shear rate beyond 100 s-1. The viscosity decreased slightly from 1.26 to 1.06 (Pa.s) with the
increase in shear rate from 0.1 to 1.0 (s-1) in the 7 wt.% PVA solution. The solution viscosities shown in
the bar graphics of Figure 3.13 averaged from the 5-6 repetitions of solutions produced with those
parameters. The error bars show the variation between the 7 wt.% PVA with 20 and 40 wt.% CNC.
The storage and loss moduli with the complex viscosity are shown in Figure 3.14 with the neat
PVA solution (7.00) exhibiting mostly viscous response to an increase in the angular frequency from 0.1
to 100 (rad/s). The frequency sweep graph is shown in Figure 3.14 and the storage modulus (G’, MPa)
results were consistently less than the loss modulus (G’’, MPa), resulting in a flat complex viscosity (η*)
curve.
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Figure 3.13 Shear rate sweep graph of 7.00, 7.20 and 7.40 solutions (left) and the mean viscosity based
on the shear rate (right) 0.1 s-1 (dark) and 1.0 s-1 (light).
3.3.2.1

Effect of CNC on PVA solution
The two composite PVA/CNC

solutions initially show a pseudoplastic
behavior during the shear rate sweep,
seen in Figure 3.13, but once the cellulose
network was interrupted and aligned with
the rotation direction, the stress
increased linearly with increasing shear
rate. The CNC interactions initially
increased the viscosity between 0.01 and
0.1 shear rate (s-1) before gradually
decreasing in viscosity, which exhibited a

Figure 3.14 Frequency sweep tests of the neat PVA

shear thinning behavior. A much more

(P07C00), 80/20 composite and 60/40 composite solutions

dramatic effect was observed in the 40

with the storage modulus (G’, MPa), loss modulus (G’’,
MPa)63
and complex viscosity (η*, Pa.s).

wt.% than the 20 wt.% CNC. The addition of 20 wt.% CNC in the PVA solution increased the mean
viscosity to 7.95 at 0.1 (s-1) and decreased to 3.1 Pa.s at 1.0 (s-1). The most significant increase in
viscosity and difference between the shear rates was observed in 40 wt.% CNC which reached 121 and
dipped down to 25.7, respectively.
In the frequency sweep results, the G’ dominated and exhibited elastic solid like behavior until
the 1 (rad/s) angular frequency where viscous component dominated and exhibited a flowing response
to deformation. A similar response was observed in 40 wt.% CNC but the elastic effects dominated until
around the 100 (rad/s) angular frequency. This indicated the extensive network of CNC in 20 and 40
wt.% filled PVA/CNC solution. Meree et al. studied composite suspension aging with three molecular
weights of PVA, ranging from 31-50k to 146-186k Mw, and added from 20 up to 67 wt.% CNC (Meree et
al. 2016). From small amplitude shear oscillation (SAOS) rheological experiments, they concluded that
the CNC hindered the PVA chain mobility and created a gel or solid like network in the composite
suspension, like that observed with 7 (w/v) PVA and 20 and 40 (w/w) CNC composite solutions in this
study. Also noteworthy was the reduced complex viscosity with increased CNC content (40 wt.%) after
10 (rad/s) compared with the lower CNC content. Meree et al. modified the power law relationship to
describe shear thinning and determined the shear thinning to be dominated by the CNC network, as
opposed to the polymer concentration, at relatively higher CNC loading levels.
3.3.3

Production rates
Production rates of the ES fibers were characterized after spinning 5mL of solution. The results

are tabulated and shown in Table 3.10 and Figure 3.15, respectively. The production rate of pNF, 80/20
cNF and 60/40 cNF were 0.091± 0.004, 0.105± 0.014 and 0.102± 0.024 g/h, respectively. The coefficients
of variation are high in the 60/40 cNF and contribute to the lower average seen in the production rate.
The increase in CNC within the fibers was attributed to the increased mass and production rate
compared to pNF mats. However, since the 60/40 cNF average production rate was lower than the
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80/20 cNF, the solution viscosity may be attributed to the reduced production and increased clogging of
the needle during spinning. Also noteworthy was the amount of cNF remaining on the collection
substrate and the difficulty of removal compared with the pNF and 80/20 cNF groups. Highly filled cNF
have shown a reduction in continuous mat mechanical strength (Sanders et al. 2019), and this may have
contributed to the lack of mat integrity during removal.

Figure 3.15 Box plot with the production rate (g/h) by the fiber type.
Table 3.10 List of the fiber type and the mean standard deviation and coefficient of variance in the
production rate (g/h) and mass (g).
Type
(PVA/CNC)
100 pNF
80/20 cNF
60/40 cNF

3.4

Production Rate (g/h)
Mean Std Dev CV
0.091
0.004
4.9
0.105
0.014
13
0.102
0.024
23

Mean
0.36
0.39
0.41

Mass (g)
Std Dev
0.02
0.09
0.09

CV
5
23
23

Conclusions
The alignment of an ES mat depended less on the collector’s rotation speed and more on the

deposition rate (µL/min) or voltage (kV) of the solution. This meant that underfeeding the solution
would reduce the volume of fibers spun and resulting in alignment of the fibers onto the collector at
lower surface speeds (m/s). Additionally, alignment analysis results from higher magnification images
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produced less counts over a larger range of angles, ranging from 0-180°, and indicated less alignment of
the spun continuous fiber mat.
Observation of the fibers with SEM allowed for measurement of spun fibers but superimposed
fibers were often mistaken as an individual measurement. As a result, the measured diameter
distributions were skewed towards larger fiber diameters with the count values representing >1% per
bin in the larger size ranges of the cumulative distribution (see Figure 3.12). The mean fiber diameters of
neat 100 pNF ranged between 227 and 614 nm and the 80/20 cNF ranged from 254 and 506 nm.
Without statistical analysis the average fiber diameters shown in Figure 3.11 with respect to the changes
in the TCD and needle length were relatively similar. However, statistical analysis determined that the
interaction effect of the TCD and the needle length produced significantly different fiber diameters in
100 pNF and 80/20 cNF. The 60/40 cNF diameters ranged from 273-700 nm and the statistical analysis
indicated there were no significant differences within the factorial parameters tested, apart from the
near significant results (p = 0.068) of the needle length.
The instantaneous viscosity (η) of 7.40 composite mixture increased by approximately 10x (121
Pa.s) in comparison to the 7.00 solution, which was 1.26 Pa.s at a 0.1 (s-1) shear rate. The η decreased in
all solutions with increasing shear rate (s-1). The 7.40 composite mixture also retained an elastic
response at higher angular frequencies than 7.20, which was not present in the 7.00 solution. The
increase in 60/40 cNF diameter range could be attributed to the high viscosity of 7.40 composite
mixture and the effect of using longer needles (2 in) which may not affect the lower viscosity 7.00 PVA
solution and the 7.20 composite mixture.
The production rate among all the spun solutions was similar to one another but the 60/40 cNF
group showed higher variability in mass after spinning 5mL of solution which took approximately 4h per
mat. The 60/40 cNF mass (g) and production rate (g/h) CV was 23%, respectively. However, 100 pNF and
80/20 cNF mats production rate (g/h) were more consistent, with CV at 4.9 and 13%, respectively.
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Additionally, the fiber diameter measurements showed narrower fiber distributions in comparison with
60/40 cNF.
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CHAPTER 4
4

PRODUCTION OF DRY NANO-SCALE CELLULOSE NANOCRYSTAL POWDER VIA ELECTROSPRAYING
FOR SUSTAINABLE COMPOSITES

ABSTRACT
Electrospray drying produces nano-scale dried cellulose nanocrystal particles using a high
voltage electric field and a low feed rate to produce ultra-fine droplets through electro-hydrodynamic
atomization. Cellulose nanocrystal suspensions contain high levels of water and are energy intensive to
dry with conventional spray drying (SD). Hydrogen bonding increases CNC size to micron-scale or greater
after conventional spray drying while electrospray drying produces nanoscale CNC particulates because
of the reduced surface tension provided by a water/ethanol mixture. The measured particle sizes of the
ESD CNC powder ranged from approximately 40 – 1200 nm in length and 10 – 500 nm in width. Of the
total sprayed CNC, 80% was collected. Twin screw extrusion compounding, and injection molded
thermoplastic PLA reinforced with of 0.5 (wt.%) ESDCNC improved tensile stiffness (3.66 GPa) and
strength (62.5 MPa) by 12.5 and 9.6%, respectively.
4.1

Introduction
Cellulose is abundant, available worldwide and widely accessible in the form of an aqueous

suspension, which are processed to the nano scale by either mechanical fibrillation (cellulose
nanofibers, CNF) or acid hydrolysis (cellulose nanocrystals, CNC). In suspension, the “rice like” CNC
morphology has a length ranging from 50-350 nm and a width ranging from 5-20 nm with aspect ratios
ranging between 5-30 (Moon, Schueneman, and Simonsen 2016; Foster et al. 2018). At these
dimensions, CNC’s density is 1.6 per gram cubed (g cm-3), has a tensile strength of 7.5 GPa, a longitudinal
axis elastic modulus of 110-220 GPa and a transverse axial elastic modulus of 10-50 GPa (Moon et al.
2011; Dufresne 2017). The specific mechanical properties of CNC are competitive with aluminum. When
dried to the nano-scale particle size and oriented to maximize the physical properties, a thermoplastic
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polymer compounded with CNC would cost a fraction of the price of steel while mechanically
performing at a high level.
Drying CNF or CNC from suspension is challenging because of their tendency to agglomerate via
hydrogen bonding upon the removal of the suspensions liquid phase (Peng, Gardner, and Han 2012;
Peng and Gardner 2015; Wei et al. 2018). Four common drying methods have been explored to dry
nanocellulose suspensions but produce dissimilar morphologies, sizes and characteristics (Peng,
Gardner, and Han 2012). Supercritical drying (SCD) produces a fibrous aerogel network of nano
dimensions, but the process is challenging to scale up. Freeze-drying (FD) produces nano-scale thickness
and micron to millimeter length and much literature exists on the subject. However, highly
agglomerated ribbons of nanofibers form in the FD process. Spray drying (SD) produces individual
particles with hundreds of nanometers to tens of microns in particle sizes, irregular morphologies and is
a relatively inexpensive drying process (Peng et al. 2013). Additional advantages are scalability, particle
sizing and controlled particle size. Despite achieving some nano-scale particle dimensions, a majority of
measured particles are between 5-10 µm. No research, to our knowledge has produced dried CNC or
CNF particles in the nano-scale powder while using a continuous process.
Electrospray drying (ESD) is a method using high voltage electricity to manipulate a dilute and
conductive suspension, pumped through a stainless-steel needle, into ultra-fine droplets by coulomb
repulsion. The high voltage electric field drives the suspension. Positive (or negative) surface charges
build and break the surface tension of the liquid suspension, produce a jetting motion from the capillary
tip and the mixture es atomized into a conical particulate cloud. Figure 4.1 illustrates a graphical
representation. This mechanism, referred to as electro hydrodynamic atomization (EHDA), produces
nano-droplets (Rosell-Llompart, Grifoll, and Loscertales 2018). The atmosphere at ambient temperature
and pressure dries the CNCs while it collects onto a grounded surface where the powder is easily
collected. As early as that late 20th century, researchers utilized the ESD method by drying proteins in an
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ethanol-water solution that reduces surface tensions and evaporation temperature (Ieta et al. 2010).
The ESD method produced droplets in the 88-110 nm range via the stable cone-jet mode and collected
98 to 117 nm diameter particles, on average (Gomez et al. 1998). More recently a variety of materials
have been produced using the ESD method and include water soluble and insoluble polymers (Hogan et
al. 2007), carbon nanotubes (Xie et al. 2015), and chitosan (Le et al. 2018). Researchers employing the
ESD method in drying chitosan, a natural polymer like cellulose, obtained particle sizes in the range of
125 nm to 2.5 µm. With concentrations in the semi-dilute and concentrated regimes, obtaining dried
particles below 1 μm becomes challenging (Xie et al. 2015; Le et al. 2018). Some researchers have also
dried ethyl cellulose, but have obtained 1 μm particle sizes (Xie et al. 2015).

Figure 4.1. A diagram of the ESD equipment configuration.
Sustainable thermoplastic matrices are a key subject of interest with respect to natural fibers.
Combining cellulose nanomaterials and a thermoplastic matrix typically requires a hot melt extrusion
process, using a single or twin-screw extruder. Injection molding, compression molding or solution
casting after dissolution in an organic solvent are typical process used to produce samples. Researchers
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target polar thermoplastic materials, such as PLA and nylon, because of the better chemical
compatibility between the natural filler and matrix. PLA is produced from renewable resources, melts
below the thermal degradation temperature of cellulose and exhibits improved mechanical properties
when compounded with cellulose nanomaterials (Mokhena et al. 2018).
4.1.1

Rational
ESD produces recoverable nano-scale dried cellulose nanocrystal particles using a high voltage

electric field and a low feed rate to produce ultra-fine droplets through EHDA. The recovered particles
may serve as a suitable reinforcement in a thermoplastic polymer matrix via conventional thermoplastic
polymer processing methods. SEM provides a means of confirming particle dimensions and morphology.
4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1

Suspension and ESD specifications

The nanocellulose to be dried consisted of a 10.8% concentrated CNC suspension, obtained from the
USDA Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) (Madison, WI), and was diluted using de-ionized (DI) water. The
concentration of the ESD diluted and bulk CNC suspension was 0.1% and 3% (wt.), respectively.
Approximately 10 mL of suspension was electrosprayed and up to four syringes with 2” needles were
used to scale up the experiment. A 0.1% (wt.%) CNC suspension was used to dry and observe the
smallest dried CNC particles. A 3% (wt.%) CNC suspension increased the amounts of dried particles
deposited onto the aluminum substrate for particle moisture content (MC) analysis and total recovered
dried particle measurements. The deposited and recovered yields were measured using an Ohaus
EX125D analytical balance (Parsippany, NJ) with 0.01 mg resolution. The 0.1 and 3 wt.% CNC
suspensions were composed of an ethanol and DI water mixture with a ratio of 40 to 60% (wt.%),
respectively. The conductivity of the ethanol to DI water without CNC, the 0.1% and the 3% CNC (wt.)
suspensions were 0.7, 2.2 and 110.7±0.52 µS/cm, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the electrospray dryer
settings used for each suspension type. The selected settings produced a stable cone jet formation
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during drying. The moisture content (MC) was measured after drying and the tip to collector distance
was changed to observe MC variability after the drying process. Replicates of bulk ESD CNC were
measured and the water loss (mg) was calculated by taking the difference of the results before and after
conditioning the collected powders using a muffle furnace at 105°C for two hours.
Table 4.1. Composition of CNC suspension and the parameters used for the electrospray drying process.
CNC
Feed rate Needle size Voltage TCD
(wt.%) (µL/min)
(G)
(kV)
(cm)
0.1
2.6
21
11.3
33
3
6
18
27
15

4.2.2

Observation and Measurement
A Zeiss NVision 40 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe morphological

characteristics at 2, 10 and 20-thousand times (kX) magnification. The samples were Au/Pd sputter
coated and prepared a day in advance. ImageJ software (NIH), using a black and white threshold with an
ellipsoid outline of each particle, took measurements of particle dimensions in the 20kX micrographs.
The major and minor axis of the ellipsoid gave the length (l) and width (d) of each particle, respectively.
The length divided by the width gave the aspect ratio (l/d). The semi-automated analysis excluded
measurement of agglomerates by excluding overlapping boundaries during counting.
4.2.3

Compounding and Mechanical Properties
The CNC powder and Ingeo Biopolymer 4043D PLA pellets (Minnetonka, MN) were hand mixed

and fed into a co-rotating twin-screw extruder (TSE) at 180°C (C.W. Brabender Instruments, Inc., S.
Hackensack, NJ) with an Intelli-Torque (Plastic-Corder) drive system. Melting and shear mixing the ESD
CNC occurred twice; first at a rate of 60 RPM followed by a 150 RPM high shear phase. After the
composite cooled to room temperature, a pelletizer chopped the pellets for the second mixing. A SD
CNC and PLA control group were prepared using the same extrusion schedule. Samples were prepared
and tested for comparison. Tensile test specimens were injection molded with a Minijector (Model#50)
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at 180°C and a holding time of 10 seconds, and mechanical properties were tested on an Instron 5966
(Norwood, MA USA) with a 10 kN load cell at 5 mm/min, according to ASTM D638-14 standard.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
CNC Suspension Concentration and Spray Morphology
Under the applied voltage (V) without the CNC suspension, the charge carriers travel from the

positive source to the grounded collector and create an “electric wind” that provides the stress
necessary to break suspension surface tension (Yalcinkaya et al. 2013; Xie et al. 2015). Once this applied
current reaches the mechanically dispensed suspension, at a constant feed rate (Q), the electric field
dictates the spray mode, which forms immediately after the needle (Figure 4.1). This change in spray
morphology has been well characterized in the literature (Le et al. 2018; Rosell-Llompart, Grifoll, and
Loscertales 2018). The cone-jet spray mode is referred to as a “Taylor cone” and small jet. The jet breaks
into nano-droplets via varicose (a straight jet that breaks into droplets) or whipping instability (a jet that
moves laterally and breaks into droplets).
The properties that govern the suspension spray capabilities are the electrical permittivity of the
fluid (εr), liquid surface tension (γ), liquid density (ρ) and conductivity (Κ). Spray drying the smallest
particles requires a minimum feed rate (Qmin) to reduce suspension droplet sizes. The balance of feed
rate, charge build up and electrical stress produce relatively consistent particle distributions. An
equation that calculates Qmin, developed for low viscosity solutions, approximates this parameter using
the solution properties (Xie et al. 2015).
𝑄_𝑚𝑖𝑛 ~(𝜀_𝑟 𝛾)/𝜌𝛫
Liquid surface tension and electrical conductivity dictate the use of favorable solvents in ESD
methods. Literature recommends a conductivity of 10-11 to 10-1 S m-1 to produce stable cone jet
formations (Xie et al. 2015). Drying the 0.1% (wt.%) suspension produced the smallest and most
consistent morphology of CNC particles. However, in the case of this work, increasing the CNC content
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(wt.%) in suspension lead to an increase in viscosity and decrease in the ability of the V to break
suspension surface tension. Thus, a proposed ceiling for a suspension concentration for ESD processing
exists around 4 (wt.%) content.
In the 2 to 3 wt.% suspension, CNC self-assembles into a stable chiral nematic liquid crystalline
phase (Lagerwall et al. 2014). However, shortly after undergoing shear deformation, the CNC assembles
into parallel micron length arrangements of nematic-like, or parallel CNC configurations called tactoids,
which span micrometers in length and are approximately spaced 15 µm apart (Revol et al. 1992).
Therefore, the mechanical pumping affects the 3 wt.% CNC suspensions arrangement by shear forces as
it is dispensed through the capillary but an electric field is not known to show a similar effect (Lagerwall
et al. 2014). The equation below was developed for spraying more viscous solutions, which relates the
nozzle diameter (D), fluid surface tension and viscosity to determine Qmin(Xie et al. 2015) and was
utilized to explore a Qm starting range for the 3 wt.% CNC suspension.
𝑄_𝑚𝑖𝑛 ~〖𝛾𝐷〗^2/𝜇
The details of the ESD parameters are reported in Table 4.1. Incorporating ethanol into the
liquid component of CNC suspension reduced surface tension. Literature reported a significant decrease
surface tension at 40/60 (v/v) with a small effect at higher ethanol concentrations (Ieta et al. 2010).
However, conductivity decreased with increased ethanol concentration. No exact relationship between
V and Qm was calculated, but feed rates were considered from the reported equations (Xie et al. 2015).
With the lab scale electrospraying equipment, ESD processing of a 3 wt.% CNC suspension yielded about
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1g of powders, ready for conventional extrusion compounding, within 8 hours. SEM micrographs in
Figure 4.3 show 0.1 wt.% CNC suspension ESD particles that were deposited onto aluminum foil.

Figure 4.2. Cone-jet formation of ESD 40:60 ethanol and water mixture with 3% CNC from a 1.5" 18-G
nozzle at 27kV and 6 µm/min. The image was taken with a Pixel 3XL 12.2-megapixel camera; the setters
were f/1.8 aperture, 1/60 shutter speed, a 4.44mm lens and international organization for standard
setting of 74.
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a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

Figure 4.3. SEM micrographs of ESD CNC particles. a.) 2kX b.) 10kX and c.) 20kX micrographs show
variable morphologies of particles produced from 0.1wt.% CNC. d.) 20kX micrograph of a bulk quantity
of dried CNC after collection.
4.3.2

Liquid Removal Mechanism
The ESD drying dynamics were similar to that seen in SDCNC where liquid droplets constrict

individual CNC into larger agglomerates (Peng, Gardner, and Han 2012). The proposed mechanism for
liquid removal in ESD particles was rapid evaporation with decreased liquid droplet sizes and is outlined
in literature. Researchers characterized fine water droplets, produced via a sprinkler system, which
evaporated in the air with diameters that were > 1 mm while moving at rates under 3 m/s (Kincaid, D.C.;
Longley, Kincaid, and Longley 1989). The research indicated a range of droplet evaporation rates based
on decreasing diameter, temperature, and relative humidity (RH). At 22°C and 88% RH, the evaporation
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rate was approximately 0.35%/sec with a 1 mm droplet size. At 31°C and 25% RH, the rate of
evaporation is increased significantly to 10 %/sec with a droplet diameter of 0.3 mm. Further decrease
of the droplet size resulted in an exponential increase in the water evaporation rate. Using ESD, sub
micrometer droplets were produced and liquid removal occurred before reaching the collection plate.
4.3.3

Particle Morphology and Size
Particle sizes of the ESD CNC powder ranged from approximately 40 – 1200 nm in length and 10

– 500 nm in width, and Table 4.2 reports the average measured values with the aspect ratios. A
histogram in Figure 4.4 shows the particle distribution in three size ranges. SEM micrographs of ESD
dried CNC from dilute suspension show variable morphology based on particle size. The smallest
particles observed in Figure 4.3c appear as agglomerated bundles of the single crystal “rice like”
morphology. The small particle widths range from 10-50 nm and the lengths range from 75-190 nm with
higher aspect ratios. The hypothesis for these CNC particle sizes are a product of nanometer sized
droplets which encapsulated CNC when dried. With a high positive surface charge, the chance of one
droplet coalescing with another droplet containing CNC particles, which may agglomerate during liquid
removal, was reduced. Medium and larger sized particles measured 90-490 nm in average width to 2201010 nm in length and show variable, yet more circular, morphology of larger agglomerates. The
formation of larger particle sizes, those above about >250 nm width, were attributable to a variety of
conditions. Large CNC particles may have developed by coalescing water droplets in midair that were
produced after EHDA. Once the droplets combined, the CNC particles inside were constricted and
hydrogen bonded into larger agglomerates. Additionally, non-aerosolized micron sized droplets were
ejected from the needle tip and partially dehydrated before they were collected. The latter was visible
to the naked eye, via the LED light illumination between the needle and collector, as depicted in Figure
4.2. These droplets left a watermark on the tin foil collection substrate. A CNC suspension reduced feed
rate and produced fewer visible droplets and watermarks. Finally, a coronal discharge phenomenon
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produced larger than expected liquid droplets (Xie et al. 2015). During this discharge, a decrease in
liquid produces a charge buildup that disrupts the jet formation and then allows a droplet to rebuild
before breaking the liquid surface tension. The charge then dissipates over the droplet and jet
reformation occurs. This phenomenon could be attributable to a low corresponding voltage or dielectric
properties of the suspension.

a.)

b.)
Figure 4.4. Histograms of a.) the lengths and b.) the width of the measured particles from 0.1 wt.% CNC
suspension.
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Table 4.2. Particle length (l) width (d) and aspect ratio (l/d) from two stubs containing ESDCNC from
0.1% suspension with summary statistics in each category.
Stub 1 Length (nm) Width (nm) Aspect Ratio (l/d)
Mean
198
73
4.0
SD
183
91
2.4
Min
44
11
1.0
Max
1197
490
12.4
Stub 2 Length (nm) Width (nm) Aspect Ratio (l/d)
Mean
217
82
4.1
SD
186
96
2.7
Min
42
11
1.2
Max
1009
504
13.8

4.3.4

Water Loss and Recovered Masses
The recovered mass (mg), water mass (mg) and dry mass of particles (mg) of ESD CNC are

reported in Table 4.3. The recovered CNC powder was obtained after ESD of the suspension and
conditioning of the CNC powders at 105℃ in a muffle furnace. Collecting the particles on a flat surface,
after drying and before removing the Al foil, produced an average recovery of 79% of the 1380 mg of
total dispensed CNC (wt.) suspension (see Table 4.3). Adjustments to an analog dial stabilized the conejet formation and suspension atomization with 0.1 kV changes in the voltage were made, if necessary.
Decreasing the feed rate or increasing the voltage reduced the formation of large micrometer-scale
droplets. Once the ESD process was finely tuned, only atomized nano-scale and dried material reached
the collector. A stable cone-jet formation persisted over the whole drying experiment, without microdroplet formation and the process continued until the syringes emptied. With the 3 wt.% suspension,
the dry weight percentage results were less susceptible to small weight changes and standard deviation
of water loss decreased with a CV of 13.6%, shown in Table 4.3.
The 21% yield loss of ESD CNC was attributed to positive charge buildup on the surface of the
individual CNC agglomerates and inter-particle repulsion. Although the electric field propelled dried CNC
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towards the grounded collector, some managed to escape and collect on surfaces within the drying
chamber. Particles collected and strongly adhered onto the Al foil substrate may account for the
remaining loss in recovered particles. After fibers accumulated on top of the initial layers, recovery
required little effort.
Table 4.3. Moisture content (MC) analysis of ESD CNC after a 2hr 90°C heat treatment. Recovered is the
amount of collected CNC from the aluminum foil substrate after drying and water loss.

unit
Mean
CV

4.3.5

Recovered
(mg)
1152.6
0.02

Water
mass
(mg)
62.6
0.1

Dry wt.
(mg)
1090
0.02

Powder
yield
(%)
79
1.8

Deposited
(mg)
1380
--

Mechanical Properties of PLA/CNC Composite
The PLA resin used in this study was a general-purpose film and 3D printing feedstock. The low

fiber wt.% references obtained from literature were targeted for film applications and are listed in Table
4.4. The Number 2 and 3 resins included in the mechanical property summary are very similar in film
application to the ones used in this study but differ in the chemical reactivity and acid-base
characteristics. The respective mechanical properties of neat and compounded materials are listed in
Table 4.5. Figure 4.5 graphically presents the comparison of the neat, ESD and SD data reported for this
preliminary study. Both the ESD and SD CNC categories showed improvements over the neat PLA with a
10 and 5% increase in tensile strength in EDS and SD CNC, respectively. The CNC improved the strength
by 10%, from 57 ± 3.3 (MPa) to 62.5 ± 1.1 (MPa) with only 0.5 wt.% filler content. Strength
improvements were attributed to good dispersion of ESD CNC particles throughout the thermoplastic
matrix after high shear mixing during extrusion. The surface area of the nano and micron particle sizes
presumably improved the stress transfer during tensile testing as a function of interfacial interaction;
nano-scale particles showed improvements over SD by a factor of two. However, the dispersive energies
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of spray dried CNC versus PLA are dissimilar with PLA surface energy that is ≈ 32 mJ/m2 and SD CNC
ranging between 55-70 mJ/m2 depending on the processing method (Cava et al. 2007; Peng and Gardner
2015). The surface energy of CNC is known to increase with smaller particle dimensions and increased
crystallinity, which may promote agglomerates in the matrix. Particle and matrix interactions require a
compatibilizer to improve the adsorption of PLA onto the surface of CNC.
In earlier studies, researchers produced composite PLA and CNC with similar resin
characteristics, listed in Table 4.4, and CNC loading levels, listed with mechanical properties in Table 4.5.
The PLA resin was compounded with a FD high lignin content CNC (HLCNC) and the fiber loading levels
that were tested ranged from 0.5 -5 wt. % CNC (Wei et al. 2018). The FD HLCNC/PLA tensile strength was
61.2 ± 0.8 MPa with 0.5 wt.% reinforcement. The author reported the HLCNC surface area of 29.3 ± 0.2
m2/g while the BLCNC, a commercial SD CNC, was twenty times lower. The BLCNC composite tensile
strength of 60.3 ± 1.3 was slightly higher than the 59.7 ± 2.0 SD CNC that was used in this study.
Composite films with 1% OD CNC that were produced by extrusion and compression methods and a
study producing composite films with a surface treatment before solvent casting are included in Table
4.5 for comparison purposes. At the 1% fiber loading level, a decrease in tensile strengths was reported.
The modulus of elasticity (MOE) values, along with reference values for comparison, are listed
Figure 4.5 graphically illustrates MOE comparison among sample groups in this study. Neat PLA MOE
results were 3.3 ± 0.08, while ESD and SD CNC were 3.7 ± 0.31 (+12%) and 3.4 ± 0.21 (+3%) (GPa),
respectively. The ESD samples showed a 12% increase in modulus in comparison to SD CNC improving
3% and was attributable to multiple factors. Cellulose has a naturally high stiffness and increases
composite stiffness when added to a polymer matrix, even in a matrix that lacks interfacial compatibility
(Gwon et al. 2018; Gardner, Han, and Wang 2015). Additionally, as the particle size decreases, the
surface area increases along with the capacity for interfacial interactions. Since PLA is polar and surface
chemical reactions increase fiber to matrix chemical interactions, the interface resists the mechanical
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forces separating the matrix and cellulose until inelastic deformation and catastrophic failure occurs.
From a morphological perspective, ESD CNC is less round than the SD CNC and may reduce crack
initiation and propagation. Finally, small particles in thermoplastic matrices are known nucleating
agents, which increase crystallinity and therefore the composite stiffness (Xiaocan Zhang et al. 2018).
The proposed mechanism involves CNC as a polymer chain immobilizer within the composite matrix
(Sullivan, Moon, and Kalaitzidou 2015). In comparison to the HLCNC and BLCNC, the increased MOE in
the ESD/PLA composite with 0.5% filler increased 12% but the SD CNC MOE from this study was
significantly less. The disparity in the SD PLA used in this study may be attributed to reduced dispersion
with aggregation of CNC during mixing despite high shear forces during compounding.
Table 4.4. A list of the PLA resins used in each study, the density, melt flow rate (MFR) and the
manufacturers intended use. The ID # corresponds with the resins used in the research listed in Table
4.5. The resin #4 is assumed to be discontinued but similar to the current 2003D resin.

1
2
3
4

Resin
Ingeo 4043D
Ingeo 4044D(Wei et al.
2018)
Ingeo 4060D(Sung, Chang,
and Han 2017)
Ingeo 2002D*(Shojaeiarani,
Bajwa, and Stark 2018)

Density
MFR
(g/cm3) (g/10 min)
1.24
6

Form
Pellets

Use
General purpose film

1.24

6

1.24

10

Pellets

Heat seal layer film

1.24

6

Pellets

Conventional extrusion
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<40 mesh powder Reactive extrusion grade

Table 4.5. Comparison of PLA and CNC composites produced by various compounding methods and
specimen types with CNC (wt.%) composition, MOE (GPa), tensile strength (MPa), and the percent
change from the control. Sample ID references correspond to those in Table 4.5.
ID
#
1

2

Fiber
Neat
ESD CNC
SD CNC
Neat
FD HLCNC

Processing
Process
Specimen Type

CNC
(wt.%)

Bar-Type IV

Injection
Molding

Bar - Type V or
69 x 12.6 x 3.2
mm rectangle

Extruded /
Compressed
Solvent Cast

Film 1.0±0.05/
0.3±0.05 mm
Film

0
0.5
0.5
0
0.5
1
0.5
1
0
1
0
1
1

FD BLCNC
3
4

Neat
OD CNC
Neat
CNC
b-CNC
1HLCNC

– high lignin containing cellulose nano-crystals
– lignin coated cellulose nano-crystals
3b-CNC – benzoic esterified cellulose nano-crystals
2BLCNC
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3.3
3.7
3.4
3.7
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.8
1.2
1.3
3.3
3.3
4.7

MOE
(GPa)

Δ
(%)

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0
12
3
0
14
12
10
23
0
15
0
-1
42

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Tensile
(MPa)
57.0
62.5
59.7
64.4
61.2
63.4
60.3
58.4
54.6
56.2
57.4
52.8
49.9

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Δ
(%)
3.3 0
1.1 10
2.0 5
2.3 0
2.8 -5
3.0 -2
1.2 -6
2.5 -9
0.3 0
0.9 3
1.2 0
4.6 -8
2.2 -13

70
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50
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30
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20
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0
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B

Mean Tensile stress at Yield
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Tensile Strength (MPa)

PLA and PLA 0.5% ESD/SD Composite

C
Mean Modulus

Figure 4.5 The tensile strength and Modulus of Elasticity properties of PLA (A), ESD CNC (B) and SD CNC
(C).
4.3.6

Scalability
With increased Q and a higher V to match the increased flow, a stable cone-jet formation is

possible. Given these conditions or an increase in syringes, the process shows great potential for scaling
up to pilot and or commercial production rates. With current laboratory scale equipment and settings, 1
g of dried CNC is a daylong production endeavor. Some machine configurations involve a circular
arrangement with an additional electrode. The purpose of the electrode is to balance the surface charge
on the droplets and acts to increase the pumping rates as well as decrease material loss that are
affected by surface charge repulsion. Ongoing work in our lab is exploring increasing ES spray
production.
4.4

Conclusion
Nano-scale CNC powders were produced and recovered using the electrospray drying

technique. The particle dimensions, measured with digital particle size analysis of SEM micrographs,
were on average 78 nm in width and 307 nm in length with an average aspect ratio of 4. The dried CNC
dimensions were characteristic of the variations in morphology. An average of 1152.6 mg of CNC
particles were recovered after ESD 1380 mg from the 3% (wt.) of CNC in suspension. Approximately 79%
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of the deposited fibers were dried and ready for a conventional compounding process in a thermoplastic
matrix. Upon testing a CNC/PLA composite, addition of 0.5% ESD CNC in PLA improved tensile strength
and MOE by 12 and 10%, respectively. These results exhibit higher mechanical properties in comparison
to SD CNC were a respective 5 and 3% increase from PLA was observed.
4.5

Future Work
Alterations in the particle drying and collection process can improve dried CNC powder

deposited and collected yield. Future analysis of CNC will focus on surface energy, surface modification
and thermoplastic compounding after obtaining large quantities of dried CNC. Observation of the
composite via SEM and testing of the composite crystallinity, thermal and mechanical properties are
necessary after compounding. Future investigations will include analysis of larger weight contents of
compounded ESD CNC with the PLA thermoplastic matrix.
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CHAPTER 5
5

PRODUCTION AND APPLICATION OF ELECTROSPUN NANOFIBERS FOR POLYLACTIC ACID (PLA)
COMPOSITE REINFORCEMENT

ABSTRACT
This work examined the production of neat and composite electrospun fibers, the levels of
compounded nanoparticles in composite electrospun fibers and the use of those fibers as reinforcement
in a PLA thermoplastic composite matrix. PVA fiber mats were produced from a 7% (w/v) solution with
20 and 40 wt.% CNC. Post processing included mechanical cutting of continuous spun nanofiber mats
into 1-5 mm length fibers. Composite fibers (cNF) contained 0.5, 1 and 3 wt.% CNC and were
compounded with thermoplastic PLA by batch mixing. For comparison 100 pNF, at similar wt.% of PVA in
cNF reinforcement and ESDCNC with respect to the cellulose in cNF, were compounded PLA as control
fiber reinforcement groups. The fiber reinforced PLA composite was qualitatively assessed by SEM and
AFM images. Good dispersion of the fiber bundles and even distribution of the fibers throughout the
PLA matrix was observed. The crystallinity of PLA was increased with the addition of both the 100 pNF
and cNF. From calculations using x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements, the crystallinity was 5.2% for
100 wt.% PLA and 19% for 88/12/0 (PLA/PVA/CNC, wt.%), while the 85/12/3 composite fibers was 10%.
A decrease in the PLA peak cold crystallization temperature from 119 ±2.2 °C to as low as 108.3 and
109.3 °C in 60/40 and 80/20 cNF containing 3% CNC in PLA. The 80/20 cNF groups showed thermal
property characteristics that were analogous to 100 wt.% PLA but dropped after reaching the 230°C
thermal decomposition point of PVA. Finally, the mechanical properties were measured and analyzed
with TukeyHSD statistical testing. The letter differences were included in the results. The 80/20 cNF
improved the PLA mechanical properties and affected PLA crystallinity while the 60/40 cNF reinforced
groups showed improvement in tensile and flexural strength but significantly decreased impact strength
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and crystallinity. The PLA/CNC 12/3 wt.% composite fiber improved neat PLA tensile modulus of
3.64±0.76 GPa, tensile strength of 56.4±13.6 MPa and impact strength of 3.15±0.26 kJ/m2 by 21, 30 and
54% to 4.74±0.43 GPa, 68.3±1.2 MPa and 4.85 kJ/m2, respectively. These results were attributed to
improved surface area of the submicron diameter fibers and the synergistic effect of the 80/20 ratio of
PVA/CNCs intrafibrillar hydrogen bonding interactions and the network of hydrogen bonding among the
PVA fiber surfaces in the PLA matrix. Surface energy compatibility of the PVA fibers with the PLA matrix
was suspected to influence the improved mechanical properties of the PLA. Some evidence of this was
observed by the 4 wt.% PVA fiber only improvement of tensile strengths between 16 and 21%. The 12/3
wt.% composite fibers reduced the strain to break by 7% but the 4/1 wt.% composite and neat PVA 12%
spun fiber reinforcement groups increased the strain to break by 10% and 24%, respectively. The higher
concentration of CNC may reduce the synergistic attributes that were observed in the 20 wt.% groups
and attributed to the enhanced mechanical properties.
5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

Electrospun nanofibers

Nanofillers are considered particles or fibers that consist of at least one dimension under 250 nm.
Reinforced thermoplastic composites could be considered a trial-and-error field; in the sense that
limited theory surrounds the ‘why’ related mechanisms and focuses mostly on the ‘what’ aspects
(materials, size, shape, etc.) It is well documented that the reduction of particle size or fiber diameter
increases the surface area and reduces the volume of the particle or fiber, which typically leads to
increased mechanical properties including strength and stiffness when the filler is compounded in a
thermoplastic matrix. Pai et al. saw a 2 fold increase in Poly(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide)
(PA 6(3)T) single electrospun fiber stiffness by reducing the diameter from 3.6 µm to 170 nm (Pai, Boyce,
and Rutledge 2011). Additionally, improved fiber dispersion dictates what amount of surface area
interacts with and improves the properties of the compounded matrix. However, a fiber reinforcement
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composed of titanium dioxide (TiO2) particles compounded with poly styrene (PS) via ES with
poly(butylene succinate-co-adipate) (PBSA) showed less dramatic improvements (Neppalli et al. 2014).
Multiple samples were produced where the particle fillers varied in concentration. Additionally, the fiber
diameters reduced with the increased particle concentration but the author attributed the properties to
the retardation of the PBSA nucleation with the addition of fibers that block semi-crystalline behavior in
that specific material.
5.1.2

Composite electrospun nanofibers

Researchers also modify the filler or matrix to improve bonding on the atomic scale, nano/micro
scale and the bulk scale (Colijn and Schroën 2021; Chakrabarty and Teramoto 2018). However,
manufacturing nanofillers can be time consuming attributable to slow production rates and high
production costs. Nevertheless, what other reasons should we attempt to produce a complex
particle/fiber/ thermoplastic matrix composite system? Colijn et al. suggests consideration of three
fundamental aspects of the polymer and nanoparticle in question: the polar and dispersive surface
energies (Gardner et al. 2013), the ability of the nanofiller to aggregate by cohesive forces and
quantification of the interphase area produced via compounding and nanofiller/polymer matrix
interactions.
Recently, the materials science community has focused much attention on the production of
biodegradable composite systems with enhanced thermal resistance that compete mechanically with
fossil derived alternatives. One opportunity to do this comes by electrospinning polymers, which was
adopted as a simple means to produce nanostructured fillers. These materials have rapidly gained
attention over the past two decades (Xi Zhang et al. 2021; Araldi da Silva et al. 2021). ES consists of a
high voltage source where small quantities of current flow through an aqueous polymer solution and
rapidly produce nanofibers (NF) at room temperature. In some cases, these fibers are filled with another
nanoparticle and composite nanofibers are produced. Although a small fraction of the published articles
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specifically relate to composites and even fewer to ES fibers used as a thermoplastic reinforcement (G.
Wang et al. 2017), matching material characteristics like surface energy to estimate filler and matrix
compatibility and utilization of ES to produce nano-scale fillers to produce fibers with high surface area
may provide opportunities to improve composite properties that micron or millimeter scale could not
provide.
5.1.3
5.1.3.1

Composite reinforced thermoplastics
Emulsion thermoplastic composites
Initial attempts that sought to utilize the chemically compatible PVA and CNC in thermoplastic

PLA was achieved by pumping emulsified PVA and CNC into the melt. However, the phase separation of
PVA-CNC inside of the PLA, after dehydration with compounding in the TSE, reduced mechanical
properties (Bondeson and Oksman 2007). The goal was to take advantage of the compatibility between
each material and bridge the surface energy gap, which would theoretically enhance the bulk
composite. However, the lack of dispersion of the emulsified composite PVA-CNC reduced the
mechanical properties because of discontinuity throughout the PLA matrix.
5.1.3.2

Continuous fiber composites and continuous fiber reinforced thermo-plastic/set
As previously mentioned, the filler and spun polymer are combined in aqueous media or

electrospun with a co-axial nozzle for use in filtration, medical applications and composite
reinforcements (Naeimirad et al. 2018). In co-axial electrospinning that produced PLA/PVA and PVA/PLA
core shell fibers, the authors found that PLA as the shell produced improved mechanical strength
compared to the neat fiber versions. However, production of PVA shell and PLA core fibers performed
between that of the neat fibers (Alharbi, Luqman, Fouad, et al. 2018). Another approach utilized
dissolved PLA mixed with between 0-20 wt.% PVA for ES production of a composite continuous fiber.
Authors discerned that the strength and toughness were improved 3 and 2 times over PLA with the 5
and 10 wt.% PVA in PLA spun fibers (Y. Liu et al. 2018).
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Researchers Somord et al. compounded bacterial cellulose (BC) in PLA that was dissolved in a
dimethyl formamide (DMF) and chloroform (CHCl3) (Somord et al. 2018). The composite solution was
electrospun into a continuous fibrous mat which contained encapsulated BC that improved the fiber mat
strength and stiffness. Authors determined that the high volume of interfacial interactions and hydrogen
bonding between the nanoscale filler contributed to the improved mechanical properties.
Continuous fibers can also be used to reinforce thermoset and thermoplastic media. Neisiany et
al. used ES polyacrylonitirile (PAN) and grafted on glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) as a reinforcement for
vacuum assisted resin transfer molded (VARTM) carbon fiber and epoxy reinforcement. This composite
saw notable mechanical improvements from the neat PAN fibers but even greater improvements in
tensile flexural and impact properties as a result of functionalization(Naeimirad et al. 2018). Along the
length of the functionalized fiber were smaller nodes of GMA that provided additional surface area for
interfacial interactions. Conversely, Zhang et al. grafted poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) onto CNC (CNCgPEG) and produced a powder after freeze drying. That powder was then included in dissolved PLA where
the solution was spun into a mat. The composite reinforcement in spun PLA fibers reduced the glass
transition and cold crystallization temperatures but improved mechanical properties at 5% loading level
(Chunmei Zhang et al. 2015).
5.1.3.3

Short fibers
Short fibers are considered to be tens to hundreds of microns in length and approximately 250

nm in diameter (G. Wang et al. 2017). Electrospinning continuous fibers, followed by cutting them into
short fibers, enhances tensile, flexural and impact properties when compounding with bulk
thermoplastics/thermosets. Additionally, pre-calculation of the quantity of spun fibers or the
encapsulated spun fiber reinforcement occurs before composite production (S. Jiang et al. 2018).
Additional local alignment of the filler inside ES nanofibers is possible and observable with transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with Raman spectroscopy; the degree of orientation is quantifiable
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(Santos and Eichhorn 2016). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) allows for the observation of the bulk
composite fracture surface to produce images of fiber breakage and pullout. Besides testing the
mechanical properties, little can be done to quantify the fiber/matrix interactions. However with recent
advances in atomic force microscopy (AFM), higher orders of frequency (kHz) in tapping mode provide
quantified nanomechanical stiffness of the interphase, particle and surrounding bulk area on a two
dimensional (2D) plane (Collinson et al. 2021; Kocun et al. 2017).
Methods used to cut ES NF into staple fibers include cryogenic cutting or ball milling, solution
blending (Langner and Greiner 2016), homogenization (Yoshikawa et al. 2011), ultrasonication in a
submerged medium (Sawawi et al. 2013), producing discontinuous fibers by adjusting polymer
concentration, feed rate (Indra W Fathona and Yabuki 2016) and ES voltage (Indra W Fathona and
Yabuki 2014), spinning fibers through a gap were they were cut with a spark (Indra Wahyudhin Fathona
and Yabuki 2013), inclusion of nanoparticles during spinning or during sonication (Mulky et al. 2014) and
exposure to ultra violet light between slits with a known distance (Stoiljkovic and Agarwal 2008). A
majority of the methods, aside from the spark technique, required a batch system and up to a two-day
period to evacuate the solvents after cutting. Cryo-cutting and ball milling showed the biggest
opportunity to simplistically scale up but NF ductility can lead to increased fiber lengths. Additionally,
the cutting process can be repetitive and is subject to contamination. The most significant method is
one that may be adapted to a continuous process, but this subject requires further investigation.
Some notable examples of short fiber composites consist of various methodologies to produce the
composite systems. Continuous PLA nanofiber mats (9 wt.%) were chopped with ultrasonication and
added to reinforce poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC) (Xi Zhang et al. 2016). The authors found that
the PLA matrix was comparatively reinforced by mats and the 625 nm and 50-700 µm length fibers,
which showed that both strengthened the PLA matrix but fibers did so without sacrificing the
elongation. Polyacrylonitrile shell and a styrene-butadiene-styrene core fibers, produced via coaxial
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electrospinning, improved impact strength by up to 1.5 times with the addition of 4% (wt.) nanofibers
compounded into epoxy resins(Y. Lu et al. 2013). The fibers were treated with a surface modification
agent, diethylenetriamine, for increased surface area and interfacial compatibility improvements. Using
a different methodology consisting of electrospraying a hardening agent into a nanofiber PVA mat then
performing vacuum consolidation of an epoxy resin, the composite nanofiber structure improved tensile
strength by 4 to 7x that of the neat resin system (Neisiany et al. 2017). Depending on the aspect ratio,
some material properties may be tunable. ES offers a wide range of possibilities with respect to
functionalization of NF of cNF fillers.
5.1.4

Rationale
Based on the literature review of the above materials, the electrospinning method is capable of

producing specifically adapted polymer CNC composite fibers in 3D mat structures, using
environmentally friendly and nontoxic solvents. Encapsulating CNC with PVA in nanofiber form via
electrospinning, chopping the mats into short fibers and compounding this engineered composite
nanofiber into thermoplastic shows potential to increase mechanical properties such as tensile and
impact strength from the PVA and thermal resistance from the CNC. These materials are highly
applicable to many different fields but require more characterization as a short fiber reinforcement,
especially with biodegradable components like cellulose nanomaterials.
5.2

Methods & Materials
The reinforcement fibers were first prepared by electrospinning PVA and CNC together, as

shown in our previous work (Sanders et al. 2019). The fibers were prepared for compounding by first
cutting 1-5 mm strips of the spun mat perpendicular to the alignment direction with an IDEAL 1071
(Krug & Prister GMbH & Co. KG, Balingen, Germany), 710 mm guillotine blade, woven mat cutting board.
Afterwards, the strips were cut along the orientation direction into squared mat sections. The sections
were soaked for a minimum of 3 minutes in liquid nitrogen that was contained in a steel “Cryo-Cup”
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(Research Products International Corp, Mt. Prospect, IL USA) and plastic housing to increase the fibers
stiffness prior to blending, at sub ambient temperatures, with a coffee grinder (Mr. Coffee: model#:
IDS77RB; Cleveland, OH USA), which was equipped with a stainless-steel/plastic cup and twin steel
blades for two 10s periods. This process separated the fibers from their condensed as spun state to
produce a fibrous bundle as shown in Figure 5.1c. & d..
a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

Figure 5.1 Processing steps including (a.) the electrospinning needle and collector, (b.) strips cut from
the continuous fiber mat, (c.) liquid nitrogen soaked and blended fiber bundles and (d.) the
compounded bundles in a PLA matrix.
5.2.1

Thermoplastic compounding

Compounding 80/20 and 60/40 cNF and 100 pNF PLA compounding was done in 100 g batches with a
Batch Mixer (C.W. Brabender Instruments Hackensack, NJ) with Ingeo Biopolymer 4043D PLA pellets
(Minnetonka, MN). ESDCNC was included as a control group for cellulose containing PLA composites.
The naming convention is as follows: PLA/PVA/CNC wt.% and are listed in Table 5.1 . The PLA was
heated and mixed at 70 RPM and 180°C for 3 min. The ESDCNC, pNF and cNF were conditioned at 60°C
for 40 h prior to melt compounding and were added in to the molten PLA to melt compound for 5 min.
The contents were cooled at ambient conditions and reduced to smaller pieces by a granulator equipped
with a 3 mm hole diameter screen (Hellweg MDS 120/150, Hackensack, NJ.
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Table 5.1 The identifier (ID) and wt.% of each compounded thermoplastic PLA groups.

Filler type

ID
PLA/PVA/CNC

PLA

PVA/
CNC

PVA

CNC

n/a

100/0/0

100.0

-

-

-

98/2/0

98.0

-

2.0

-

96/4/0

96.0

-

4.0

-

88/12/0

88.0

-

12.0

-

97.5/2/0.5

97.5

2/0.5

-

-

80/20 cntl
100 pNF

80/20 cNF

ESDCNC-p

60/40 cntl
100 pNF

60/40 cNF

5.2.2

95/4/1

95.0

4/1

-

-

85/12/3

85.0

12/3

-

-

99.5/0/0.5

99.5

-

-

0.5

99/0/1

99.0

-

-

1.0

97/0/3

97.0

-

-

3.0

95/0/5

95.0

-

-

5

99.2/0.8/0

99.2

-

0.8

-

98.6/1.6/0

98.6

1.6

-

95.5/4.5/0

95.5

-

4.5

-

98.7/0.8/0.5

98.7

0.8/0.5

-

-

97.4/1.6/1

96/7

1.6/1

-

-

92.5/4.5/3

92.5

4.5/3

-

-

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron micrographs were taken with a Zeiss NVision 40 (Oberkochen, Germany)

electron microscope. Samples were observed under a 3 kV electron beam intensity and a 12 ± 1 mm
working distance after sputter coating with a 4 nm thick layer of gold palladium. Fracture surfaces of the
impact testing bars were observed at low magnification and high magnification images qualitatively
assessed the fibers dispersion throughout the thermoplastic matrix.
5.2.3

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Thermoplastic composites were cut with an Ultra-AFM Diamond Knife 35° 3.0mm knife into 1 x

2 mm area and 700 nm thick ribbons with a Leica EM UC6 (Leica Mikrosysteme GmbH, Vienna) for
observation on the MFP3D (Oxford Instruments Oxon, UK) AFM. Images were collected with AC160TS-
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R3 probes with ~20 (nN/nm) spring constants. Alternating current (AC) Mode produced images with a
constant free air (1.5 V) amplitude to set point (0.5 V) ratio of 0.33.
5.2.4

X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted on each formulation using a PANalytical X’pert

diffractometer (Almelo, The Netherlands) in reflection mode. Nickel slits filtered Cu Kα radiation at the λ
=0.154 nm wavelength. Samples were scanned in 0.05°/step increments from 5-45° with 40 mA and 45
kV operating parameters. Two replicates were taken per group. A background was measured and
subtracted from the results of each group using Origin (Pro) v2021b (Origin Lab, Northampton, MA,
USA).
5.2.5

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Thermal properties were measured using a TA instruments Q2500 Calorimeter (New Castle,

Delaware, USA). Samples consisted of ~10 mg and were sealed in aluminum pans. A heat-cool-heat cycle
was conducted with a 25-250°C range at 20°/min increments. Crystallinity was calculated using enthalpy
of melting ∆𝐻𝑚 , cold crystallization ∆𝐻𝑐 and the enthalpy of 100% crystalline PLA (∆𝐻𝑓 = 93.7 J/g) in
the equation:
𝑋𝑐 =
5.2.6

∆𝐻𝑚 − ∆𝐻𝑐
𝑤 ∗ ∆𝐻𝑓

Mechanical properties – density, tensile, flexural, and impact measurements
Tensile, flexural and impact samples were injection molded using a Model #50 “Minijector” at

180°C with an injection pressure of 17 MPa (Miniature Plastic Molding Farmington Hills, MI) in
accordance with ASTM D638 and D790. The flexural test specimens were used to measure impact
resistance according to D256 and specific gravity measurements were taken following D792 protocol.
Analysis by the integration of the area under the stress strain curve after sample breakage generated
modulus of toughness data.
5.2.7

Statistical analysis
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Statistical analysis was conducted using JMP® Software Version 16 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).
Mechanical properties were analyzed using a Tukey Honest significant difference (HSD) mean
comparison of each group.
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝐴𝑖 + 𝐵𝑗 + 𝐶𝑘 +∈𝑖𝑗𝑘
where Yijk represents each mechanical property, the letters A, B and C represent the fixed effect of each
reinforcement (100 pNF, 80/20 or 60/40 cNF and ESDCNC) at varying levels of wt.% and ∈ represents the
error term.
5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1

SEM images

High magnification images of PLA, PLA 80/20 cNF and PLA 60/40 cNF composite test coupons are
shown in Figure 5.2. The inset graphics show a low magnification image of the impact fracture surface.
The neat PLA fracture surfaces have similar roughness to the PLA with 2 and 4% (wt.) of pNF. CellulosePLA composites also exhibited analogous fracture surface morphologies to the neat PLA at low
concentrations. In ESDCNC composites, The particles appeared to increase in count and size with higher
concentrations of CNC powders (Figure 5.2I, j, k). The size increase may be observation site specific or if
it was a bulk characteristic, attributed to agglomeration during melt compounding. The cNF does not
appear to influence roughness at lower fiber reinforcement. However, PLA composites in both the 80/20
and 60/40 cNF categories containing more than 4 (wt.%) pNF or cNF showed increased fracture surface
roughness, which was a visual indication of changing material characteristics that were attributed to the
PVA and PLA interactions.
The pNF and cNF fiber bundles appeared to be evenly dispersed in the PLA matrix, as no
agglomerations of fibers were visible in the SEM images and the fibers appeared evenly distributed in
the PLA matrix. With higher concentrations of fibers, the visibility increased in frequency (Figure 5.2p. &
g.). Fiber pullout appeared as either a hole or a lightly colored fiber end that protruded from the fracture
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surface at high magnification. Figure 5.2g, l and k show obvious examples of visible fibers. One
noteworthy observation is the distinct fiber morphology seen in the 4.5/3 wt.% 60/40 cNF group that
went unnoticed in the 80/20 cNF category. Figure 5.2g showed cNF protruding from the surface with
smooth ends but the fiber observed in Figure 5.2l. showed a rough break surface of a singular fiber. This
observation will be mentioned again along with the results that are discussed in the following sections.
SEM observation confirms that the reinforcement fiber filler retained the nano-scale diameter
during and after melt compounding. However, the length may not be technically considered as “short”
(between 10-100 µm in length) since the cutting method only allowed for cutting wider (1-3 mm) swaths
(Figure 5.1b) of the ductile fiber mat. This physical limitation was not detrimental to the ability of the
fiber bundles to interact with the PLA matrix as opposed to agglomeration, like that observed in the
ESDCNC samples (Figure 5.2h., i., j.).
One explanation for good distribution of the pNF and cNF fiber bundles, as ascertained by Colijn et
al., suggests that the polar and dispersive characteristics of the filler and polymer matrix should be
similar for spontaneous mixing (Colijn and Schroën 2021). This applies, not only to the PVA fiber and PLA
matrix but to the interaction of PVA and CNC during ES production of the cNFs. The dispersive surface
energy of PLA at 25°C (298K) was determined to be 33.3 mJ/m2 (Cava et al. 2007). Chen et al.
determined that the dispersive energies of PVA, between 110-150°C were around 45 mJ/m2 but could
not extrapolate the value to room temperature. Peng and Gardner measured dispersive energies of
multiple variety of commercial microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and found the results range between 5575 mJ/m2, depending on the manufacturing process (Peng and Gardner 2015). By encapsulating the CNC
in PVA, the combination of materials was more closely related in surface energy compatibility than if
PLA and CNC were combined. Additionally, the link between PVA and CNC is analogous to the one
between PLA and PVA in surface energy compatibility, not to mention the abundance of hydroxyl groups
available for hydrogen bonding between PVA and CNC.
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b.) 98/2/0 (50X & 6.0kX)

a.) PLA 100/0/0 (50X & 6.0kX)

c.) 96/4/0 (50X & 15.7kX)

d.)88/12/0 (50X & 14kX)

e.) 97.5/2/0.5 (50X & 8.9kX)

f.) 95/4/1 (50X & 7.0kX)
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g.) 85/12/3 (50X & 9.7kX)

h.) 99.5/0/0.5 (50X & 5.0kX)

i.) 99/0/1 (50X & 5.0kX)

j.) 97/0/3 (50X & 5.0kX)

l.) 98.7/0.8/0.5 (50X & 15.0kX)

k.) 99.2/0.8 (50X & 5.0kX)
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m.) 98.4/1.6/0 (50X & 5.0kX)

n.) 97.4/1.6/1 (50X & 5.0kX)

o.) 95.5/4.5/0 (50 & 5.0kX)

p.) 93.5/4.5/3 (50 & 5.0kX)

Figure 5.2 SEM imagery of PLA & PLA composite impact test coupon break surfaces at 50X magnification
and 5.0kX+ magnification (inset).
5.3.2

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Height and phase imagery of the samples surface were produced by measuring the piezo
displacement and probe deflection during amplitude modulation (AM) tapping mode in the repulsive
regime. Height output gave critical insight like a topographical representation of the sample surface and
the root mean square (RMS) surface roughness. Concurrently, in another input channel, the probe
deflection against the materials surface was measured to produce phase imagery. In the height imagery,
white was the highest point, and the black represents the lowest point. The phase imagery, however,
indicates a material quality difference by utilizing the ratio of the set point (Asp) to free air amplitude (Ao)
of 0.5 or less (Magonov and Reneker 1997). If the set point is too low, the tip engages and deforms the
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samples surface. The limiting factor in accurately imaging the surface is the deformation of the sample,
which typically results in permanent damage that appears on the subsequent scan. Eliminating any
damage but providing enough force through the probe to engage the surface allows for differentiation
of materials.
Images produced by AFM provides a snapshot of the multi-phase interactions between the ES fiber
and PLA matrix with the transition in topography in the height images and color in the phase images.
Height retrace images of 88/12/0 and 85/12/3 wt.% composite samples are shown in Figure 5.3a and c,
and the respective phase imagery overlayed on the height image in Figure 5.3b and d. The highest phase
deflection, blue, appeared in both the 88/12/0 and the 85/12/3 wt.% composite samples. Without
quantification of the surface and differing material characteristics related to samples containing CNC,
the color scale was arbitrary outside the observed sample. However, with the information collected by
AFM, we can ascertain through the height map, an increased stiffness in the material considering the tip
interaction with the surface and noting that there would otherwise be a relatively flat topography if the
material was consistently the PLA matrix. Including the phase images, the difference of the phase angle
should indicate more specific material changes, resulting from fiber and matrix interactions.
The fiber morphologies also correlate to the objects observed on the composite fracture surface in
SEM images (Figure 5.2) and the dimensions were consistent with the expected submicron ES fiber
diameters. The green was observed to make a stroke pattern of 10s-100s nm around blue. Immediately
after a larger (100s nm) yellow stroke pattern encircled the green. The area of each may also be
dependent on appropriate root mean surface area (RMS) values, since height can affect the force of the
engaged tip and influence the phase lag, which was used to show phase contrast (Tamayo and García
1996). A force map or analysis with a multi-resonance probe in AM tapping analysis is required to
further quantify the nanomechanical stiffness associated with the multi-component mapping of fiber
reinforced PLA (Collinson et al. 2021).
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a.) height retrace 88/12/0

b.) phase retrace – 88/12/0

RMS: 16.55 nm
c.) height retrace – 85/12/3

d.) phase retrace – 85/12/3

RMS: 2.98 nm
Figure 5.3 AFM imagery showing 5 µm2sections of NF and cNF reinforced PLA.
5.3.3

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The XRD results for pNF, cNF and the ESDCNC PLA composites are shown in Figure 5.4. The 2θ
measurements between 10-25° contain the PLA, PVA and CNC reference peaks; these peak locations
were also found in literature (Huan et al. 2016). References lines shown in the graphs were produced
from matching the composite material results to the International Centre of Diffraction Data (ICDD). The
two PVA peaks at 19.42° (-1 0 1) and 20.11° (1 0 1) as well as the two Cellulose 1α 21.8° (-1 1 0) and 1ß
22.98° (2 0 0) peaks were given a star quality mark; an indication that the crystalline structure at the
given angle is highly likely to be the proposed materials. The 15.45° PLA mark was a poor match.
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a.)

b.)

103

c.)
Figure 5.4 The plotted XRD results of 100 pNF, 80/20 and 60/40 cNF reinforced PLA (PLA/PVA/CNC,
wt.%) composites and the 80/20 and 60/40 cNF and ESDCNC powder fillers that were used as
reinforcement. Vertical lines represent the peaks associated with crystalline structures of PVA and
Cellulose; a PLA reference is also included.
Table 5.2 The material specific reference peaks, miller indices, and the shifted peak locations of the
reinforced PLA composites examined by XRD.

ID
Cellulose 1α
Cellulose 1β
PVA 1
PVA 2
PLA

Reference Miller Index
Shift 2θ (°)
2θ (°)
(hkl)
80/20 cNF 60/40 cNF ESDCNC
21.803
(-1 1 0)
22.276
≈22.3
≈22.3
22.982
(2 0 0)
19.418
(-1 0 1)
19.272
19.322
n/a
20.112
(1 0 1)
15.450
-16.466
15.629
16.367
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The peak center, produced from XRD analysis, are indicated with a short vertical line and are
annotated with the angle at the center of the peak in Figure 5.4, for visual reference. The reference
angles and shift angles are summarized in Table 5.2. The composite reinforcement materials like the
pNF, cNF and ESDCNC powder were also measured by XRD and included for visual reference. Analysis of
PLA (solid line) shows no peaks without the addition of a crystalline filler. In comparison, the 80/20 and
the 60/40 cNF composite PLA XRD analysis showed an increase in the cellulose peak intensity with the
increase in the quantities of cNF. Moreover, the 80/20 cNF composite, shown in Figure 5.4a, exhibited a
sharper peak than the PLA 60/40 cNF composite and the peak max appeared between the two
crystalline PVA domain reference lines. This may indicate that a combination of the two exist in the
80/20 cNF where the 10-20 nm thick crystalline lamellae can persist in the cNF (Y. Park et al. 2019).
However, at very high cNF loading levels such as 60/40 cNF, the CNC in the fiber disrupts the
crystallization mechanics of the PVA, leaving a weakened crystalline response like that observed in
Figure 5.4b. A similar phenomenon was observed in 30 wt.% chitin containing cNF (Koosha and
Mirzadeh 2015).
Addition of the particle and fiber as reinforcement in PLA composites created a peak shift and a
sharper peak intensity (a.u.); Figure 5.4. These effects indicated that some nucleation or material change
in the PLA matrix was attributed to the addition of sub-micron filler, which were observed also observed
by solution casted PVA using ES PLA fibers (Abdal-hay et al. 2016), multiple variety of acid functionalized
CNC (Dhar et al. 2016) and sphere morphology CNC composites (Yu et al. 2017). The 80/20 cNF, 60/40
cNF and ESDCNC fillers shifted the PLA peak from the 15.45° reference to 16.5, 15.6 and 16.4°,
respectively. The sharpest peak with respect to the broad PLA peak, by cNF category, appeared in the
96/4/0, 93/4/3 (PLA/PVA/CNC, wt.%) and in the 97/0/3 of the ESDCNC filled groups, respectively. The
80/20 cNF showed a stronger nucleating effect on thermoplastic PLA than the 60/40 cNF but diminished
above and below the 4/1 and 4/0 (PVA/CNC) composite PLA groups. In the 60/40 cNF category, the
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shifting response to the adjacent peak was mostly undetected, apart from the 92.5/4.5/03 composite
and despite the similar filler percentages of 95/4/1 80/20 cNF PLA composite group.

Figure 5.5 A comparison of composite PLA crystallinity obtained by DSC and XRD.
5.3.4
5.3.4.1

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Glass transition and melting temperature

The glass transition (Tg) temperatures in groups containing the 80/20 cNF and ESDCNC fillers slightly
increased the 59°C glass transition (Tg, °C) of PLA, as shown in Figure 5.7. In comparison, the 60/40 levels
of pNF and cNF reinforcement category showed a slight decrease in Tg (°C), apart from the 1% increase
shown in PVA 1.6 and PVA 4.5 wt.% PLA groups or no change at all in the PVA 0.8 wt.% group. The
melting temperature (Tm) in many of the composite groups showed results that were measured to be
consistently ± 1% of the 150°C PLA melting temperature, apart from the 88/12/0 and 85/12/3
(PLA/PVA/CNC, wt.%) results that increased in the first heating cycle to 153.8°C and 154.2°C,
respectively. By the second heating cycle, most groups showed a 1-2% decrease in Tm but the 88/12/0
and 85/12/3 (PLA/PVA/CNC, wt.%) groups showed a greater reduction of 6 and 4%, which decreased the
Tm to 139.7 and 143.9°C, respectively. In the DSC curves shown in Figure 5.8, the endothermic onset
occurs at around the 230°C thermal degradation temperature of PVA, where it was observed to
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dehydrate and leave behind a polyene group before chain scission at 380°C (Y. Park et al. 2019).
Assuming the structure breaks down around this temperature, chain mobility was no longer reduced by
the hydrogen bonding and the melting temp decreased (Baker et al. 2008). This thermal decomposition
of PVA fibers within the PLA matrix presents a potential processing limitation and work to understand
the degradation mechanics is ongoing with respect to PVA and CNC composites (Rowe, Tajvidi, and
Gardner 2016). However, this temperature is far above the melting point of PLA and may not hinder any
reinforcement qualities attributed to lower filler levels of both the pNF and cNF.
Table 5.3 The results produced from testing NF and cNF PLA by DSC.
Filler type
PVA/CNC
(wt.%)
60/40
cNF
100 pNF
60/40 ctrl
80/20
cNF
100 pNF
80/20 ctrl

ESDCNC
PLA

Composition
PLA/PVA/CNC
(wt.%)
92.5/4.5/3
97.4/1.6/1
98.7/0.8/0.5
94.5/4.5/0
98.4/1.6/0
99.2/0.8/0
85/12/3
95/4/1
97.5/2/0.5
88/12/0
96/4/0
99/2/0
95/0/5
97/0/3
99/0/1
99.5/0/0.5
100/0/0

Tg
(°C)
σ
57.54
59.54
59.27
60
59.96
59.31
59.16
59.78
61.13
60.3
60.57
60.41
60.66
60.59
60.32
.
59.54

Tcc
(°C)

±
1.257
0.95
0.76
0.486
0.428
0.653
1.237
0.677
0.142
0.283
0.473
0.202
0.237
0.233
0.32
.
1.059

σ
108.3
109.5
110.5
111.1
112.7
113.6
109.1
109.6
110.6
111.1
111.6
115.2
112.1
113.8
112.5
.
119.7
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±
0.88
0.344
0.868
1.258
0.14
2.371
0.219
2.627
1.05
1.593
1.212
0.79
0.587
0.141
0.421
.
2.238

Tm
(°C)
σ
151.6
148.3
149.2
148.9
149
148.1
154.2
149.5
149.3
153.8
148.4
148.8
148.9
149.2
148.5
.
149.8

±
3.643
0.31
0.715
0.347
0.591
0.523
0.424
1.566
0.968
1.876
0.595
0.385
0.171
1.124
0.4
.
0.448

Tm 2
(°C)
σ
146.7
147.9
148.8
148.4
148
147.8
143.9
147.8
147.9
139.7
145.9
147.8
149.3
149.1
148.9
.
149.3

±
0.221
0.347
0.105
0.497
0.162
0.657
0.566
1.097
0.551
9.811
0.404
0.252
0.137
0.205
0.179
.
0.379

Figure 5.6 thermal properties of PLA with pNF, 80/20 CNF and ESDCNC.
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5.3.4.2

Cold crystallization and thermal conductivity

Cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), enthalpy of cold crystallization (ΔHcc) and melting (ΔHm) and
crystallinity (Xc) were measured from DSC analysis and are displayed by percent (%) difference of each
fiber category and filler group (Figure 5.7). The results are summarized in Table 5.3 and the
thermographs are shown in Figure 5.8. The peak 120°C Tcc of PLA decreased by 6-10% in all the groups in
both categories, including ESDCNC filled groups. Park et al. observed that pNF and cNF increased
thermal conductivity over the bulk PVA by 6 and 3.5 times, respectively (Y. Park et al. 2019). It was
proposed that the molecular alignment of PVA contributed to this high increase in thermal conductivity
and that inclusion of CNC within the fiber interrupted the alignment despite the hydrogen bonding
between the two groups. However, by analysis with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), the
author noted that the interactions between CNC and PVA were observed to behave separately at levels
below 5 wt.% but were combined at around 7 wt.%. in composite ES fibers. This finding helps to explain
the decrease in Tcc of samples containing CNC in comparison to the respective pNF groups, which
showed less of a decrease, especially in the 60/40 cNF composite PLA.

Figure 5.7 Percent (%) difference of the average DSC results from the PLA control by property.
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Table 5.4 Enthalpy of melting, enthalpy of cold crystallization and crystallinity (%) from DSC and XRD.
Filler type
PVA/CNC
(wt.%)
60/40
cNF
100 pNF
60/40 ctrl
80/20
cNF
100 pNF
80/20 ctrl
ESDCNC

PLA

5.3.4.3

Composition
PLA/PVA/CNC
(wt.%)
92.5/4.5/3
97.4/1.6/1
98.7/0.8/0.5
94.5/4.5/0
98.4/1.6/0
99.2/0.8/0
85/12/3
95/4/1
97.5/2/0.5
88/12/0
96/4/0
99/2/0
95/0/5
97/0/3
99/0/1
99.5/0/0.5
100/0/0

ΔH
(W/g)
σ
±
29.4 3.46
26.8 1.15
24.9 1.98
25.9 1.08
26.4 0.96
26.8
2
26.6 0.39
27.1 0.39
26
1.05
27.9 1.7
27.4 0.65
25.8 1.5
24.7 2.28
20.6 2.89
25.3 0.2
.
.
19.7 7.2

ΔH
(W/g)
σ
±
25.9 1.94
22.3
1
21.4 1.05
22.2 0.81
21.9 1.1
22.4 2.41
18.8 0.1
18.7 0.64
19.7 0.8
21.1 3.18
19.9 0.62
22
0.84
19.3 1.82
16.7 3.23
20.8 0.3
.
.
14.6 5.57

Xc
(%)
σ
4
4.8
3.8
4.1
4.9
4.8
9.8
9.5
6.8
8.3
8.4
4.2
6
4.2
4.9
.
5.5

Xc
(%)
±
σ
2.2 3.6
2.1 1.3
3.3 2.2
0.4 4.1
1.8
3
1.4 2.2
0.4 10
1.1 11
1.8 4.7
2
19
1.4 12
1.7 4.9
3.3 2.6
0.4 16
0.5 3.5
.
3.5
2.9 3.5

Crystallinity of pNF and cNF composite PLA

Enthalpy of cold crystallization and melting increased substantially with the addition of all
nanofillers. The crystalline nature of cellulose and spun PVA could be attributed to the increase in
enthalpies. Park et al. observed a similar effect in ES PVA composites and Sung et al with the addition of
CNC in PLA composite films (Y. Park et al. 2019; Sung, Chang, and Han 2017). The pNF and cNF proved to
increase the 5.5% measured crystallinity of PLA, specifically to 6% in the 5 wt.% ESDCNC group and up to
9.5 and 9.8% with 95/4/1 and 85/12/3 in the 80/20 cNF PLA composites. Additionally, the 96/4/0 and
88/12/0 wt.% pNF groups showed 8.4 and 8.3% crystallinity, respectively. The nucleation of PLA was not
limited to particle size, since the powder filler showed less crystallinity, nor was it limited to fibers
containing CNC, as the increase may be attributed to the chemical compatibility of PVA in PLA. The
60/40 cNF groups decreased crystallinity in PLA which may be attributed to the overfilling of CNC inside
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the PVA fiber. Other than the lack of synergistic effect, as seen in the 80/20 cNF fiber groups, this
phenomenon is not well understood.

Figure 5.8 DSC results in line-graph format. The large graphic shows the first of the heat curve that was
followed by a cool (not displayed) and the second heat cycle that is shown in the inset.
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5.3.5

Density
Density results are summarized in Table 5.5. Most NF containing groups vary little from the 1.25

(g/cm3) density of neat PLA. This result is expected, since the 1.19 (g/cm3) PVA density is close to PLA
and the quantities of compounded CNC (1.5 g/cm3) are relatively low. Therefore, normalization may not
indicate significantly higher mechanical properties.
Table 5.5 Mean (σ), standard deviation (±) and Tukey HSD significant difference letter differentiation (*)
results of spun PVA CNC and electrospray dried CNC PLA composite samples.
Filler
type
n/a
80/20 cNF

Composition (wt.%)
PLA
PVA/CNC
100
0/0
97.5
2/0.5
95
4/1
85
12/3

σ
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.27

Density
±
4e-3
0.01
0.01
0.01

100 pNF
80/20 ctrl

98
96
88

2/0
4/0
12/0

1.25
1.25
1.25

0.01
3e-3
0.01

ESDCNC

99.5
99
97
95

0/0.5
0/1
0/3
0/5

.
1.27
1.26
1.27

.
3e-3
4e-3
4e-3

60/40 cNF

98.7
97.4
92.5

0.8/0.5
1.6/1
4.5/3

1.25
1.25
1.26

2e-3
3e-3
0.01

99.2
98.4
95.5

0.8/0
1.6/0
4.5/0

1.24
1.25
1.26

0.01
0.01
0.01

100 pNF
60/40 ctrl

*
ABC
BC
ABC
ABC
ABC
BC
ABC

A
AB
A
ABC
ABC
A
C
ABC
ABC

Additionally, small paper pieces were sheared off from the mechanical fiber chopping process.
The surface of the samples showed sites where paper was visible, see Figure 5.9a. Figure 5.9c shows the
addition of increasing CNC content positively correlated with increased density of composite samples.
The lowest density was observed in the pNF composites, without CNC, in both sample categories
(P07C20 & P07C40) and were very close to the mean density of PLA. The 5 wt.% ESDCNC and 85/12/3
composite PLA shared the highest average density of 1.27 g/cm3. Tukey HSD statistical analysis found
the mean differences in the 5 wt.% ESDCNC, 85/12/3 and PLA samples to be statistically similar, as
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indicated by the letter groups (*) in Table 5.5. The analysis determined that some of the groups mean
densities were significantly different from one another, but not the PLA (ABC).
a.) 88/12/0, 96/4/0, 98/2/0 composites b.) 97.5/2/0.5, 95/4/1, 85/12/3 composites

c.)
Figure 5.9 PLA filled with a.) 100 pNF, b.) 80/20 cNF and c.) the density (g/cm3) by composition (wt.%) of
ESDCNC, pNF and cNF.
5.3.6

Mechanical properties
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5.3.6.1

Tensile and flexural strength
The percent difference of tensile and flexural and impact properties for each composite ID are

shown in Figure 5.12 and the values, standard deviation and statistically significant letter designation
from neat PLA are listed in Table 5.6. In the 80/20 cNF PLA composite, both pNF and cNF improved
tensile yield strength as much as 21% in the 12 wt.% PVA and 3 wt.% CNC cNF group (85/12/03) and as
little as 16% in the neat 2 wt.% PVA group (98/2/0). This increase to 68.3±1.2 MPa of 85/12/3 wt.% in
tensile strength was attributed to the dispersion of spun fibers and their interfacial interaction
compatibility throughout the PLA matrix, as observed in SEM (Figure 5.2) and AFM (Figure 5.3) imagery.
By statistical analysis, the mean difference in the reinforcement types were not deemed significant in
comparison; see Figure 5.10. Similar results are shown in Figure 5.12 for the 60/40 cNF, where each PVA
fiber groups, namely 99.2/0.8/0, 98.4/1.6/0, and 96.5/4.5/0 (PLA/PVA/CNC) improved by approximately
15% from neat PLA tensile strength. The 98.7/0.8/0.5, 97.4/1.6/1 and 92.5/4.5/3 (wt.%) groups showed
improvements by 8, and 15 and 3%, respectively.

Figure 5.10 Tensile strength* (MPa) and tensile modulus** (GPa) 100 pNF - 80/20 ctrl, 80/20 cNF and
ESDCNC composites; TukeyHSD letter difference(*top,**bottom)
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Figure 5.11 Impact strength* (kJ/m3) and modulus of toughness** (J/m3) of pNF, 80/20 cNF and ESDCNC
composites; TukeyHSD letter difference (*top, **bottom)
Shortening the chopped fibers to the 10-100s of µm may further improve the mechanical
properties. The primary focus falls on refinement of mechanical reduction of continuous mats fiber
length in a controlled fashion. Therein arise two hurdles. One, cutting ductile organic fibers results in
physical limitations where use of liquid nitrogen induced brittle behavior (Jiang et al. 2013) and the
second, ensuring no contaminants enter the composite through the cutting process. Addition of
mannitol may address the first hurdle. Vass et al. combined crystalline (delta-polymorph) mannitol at
5.4 wt.% which helped them successfully grind the PVA fibers into a powder form (Vass et al. 2019).
Flexural strength in the ESDCNC composites increased as much as 8% in 3 wt.% reinforced PLA.
The 80/20 cNF PLA composites exhibited a ±2% improvement on flexural strength. Cellulose
nanomaterials in polymeric matrix are well known to improve flexural strength and stiffness (Jonoobi et
al. 2010; Aitomäki and Oksman 2014). However, compounding the 60/40 cNF in PLA produced improved
flexural strength, which was attributed to the increased volume of CNC reinforcement provided during
bending.
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5.3.6.2

Tensile and flexural modulus
The neat PLA tensile modulus of elasticity 3.65±0.76 GPa was improved by the addition of 12/3

cNF in PLA to 4.7 ± 0.3 GPa; a 30% increase. The 12 wt.% pNF group tensile modulus of elasticity was
3.94 ± 0.31 GPa, an 8% improvement from neat PLA. Moreover, PLA composite groups containing only
neat pNF as fiber reinforcement exhibited a trend where the tensile stiffness was consistently less than
the respective 80/20 cNF composite; see Figure 5.10. The intermolecular hydrogen bonding network
within the 80/20 cNF reinforcement could account for the difference between pNF reinforced PLA
groups with weaker tensile moduli. However, this benefit is limited, as the results in the 60/40 cNF PLA
groups increased by 11% to 4.04±0.45 GPa in PLA compounded with 4.5/3 wt.% cNF. The improvement
to the tensile stiffness was less or reduced in the lower fiber content groups for 60/40 cNF categories.
For example, the difference in 80/20 cNF groups was 8 and 5% higher in 80/20 groups 2/0.5 and 4/1
(PVA/CNC), with 4.12 ± 0.11 and 4.19 ± 0.49 GPa, respectively. The 0.8/0.5 cNF and 0.8 pNF decreased
PLA tensile stiffness by 4 and 3%, to 3.53±0.16 and 3.5±0.15 GPa, respectively. The changes in mean
tensile modulus of elasticity were not determined as significantly different from PLA by Tukey HSD
analysis.
Flexural stiffness decreased in all NF containing groups, despite observing flexural strength
improvements in the 60/40 cNF reinforced PLA; the higher density of CNC within the fibers is attributed
to this increase. Flexural modulus of elasticity also showed a ±1% mean difference in ESDCNC reinforced
PLA samples. Addition of CNC was documented to reduce mechanical properties after reaching a
percolation threshold (Mokhena et al. 2018).
5.3.6.3

Strain at break
Tensile strain at break, shown by the percent difference from PLA in Figure 5.12, increased with

higher wt.% of neat and composite fibers in the 80/20 cNF PLA composites, apart from the 85/12/3
(PLA/PVA/CNC wt.%) group showing a 7% decrease. One explanation for the improved strain to failure
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was observed in SEM fracture surface roughness with increased pNF (4 and 12 wt.%) and cNF (4/1 and
12/3 wt.% PVA/CNC), shown in Figure 5.2. Moreover, XRD results, Figure 5.4, show a peak shift and
crystallization occurring between the PVA fiber and PLA matrix. This domain was ostensibly observed
with AFM in Figure 5.3 and was qualitatively shown by phase trace measurement images to contain
different stiffness values. To further understand this phenomenon, integration of the stress (MPa) by
the strain (mm/mm) curves, up to the point of failure, for each tensile test specimen provided modulus
of toughness data. Where PLA with the 12/3 cNF showed a 12% increased modulus of toughness with
the 7% reduced strain at failure, the 12 wt.% pNF sample group increased the toughness by 67% of that
seen from PLA. With respect to strain at break, the sample exhibited increased elongation by 24%. PVA
in this scenario performed like a plasticizer, analogous to similar effects that were observed by Kahvand
and Fasili in thermoplastic starch containing quantities of PVA less than or greater than 10 wt.% PVA
(Kahvand and Fasihi 2019). However, strengthening via intermolecular hydrogen bonding and
improvement to elongation occurred simultaneously. Liu et al. 2018 observed that the tensile strength
and elongation to failure improved in solution blended PLA/PVA ES fibers containing 5 and 10 wt.% PVA.
After 10 wt.% some decline in the toughness occurred, which was attributed the fibers increased
modulus from higher PVA content. The 60/40 cNF PLA composite exhibited mixed strain at break and
modulus of toughness results with the 0.8 wt.% pNF increasing 9 and 23%, respectively, and the 1.6
wt.% pNF PLA composite increased, while the CNC containing cNF decreased the elongation; the largest
being the 24% reduction in the P4.5C03 group. Over filling of CNC in the P07C40 cNF fibers may have
prevented the hydrogen bonding network between PVA and CNC from performing as reinforcement on
the level observed by the P07C20 reinforcement. Shalom et al. varied the ratios of CNC to PVA and from
this encountered morphological changes that enhanced tensile strain and toughness in 1:5 PVA:CNC
composite films by 570% and 202 MJ/m3 regardless of the crosslinker additive (Shalom et al. 2019). The
author suggests that with varying the ratios of PVA and CNC, a dual crystalline structure exists and
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creates a needle like morphology. The hydrogen bonding network may accommodate this morphological
formation, but more work is required to address this subject.
5.3.6.4

Impact strength
Impact strength and modulus of toughness are prime examples of a successful fiber distribution

and the perceived reinforcement benefits ascribed to the hydrogen bonding network. The difference
between 80/20 and 60/40 cNF groups suggests that the ratio of cellulose to PVA and equal CNC wt.%
produces measurable differences. This could be tunable with the variation of CNC within the fiber as
well as the cNF compounded within the PLA.

Figure 5.12 The tensile and flexural properties of composites by PLA/PVA/CNC content (wt.%); the order
includes electrospray dried CNC (ESDCNC), 80/20 cNF and 60/40 cNF reinforced PLA..
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Table 5.6 Shows the tabulated values of mean tensile and flexural properties of composite PLA groups
with their standard deviations (±), letter significance by TukyHSD and the percent change from the
control PLA.

Filler
type
ESDCNC

80/20
cNF
100 pNF
80/20
ctrl
60/40
cNF
100 pNF
60/40
ctrl
PLA

5.4

Composition
(wt.%)
PLA PVA/CNC
99.5
0/0.5
99
0/1
97
0/3
95
0/5
97.5
2/0.5
95
4/1
85
12/3
98
2/0
96
4/0
88
12/0
98.7
0.8/0.5
96.4
1.6/1
92.5
4.5/3
99.2
0.8/0
97.4
1.6/0
95.5
4.5/0
100
0/0

Tensile
Modulus
Yield
of Elasticity
Strength
(GPa)
(MPa)
σ
±
σ
±
3.04 0.36 B 42.2 10.9
3.79 0.32 AB 66.9 0.3
5.48 2.35 A 67.2 0.3
4.12 0.11 AB 66.2 0.6
4.12 0.11 AB 66.2 0.6
4.19 0.49 AB 66.7 0.3
4.74 0.34 AB 68.3 1.2
3.83 0.46 AB 65.7 1.2
4.01 0.1 AB 67.8 1.8
3.94 0.31 AB 67.1 0.9
3.5 0.15 B 61.1 3.4
3.77 0.16 AB 64.8 1.3
4.04 0.45 AB 57.9 9.0
3.53 0.16 B 65.6 0.9
3.78 0.4 AB 64.9 0.1
B
3.72 0.1
65.2 1.1
3.64 0.76 B 56.4 13.6

B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AB
A
A
A
AB

Flexural
Modulus
Yield
of Elasticity
Strength
(GPa)
(MPa)
σ
±
σ
±
.
.
.
.
3.66 0.09 AB 106.7 0.6
3.65 0.02 AB 107.2 0.5
3.72 0.12 AB 106.7 1.7
3.49 0.09 B 101.2 1.4
3.61 0.02 B
101
1.8
3.91 0.21 A 100.4 0.6
3.48 0.08 B 101.7 1.6
3.41 0.02 B 98.17 1.4
3.61 0.11 B 99.41 1.9
A
3.36 0.2
99.74 8.3
A
3.61 0.2
104.9 3.9
A
3.61 0.2
104.9 3.9
A
3.47 0.1
107.6 1.1
A
3.54
.
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3.48 0.23 A 105.9 4.3
3.68 0.09 AB 99.65 6.4

Impact
Strength
(MJ/cm3)

AB
A
AB
BC
C
C
BC
C
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
C

σ

±

3.20
3.27
3.04
3.22
3.53
4.85
3.19
3.81
4.17
0.94
0.97
1.01
0.93
0.95
1.06
3.15

0.30
0.59
0.28
0.30
0.70
0.86
0.38
1.00
0.98
0.04
0.10
0.16
0.03
0.02
0.12
0.26

Conclusions
Electrospun fibers were mass produced and mechanically cut to an appropriate size compounding

in a PLA thermoplastic matrix. The 7 wt.% PVA solution contained 20 and 40 wt.% CNC (80/20 and 60/40
cNFs). After spinning, processing and compounding, the pNF and cNF were observed as fibers protruding
from the fracture surface after melt compounding. The SEM imagery indicated good dispersion of the
chopped fiber bundles and even distribution of both pNF and cNF in the PLA matrix. Melt compounding
of chopped electrospun 12 wt.% PVA and 3 wt.% CNC cNF successfully enhanced PLA tensile strength by
21%, tensile modulus of elasticity by 30%, flexural modulus of elasticity by 6%, flexural yield strength by
1% and impact strength by 54% with a 7% decreased strain at break, see Table 5.7 for a summary. The
increase in mechanical properties were attributed to the increase interfacial interactions provided by
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B
B
B
B
B
A
B
AB
AB
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

the melt compounded nanofibers, which promoted hydrogen bonding of CNC and PVA within the fiber.
This intra-fibular component combined with good PVA/PLA interfacial interactions was attributed to the
composite PLA mechanical property improvements and change in fracture surface roughness observed
in SEM. AFM was used to qualitatively map these interface, interphase and bulk regions. The fibers
acted as a nucleating agent and increased the crystallinity of the PLA matrix. This response was observed
by XRD diffraction where the results showed a shift in the amorphous PLA peak and an increased
intensity with a narrowed peak. Increased crystallinity was confirmed from DSC results which showed
the ESDCNC, pNF and cNF reduced the onset cold crystallization temperature, showed a negligible effect
on glass transition temperature and little change in melting temperatures in heating cycles below 230°C.
Melting temperature decreased in 88/12/0 and 85/12/3 groups after exceeding 230°C and was possibly
attributed to thermal decomposition of PVA in cNF. Aside from the 12/3 cNF wt.% reinforced PLA, the 12
wt.% pNF increased the tensile strain to break by 24% and simultaneously increased the toughness by
54%. Samples with lower filler (2 and 4 wt.% PVA and their cNF counterparts) increased tensile
properties but reduced the flexural modulus without affecting the flexural yield strength. These sample
groups also showed similar thermal qualities to PLA. The 60/40 cNF reinforced PLA performed to a lesser
degree in comparison to 80/20 cNF, aside from the 5-9% increase of the flexural yield strength. The
60/40 cNF PLA composite thermal properties were like 80/20 cNF PLA composites but showed
decreased crystallization when compared to neat PLA. More work can be done in the future to reduce
the fiber lengths in the mechanical cutting process to potentially tune the cNF composite PLA
properties.
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Table 5.7 Highlighted mechanical property results with the mean, standard deviation and % difference
from PLA with 12/3 wt% 80/20 cNF reinforcement.
PLA/PVA/CNC 85/12/3 wt.% Results
Mechanical properties
σ
±
Tensile Modulus (GPa)
4.74
0.34
Tensile strength (MPa)
68.3
1.2
Tensile Strain at Break (%) 2.4% 0.2%
Flexural Modulus (GPa)
3.91
0.21
Flexural Strength (MPa)
100.4
0.6
Crystallinity (%)
9.8
0.4
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%
30
21
-7
6
1
80

CHAPTER 6
6

RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTROSPUN PVA/CNC NANOFIBERS COMPOUNDED IN PLA
THERMOPLASTIC MATRIX

ABSTRACT
In this work, the effect of the fiber reinforcement was observed with respect to shear rheology.
The results indicated that the thermoplastic PLA viscosity was reduced significantly with the increased
wt.% of both the neat PVA (pNF) and the composite (cNF) electrospun fiber reinforcement. The
materials showed the typical shear thinning behavior and at higher shear rates of 10 (s-1) the viscosity of
PLA with 12/0 and 12/3 wt.% PVA/CNC 80/20 fiber reinforcement decreased by nearly 2 orders of
magnitude. Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) testing provided some insight for initial
understanding of the reinforcement fiber and the effect it produced as a network within the matrix. The
results indicated that yield stresses were present in 80/20 cNF fiber reinforced PLA, which were like that
of a fiber filled polymer network. Despite this, the storage and loss moduli were consistently below that
of neat PLA in both groups and more so in the 80/20 cNF groups, which was attributed to the lower
wt.% content of PLA.
6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

Cellulose as a thermoplastic reinforcement filler

Cellulose is widely abundant and contains multiple hydroxyl groups per cellulose molecule which
creates advantages when it is used as a filler for melt compounding into a polymer matrix. However,
because of these hydroxyl group interactions, particles of cellulose tend to agglomerate, so sufficient
understanding in the driving factors of surface chemistry are required to better disperse cellulose as a
reinforcement (Gardner et al. 2013). Additional attention must be paid to the complexity of cellulose
modification, especially if the matrix lacks compatibility or showed poor dispersion of cellulose without
modification. There are a multitude of pathways available to modify cellulose, CNF, CNC and BC (Hubbe,
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Rojas, and Lucia 2015). The current push for material property improvements is coupled with the ability
to do so with environmental safety, sustainability, and industrial scalability taken into consideration. In
one case, modifying CNC via green esterification, produced substantial improvements in the mechanical
properties of PLA occurred and was attributed to the high surface area of the very small particle. The
solvent and catalyst free treatment enabled CNC dispersion for improved interfacial compatibility with
the PLA matrix (Shojaeiarani, Bajwa, and Stark 2018). Another research group produced composite PLA
with grafted di-block copolymer of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and an ionic liquid (IL) surfactant, followed
by compounding of the same components with the addition of CNC (Mariano et al. 2017). However, in
this example, the decrease in mechanical properties, aside from the increased stiffness from the
addition of CNC, did not correlated with the increase in dispersion characteristics attributed to the
treatment; the author attributed the observed results to the absorption characteristics between the IL.
The author increased plasticization from the surfactant, polymer chain size reduction from PEG and the
melt compounding technique. Often, these results are characterized in terms of the mechanical
properties, but the explanation of dispersion goes undetermined without use of shear rheology.
6.1.2

Melt rheology and shear analysis

Melt rheology offers a series of methodologies that measure the dispersion characteristics of
whatever filler is melt compounded into a polymer matrix. Tests like small amplitude oscillatory shear
testing (SAOS) and steady state (SS) shear help quantify how well the filler was dispersed or distributed
in a polymer melt after it was solvent casted or melt compounded. In SAOS, the storage modulus (G’)
and complex viscosity (η*) provides insight into the solid-like or elastic component of the matrix by a
range of frequencies, where η* is the ratio of the amplitude of shear stress to the amplitude of the
strain rate in a viscoelastic material; these materials are known to be out of phase, meaning the stress
and strain occur in a disharmonious fashion (Bagheriasl et al. 2016). The G’ is related to the stored
energy of half a cycle and loss modulus (G’’) characterizes the ability of the melted polymer to flow or
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dissipate the energy. Observation of both graphed together indicates at what amplitude conditions
either component is dominate in the elastic state of the polymer melt. These characteristics were highly
correlated to the network of the continuous physical fiber interactions within the polymer matrix,
especially at low frequencies. The point at which the fibers create a contiguous network throughout the
polymer matrix is referred to as the percolation threshold. With the addition of up to 0.5 wt.% of CNC,
Bagheriasl et al. observed orders of magnitude increases in the G’ and η* compared to that observed in
neat PLA.
6.1.3

Processing and dispersion

Processing parameters such as the aforementioned study dictate the dispersion characteristics and
aid in CNC dispersion. However, some practices are impractical and replicated in lab settings only.
Polymer melt processing occurs at relatively high rates by processing with a TSE and can also include a
premixing phase called masterbatch (MB) compounding. This methodology was examined with
comparisons made among single screw extruder (SSE) to twin screw extruders and numerous processing
conditions for compounding microcrystalline cellulose and a polyethylene matrix (Boran et al. 2016).
Boran et al. determine that the η* increased when a compatibilizer and the MB methodology was
employed. This increase in viscosity was likely attributed to improved interaction between MCC and the
matrix that was attributed to the compatibility modifier and the improved dispersion of MCC
throughout the matrix.
6.1.4

Thermal characteristics of bio-based composites

Thermal degradation of a polymer matrix plays a significant role in the ability to accurately measure
the viscosity properties of biopolymers such as PLA. Addition of bio-reinforcement can also degrade PLA
by releasing chemicals that promote chain scission and weaken the mechanical properties (X. Liu et al.
2010). However, bio-based fillers like CNC are known to improve the thermal resistance of polymers.
One example utilized CNC in PVA and the researchers observed that thermal stability was optimal
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between 8-12 wt.% but decreased thereafter (Voronova et al. 2015). Thermoplastic starch and cellulose
electrospun fibers were incorporated into PLA and also increased the thermal properties of the PLA
composite film matrix (de Dicastillo et al. 2017).
6.1.5

Rationale
Intelligent use of CNC as a functional additive provides multiple areas of improvement to polymer

matrices like PLA. The objective of this work is to observe the effects of the electrospun composite fibers
on the rheological properties of the PLA matrix and determine how the composite fiber reinforced PLA
matrix behaves in the melt state at the 180°C processing temperature using steady state and small
amplitude oscillatory shear rheology methods.
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6.2
6.2.1

Materials and methods
Composite preparation
The virgin thermoplastic PLA (4043D) (vPLA) in pellet form and was obtained from Ingeo

Biopolymer (Minnetonka, MN). The fiber reinforcement was produced by electrospinning PVA dissolved
in water and combined with CNC suspension during dissolution; the procedure was discussed in chapter
2.2. Composite compounding was discussed in chapter 5.2. A neat back of melt mixed PLA (mPLA) was
processed consistently with the pNF and cNF formulations and tested to observe if compounding
produced thermal degradation of the materials.
6.2.2

Rheology testing preparation
Thermoplastics were then compression molded at 180°C with 2000 pressure per inch (PSI) into

disk shaped specimens approximately 25 mm diameter by 1 mm thick and conditioned at 60°C in an
oven before rheological examination. The rheological testing was conducted with a TA-Instruments
Discovery Hybrid Rheometer (DHR) – 3 (New Castle, DE USA) and 25 mm parallel plate geometry with a
1000 µm gap (0.490874 mL volume) at 180°C in a normal atmosphere was used for all rheological
analysis.
Iso-thermal analysis conducted prior to steady state shear and SAOS testing consisted of a 0.1%
strain and 50 rad/s angular frequency test at 180°C for 5 minutes to ensure no thermal degradation
occurred during testing.
Prior to SAOS testing, an amplitude sweep was conducted over a 0.0125-100% oscillation strain
rate at 50 rad/s. The strain (%) for the SAOS testing was determined under the condition that the sample
properties decayed less than 5% for each variety of sample included in the testing, which was 0.08%.
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6.2.3

Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology
SAOS tests were soaked at temperature for 2 minutes prior to test initiation, starting at an

angular frequency of 0.1 and ending at 100 rad/s. The secondary component of the test, following a two
min soak, consisted of a reverse angular frequency sweep.
6.2.4

Steady state shear rheology
Steady state shear sweep testing was conducted after a two-minute soak at 180°C. The shear rate

ranged from 0.1 to 500 s-1 in the steady state sensing mode.
6.3
6.3.1

Results and discussion
Shear viscosity
The viscosity measurements were obtained from SS shear rheology tests and are reported in the

Figure 6.1. The viscosity of the pNF and cNF was lower than that of neat PLA. This result was attributed
to the reduced wt.% content of PLA. However, compounding CNC was reported to increase the viscosity
of PLA when it was well dispersed throughout the matrix (Bagheriasl et al. 2016). Inconsistent viscosity
results in the PLA and low filler groups were attributed to slippage of the parallel plate during testing.
This generated a decrease in the stress during viscosity testing and the data was truncated for improved
data visualization in Figure 6.1. However, the 0.1 to 10 (s-1) range appeared to have consistent results
before the slippage occurred, apart from the higher filler content group with both cNF types which
showed a steady increase in shear forces with a corresponding decreased viscosity. Otherwise, the PLA
appeared to exhibit low levels of shear thinning behavior, but addition of more filler caused extensive
shear thinning of the PLA, especially in the 80/20 fiber category after the internal fiber network yielded
at low shear rates (s-1). Thereafter, high levels of 80/20 fiber reinforcement generated a rapid decline in
the shear dependent viscosity, much more so than the 60/40 fiber reinforcement, which contained
more PLA wt.%.
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a.) Viscosity, η(˙γ) – PLA – pNF & 80/20 cNF

b.) Viscosity, η(˙γ) – PLA – pNF & 60/40cNF

Figure 6.1 Steady state shear flow sweep with viscosity (Pa.s) by shear rate (s-1) of a.) PLA with pNF
(circle) and 80/20 cNF (square) and b.) PLA with pNF (circle) and 60/40 cNF (square) composites at
180°C.
The mechanism corresponding to the reduced viscosity from the addition of PVA fibers requires
further rheological analysis, specifically isothermal creep at a constant frequency. However, Alharbi et
al. conducted creep analysis on core-shell PLA-PVA and PVA-PLA coaxial electrospun fibers where they
were able to conclude that the interactions of these materials showed a strong physical interaction
which improves both the strength and the toughness of the composite fiber (Alharbi, Luqman, Fouad, et
al. 2018). This coincided with work done by Liu et al. where they electrospun PLA and PVA by first
blending the two polymers in solution in quantities of 5, 10, and 20 wt.% PVA in PLA and measuring the
fiber properties. An increased strength and toughness was attributed to the hydrogen bonding network
between the carbonyl and hydroxide components of PLA and PVA, respectively (Y. Liu et al. 2018). It was
also mentioned that a crystalline and amorphous formation, potentially generated from the hydrogen
bonding network, enhanced the mechanical properties. However, with increased PVA content after 5
wt.%, there was a decline in the crystallinity of the composite materials.
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6.4

SAOS Results
Frequency sweep data provided the storage (G’) and loss (G’’) modulus (MPa). At lower

frequencies the neat PLA showed orders of magnitude lower values than both the pNF and cNF groups
in the 80/20 cNF fibers, shown in Figure 6.2a. A significant difference was observed between the 12
wt.% pNF and 12/3 PVA/CNC wt.% cNF fibers in the 80/20 category. The G’ at the 0.1 (rad/s) increased
by multiple orders of magnitude in comparison to neat PLA. The complex viscosity (η*) results of the
80/20 cNF filled PLA were consistent with yield stresses observed in well dispersed CNC thermoplastic
PLA composites (Bagheriasl et al. 2016). However, once the internal network diminished, the G’ results
just before 10 (rad/s) fell below that of neat PLA and the loss modulus (G’’, MPa) were consistently
below PLA, in comparison. The cNF groups in the 80/20 category exhibited increased G’ values in
comparison to pNF groups and decreased below the PLA values at lower frequencies with reduced filler
content. These results are consistent with the shear rheology results shown in Figure 6.1 but the
mechanism behind the effect of pNF and cNF filled PLA on the composite rheology is not well
understood. However, the reduced values may be mostly attributed to the reduced PLA wt.% despite
the increased filler content.
The G’ results observed in the 80/20 fiber filled PLA composites were anomalous in comparison
to the 60/40 cNF groups, where the G’ and G’’ results were consistently below that of PLA (Figure 6.2b).
This could be attributed to numerous factors. Assuming that the fiber dispersion characteristics were
reduced with respect to the 60/40 fiber composition and agglomerates formed within the thermoplastic
PLA matrix would suggest poor G’ and little (4.5/3 PVA/CNC) to no yield stress. However, in previous
works, poor dispersion was not observed by SEM and the fibers remained morphologically consistent
throughout the compounding process. Additionally, the effect of the synergistic properties between the
80/20 and 60/40 properties comes into question on the basis of work Shalom et al., who concluded that
the 1:5 CNC:PVA ratio mechanically outperformed other ratios of PVA and CNC (Shalom et al. 2019).
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Also noteworthy, was the range in fiber diameter observed and measured by SEM and digital imagery
software, respectively, of the 60/40 groups. As with the 80/20 type groups, more rheological testing is
required to gain insight into the vast differences between the two fiber types and within the 60/40 fiber
reinforced PLA composites.
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a.) G’ – PLA w/ pNF and 80/20 cNF

b.) G’ – PLA w/ pNF and 60/40 cNF

c.) G” – PLA w/ pNF and 80/20 cNF

d.) G” – PLA w/ pNF and 60/40 cNF

e.) η* - PLA w/ pNF and 80/20 cNF

f.) η* - PLA w/ pNF and 60/40 cNF

Figure 6.2 Storage modulus (G', MPa) by angular frequency (ω) with the a.) 80/20 and b.) 60/40 cNF
storage modulus (G’) c.) 80/20 and d.) 60/40 cNF loss modulus (G”, MPa) and e.) 80/20 and f.) 60/40 cNF
complex viscosity (η*, Pa.s) groups graphed with the pNF controls.
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6.5

Conclusions
Shear viscosity results indicated a reduced viscosity in fiber filled PLA composites that appeared to

be dependent on the wt.% of PLA in the sample. PLA containing 80/20 cNF exhibited a sharper decline in
shear thinning behavior when compared with the 60/40 cNF containing samples. The 80/20 cNF samples
also exhibited yield stress in the 97.5/2/0.5, 95/4/1 and 85/12/3 cNF, as well as the 88/12/0 pNF groups,
which was attributed to the fiber network and was evident in SAOS G’ (MPa) and η* results. Storage and
loss moduli in all fiber reinforced samples was decreased below that of neat PLA but were significantly
lessened with the decreased fiber wt.% or increased PLA wt.% content.
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CHAPTER 7
7
7.2

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions

Chapter 2
This work concludes that electrospinning of highly filled (up to 50% w/w) PVA/CNC composite
material is possible and shows consistent morphological properties as observed in SEM. The presence of
CNC fibers in random PVA electrospun mats were confirmed via an additional peak seen in DTGA results,
which was attributable to the reduction of thermal decomposition and is attributable to CNC. The
reason why the fibers decrease in tensile strength (MPa) but increase in MOE (GPa), apart from 80/20
cNF, suggests the mat structure may play a larger role than the individual fiber strength. A post heating
process over the Tg and under the Tm showed consistent morphological structure in 100 pNF and cNF
mats and physical diffusion of the fiber intersections produced a network in the fiber mat enhanced
stiffness results.
Chapter 3
The results conclude that alignment of ES fibers depended less on collector surface speed and more
on the spun solution.
The ability to accurately measure the nanofibers requires high resolution SEM with a rapid
observation methodology. There was observation bias in the sampling and subsampling methods which
produced a majority of the variance observed in statistical analysis. Surprisingly, the repetition of
solutions was not a contributing factor to the variability of fiber diameter, which indicates some
consistency in solution the batch process.
The increased viscosity with more CNC presents some throughput challenges as the material
behaves differently than the lesser filled or neat PVA solution. The statistical analysis, although the
result was not significantly different, suggested that the length of the capillary needle that was used to
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dispense the composite solution plays a role in the formation of fiber diameters. This coincides with the
increased viscosity and the effects related to the fiber elongation during flight through the TCD gap.
Chapter 4
Nano-scale CNC powders were produced and recovered using the electrospray drying technique.
The particle dimensions, measured with digital particle size analysis of SEM micrographs, were on
average 78 nm in width and 307 nm in length with an average aspect ratio of 4. The dried CNC
dimensions were characteristic of the variations in morphology. An average of 1152.6 mg of CNC
particles were recovered after ESD 1380 mg from the 3% (wt.) of CNC in suspension. Approximately 79%
of the deposited fibers were dried and ready for a conventional compounding process in a thermoplastic
matrix. Upon testing a CNC/PLA composite, addition of 0.5% ESD CNC in PLA improved tensile strength
and MOE by 12 and 10%, respectively.
Chapter 5
This chapter validated electrospun fibers as a potential yet complex and time intensive option for
improving the mechanical properties of PLA without a large amount of reinforcement material. The
fibers possessed a unique ability to thermally resist degradation within the thermoplastic matrix during
the compounding process, as evidenced in the SEM images. Furthermore, the length of the fibers was
manually manipulated during the electrospinning process and by the mechanical cutting of the fiber.
This adds an element of customization uniquely attributed to this methodology.
The increase in mechanical properties were attributed to the increase interfacial interactions
provided by the compounded cNF which promoted hydrogen bonding within the fiber. This intra-fibular
component combined with good PVA/PLA interfacial interactions was attributed to the composite PLA
mechanical property improvements. AFM was used to qualitatively map these interface, interphase, and
bulk regions.
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The fibers acted as a nucleating agent and increased the crystallinity of the PLA matrix. This
response was observed in a thermal context by DSC and XRD diffraction where the thermal results
showed an increase in the cold crystallization and the x-ray results showed peaks adjacent to the
amorphous PLA peak, which increased in intensity and narrowed in the range of angles.
Chapter 6
Shear viscosity results indicated a reduced viscosity in fiber filled PLA composites that appeared
to be dependent on the wt.% of PLA in the sample. PLA containing 80/20 cNF exhibited a sharper decline
in shear thinning behavior when compared with the 60/40 cNF containing samples. The 80/20 cNF
samples also exhibited yield stress in the 97.5/2/0.5, 95/4/1 and 85/12/3 cNF, as well as the 88/12/0
pNF groups, which was attributed to the fiber network and was evident in SAOS G’ (MPa) and η* results.
Storage and loss moduli in all fiber reinforced samples was decreased below that of neat PLA but were
significantly lessened with the decreased fiber wt.% or increased PLA wt.% content.
The PVA fibers, at this scale, appear to behave like a processing aid and might be further utilized
in low wt.% as a filler to reduce the processing requirements for injection molding, 3D printing or other
extruding applications.
7.3

Future work

Chapter 2
Testing the filtration capacity of continuous fiber mats for air and water is an area of interest for
future testing. Additionally, the fibers can be sintered at the intersections depending on the relative
humidity within the production environment. Future work would include testing the mechanical
properties, pore size and filtration capacity after solvent sintering the fiber mats. In the case of PVA,
high relative humidity can control the level at which the fiber cross-sections are combined. A water
resistance soak test was not conducted for this study but should be done to see what effect the heat
treatment had on the solubility of the continuous mats.
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Some questions were raised about the persistence of CNC within the spun cNF, based on (Rowe,
Tajvidi, and Gardner 2016), and more work needs to be done with respect to observing the CNCs inside
the fiber. Second harmonic generation (SHG) was briefly used to generate such analysis and can be used
in the future, in combination with TEM, to examine the distribution consistency in fibers and the mats as
a whole.

Figure 7.1 SHG analysis of the CNCs within the cNF mats.
Chapter 3
This method produces fibers at a very slow rate (0.01-0.5 g/h) but the single-needles system
excels in production of experimental solutions and is necessary as a testing ground for newer spinning
solutions. Work to add more needles to the current system with an electric shield to reduce the spun jet
deviation is highly desirable. Apart from the traditional system, a free surface or shear assisted spinning
system might generate fibers on an economically viable level if the production of electrospun nanofibers
is desirable for thermoplastic reinforcement.

Chapter 4
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Alterations in the particle drying and collection process can improve dried CNC powder deposited
and collected yield. Future analysis of CNC will focus on surface energy, surface modification and
thermoplastic compounding after obtaining 10s of grams in quantity of dried CNC. Observation of the
composite via SEM and testing of the composite crystallinity, thermal and mechanical properties are
necessary after compounding. Future investigations will include analysis of larger weight contents of
compounded ESD CNC with the PLA thermoplastic matrix.
a.) design v5

b.)

Additionally, recent work related to the implementation of 3D printed hemispheres as attachments
to the needle could produce 3-fold the rate of CNC nanopowders. More work is required to develop a
cap that consistently produces nano particulates without clogging. The area of interest involves which
polymer or 3D design can best provide continuous spraying of powders at this high production rate and
a means to scale up.
Chapter 5
There were a few imperfections that were integrated into the polymer matrix by the mechanical
cutting process. Ideally these should be removed entirely, and the mechanical properties might be
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further improved as a result. Additionally, producing more sample at an enhanced rate would provide
more feedstock and provide the necessary feedstock for composite production with pNF and cNF
reinforcement to improve the accuracy of the mechanical properties evaluation.
Nanomechanical evaluation by AFM provides submicron resolution quantification analysis of the
composite area and the methodology to produce stiffness maps that coincide with the probe’s
frequency. The analysis uses amplitude modulation which indicates a difference among the stiffness of
each material (including the interface and interphase among the matrix and fiber). The community that
utilizes this technology is growing and literature reviews that are related to the subject give very
detailed information on how to properly analyze these materials.
Mechanically cutting the fibers is time intensive and difficult to make consistent fiber lengths.
However, manipulation of the PVA molecular weight and increasing the collection uptake surface speed
may replace this step entirely. Discontinuous fiber production would eliminate the extra cutting step
before compounding.
Some surface energy analysis with inverse gas chromatography would give insight into the
differences between the 80/20 and 60/40 cNF as well as information related to the dispersion
characteristics of the nanofibers compared to CNC powders or neat PVA fibers.
Chapter 6
The data in this chapter were preliminary in nature and require more than these few tests to
better understand the rheological nature of the materials in question. The difference in the neat PLA
versus the other composite sample groups may require a normalization based on wt.% of PLA within the
sample for relatively comparable property analysis, especially between the 88/12/0 and 85/12/3
(PLA/PVA/CNC) groups. Otherwise, the addition of PVA fibers would be considered a shear reducing
processing aid.
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Additionally, some creep testing with equidistant steps in PVA fiber weight content would help
identify the percolation threshold, but more formulations are required to improve the precision of the
analysis techniques. Currently, the jump from 2, 4 and 12 wt.% (and the corresponding CNC groups)
decreases the resolution when investigating how pNF and cNF affect thermoplastic PLA. Adding more
formulations and varying the PVA/CNC composition would increase analysis accuracy. Also including
more repetitions with larger sample production amounts, as opposed to one sample from a 100 g batch,
will also add accuracy of the rheological characterization.
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APPENDIX

Chapter 3: Fiber diameter production results - non-woven mat mass production rate and diameter.
Table A 9.1 Non-woven electrospun fiber mat mass production rate (g/h) and diameter averages
standard deviations and coefficient of variation by pNF, 80/20 cNF and 60/40 cNF mats.

Type

TCD
14 cm

16 cm
100 pNF

18 cm

20 cm

16 cm

18 cm
80/20 cNF
20 cm

16 cm

18 cm
60/40 cNF
20 cm

Mass
Production
Diameter
NL Mean ± CV Mean ± CV Mean ± CV
1 in
0.37 0.02 6.4 0.094 0.006 6.4 0.385 0.142 37
1.5 in 0.36 4e-3 1 0.09 0.001 1 0.329 0.085 26
2 in
0.35 0.01 1.7 0.089 0.002 1.7 0.317 0.112 35
1 in
0.4 2e-3 0.5 0.1 0.001 0.6 0.497 0.111 22
1.5 in 0.36 0.01 2.1 0.09 0.002 2.1 0.452 0.128 28
2 in
0.36 0.01 2.8 0.091 0.003 2.8 0.249 0.064 26
1 in
0.39 0.01 2.6 0.098 0.002 1.9 0.614 0.202 33
1.5 in 0.35 0.01 1.9 0.089 0.002 1.9 0.386 0.116 30
2 in
0.35 0.02 4.4 0.088 0.004 4.4 0.254 0.086 34
1 in
0.35 0.01 1.5 0.089 0.001 1.5 0.389 0.165 42
1.5 in 0.35 0.01 4 0.09 0.001 1.5 0.348 0.114 33
2 in
0.36 0.01 2.9 0.09 0.003 2.9 0.227 0.057 25
1 in
0.38 0.1 27 0.111 0.009 8.4 0.284 0.071 25
1.5 in 0.34 0.19 55 0.111 0.014 12 0.266 0.061 23
2 in
0.41 0.02 4.2 0.104 0.004 4.2 0.506 0.132 26
1 in
0.42 0.02 4.2 0.109 0.01 9.5 0.344 0.114 33
1.5 in 0.42 0.01 2.4 0.106 0.003 2.4 0.453 0.102 22
2 in
0.42 0.01 2.2 0.106 0.002 2.2 0.323 0.121 37
1 in
0.34 0.13 39 0.108 0.004 3.3 0.316 0.084 26
1.5 in 0.35 0.11 30 0.09 0.027 30 0.281 0.087 31
2 in
0.43 0.02 4.4 0.109 0.005 4.4 0.254 0.062 25
1 in
0.45 0.06 13 0.116 0.015 13 0.273 0.071 26
1.5 in 0.37 0.09 24 0.094 0.023 24 0.695 0.268 39
2 in
0.42 0.07 18 0.106 0.019 18 0.7 0.207 29
1 in
0.48 0.06 13 0.121 0.016 13 0.497 0.088 18
1.5 in 0.34 0.05 14 0.086 0.012 14 0.654 0.268 41
2 in
0.49 0.06 12 0.123 0.014 12 0.55 0.209 38
1 in
0.32 0.07 23 0.08 0.018 23 0.552 0.211 38
1.5 in 0.31 0.06 20 0.079 0.016 20 0.651 0.228 35
2 in
0.43 0.13 30 0.109 0.032 30 0.566 0.185 33
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Chapter 5: Mechanical Properties Statistical Analysis - pNF, ESDCNC, 80/20 – 60/40 cNF reinforced PLA
TukeyHSD (p-value 0.95) post-hoc analysis multiple comparisons:
Effect
LVL IS FYS FM TM TYS TSB MT D Tg Tcc ΔHcc Tm Tm 2 ΔHm Xc
pNF
0 AB A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
B
B
A
B
AB
pNF
2
B
A
A
A
A
A
AB A
A
B
A
B
AB
AB
B
pNF
4 AB A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
AB
B
AB
A
AB
pNF
12 A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
B
A
A
ESDCNC
0
A
B
A
B
A
A
AB B
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
ESDCNC
B
B
A
B
0.5
ESDCNC
1
A
A
A AB
A
A
AB A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
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A
A
A
A
A
A
A AB A
B
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A
A
A
A
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5
A
A
A AB
A
A
A
A
A
B
AB
A
A
A
A
80/20 cNF 0
B
A
AB A
B
A
B
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
A
80/20 cNF 2.5 B
A
B
A
AB
A
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
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A
B
A
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A
AB B AB B
A
B
A
A
A
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A
A
A
A
A
AB A
B
B
A
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A
Figure A 9.1 Mechanical and thermal statistical results, denoted by a letter change, using a Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD).
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Dunnett’s post hoc (p-value < 0.05) analysis of 100 pNF ctrl, ESDCNC and 80/20 cNF with the PLA control
Trt
LVL - PLA
IS
FYS
FM
TM
TYS
TSB
MT
D
Tg
Tcc
ΔHcc
Tm
Tm 2 ΔHm
Xc
pNF
2
0
1.000 0.999 0.444 0.091 0.977 0.148 0.987 0.618 0.856 0.279 0.003 0.005 0.506 0.930 0.034
pNF
4
0
0.256 0.256 0.699 0.030 0.862 0.056 0.984 0.015 0.780 0.170 0.000 0.046 0.244 0.583 0.007
pNF
12
0
0.036 0.036 0.997 0.701 0.894 0.047 0.408 0.001 0.964 0.328 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.010 0.002
ESDCNC 0.5
0
0.609 0.008 0.496 0.106
ESDCNC 1
0
0.998 0.999 0.002 0.993 0.997 0.111 0.960 0.979 0.003 0.363 0.000 0.018 0.315 0.999 0.052
ESDCNC 3
0
0.975 0.983 0.001 0.963 0.003 0.054 0.986 0.481 0.031 0.863 0.000 0.238 0.526 0.999 0.677
ESDCNC 5
0
0.985 0.989 0.002 0.947 0.731 0.065 0.909 0.373 0.004 0.125 0.000 0.081 0.529 1.000 0.094
cNF
2.5
0
0.997 0.997 0.688 0.146 0.639 0.051 0.842 0.026 0.840 0.022 0.000 0.055 0.867 0.952 0.029
cNF
5
0
0.685 0.704 0.771 0.802 0.659 0.093 0.915 0.171 0.983 0.943 0.000 0.148 0.965 0.934 0.009
cNF
15
0
0.001 0.001 0.925 0.061 0.091 0.022 0.962 0.856 0.003 0.869 0.000 0.195 0.000 0.318 0.031
Figure A 9.2 Mechanical and thermal Dunnett’s post hoc statistical results - bold text denotes a significant difference from the PLA control
IS – impact strength, FYS – flexural yield strength, FM – flexural modulus, TM – tensile modulus, TYS – tensile yield strength, TSB – tensile strain
at break, MT – modulus of toughness, D – density, Tg – glass transition temperature, Tcc – cold crystallization temperature, ΔHcc – enthalpy of
cold crystallization, Tm – melting temperature, ΔHm – enthalpy of melting and Xc – crystallization.
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Chapter 6: Storage modulus at angular frequency
’ 0.1 rad s-1
(Pa)
PLA PVA/CNC
(wt.%) (wt.%)
σ
± CV
100
0/0
1.51 0.43 28.5
98
2/0
12.5 4.06 32.5
97.5
2/0.5
25.9 24.1 93.1
96
4/0
29.2 8.69 29.7
95
4/1
109 9.77 8.97
88
12/0
305 94.4 31
85
12/3
1600 692 43.3
99.2
0.8/0
12.7 4.78 37.7
98.7
0.8/0.5
7.9 3.9 49.3
98.4
1.6/0
18.6 6.45 34.6
97.4
1.6/1
26.6 4.16 15.6
95.5
4.5/0
11.9 9.87 82.9
92.5
4.5./3
62.7 33.2 52.9

’ 1.0 rad s-1
(Pa)
σ
± CV
10.8 0.53 4.87
74.9 10.4 13.8
130 28.3 21.8
115 21.4 18.6
323 24.6 7.61
821 42.4 5.16
2033 593 29.2
98.9 32.7 33.1
94.6 31.1 32.9
79.6 22.6 28.4
138 40.8 29.5
48.1 34.8 72.4
267 49.1 18.4

’’ 0.1 rad s-1
(Pa)
σ
± CV
19.3 0.88 4.56
69.2 36.6 53
97.8 62.7 64.2
56.3 6.49 11.5
145 52.3 36.2
226 40.8 18
593 33.3 5.61
151 55.2 36.5
170 54.8 32.3
132 46.6 35.4
172 55.8 32.5
48.1 28.3 58.8
101 0.12 0.12

’’ 1.0 rad s-1
(Pa)
σ
± CV
171 5.33 3.12
474 168 35.4
558 256 45.8
301 95.5 31.8
621 252 40.6
631 115 18.2
1900 195 10.3
1319 408 31
1586 232 14.6
1077 170 15.8
1447 255 17.7
158 18.9 12
295 62.7 21.2

η* 0.1 rad s-1
(Pa.s)
σ
± CV
193 8.46 4.37
703 368 52.3
1014 666 65.7
636 88.8 14
1829 431 23.5
3843 744 19.4
1e+4 2597 18.3
1516 554 36.5
1702 550 32.3
1330 471 35.4
1738 558 32.1
511 243 47.6
1210 171 14.2

Chapter 6: Oscillation strain and thermal degradation of PLA pNF and cNF composites
Storage modulus (G’, a.u.) x Oscillation strain (%) PLA w/ pNF and cNF reinforcement
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η* 1.0 rad s-1
(Pa.s)
σ
± CV
171 5.35 3.13
481 166 34.5
574 255 44.5
322 96.5 30
705 233 33.1
1040 45.1 4.34
3028 23.7 0.78
1323 410 31
1589 233 14.7
1080 171 15.8
1454 258 17.8
166 28 16.9
402 13.4 3.34

Thermal degradation of pNF and cNF reinforced PLA composite

Figure A 9.3 a.) Amplitude sweep and b.) thermal degradation graphs for pNF and cNF reinforced PLA
composites.
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